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H O
For many years, evangelicals in the

church have been concerned about the

dwindling number of overseas mis-

sionaries being sent to the field. At the

time of the merger of the two
denominations in 1958, there were well

over 1400 persons working under the

Board of Foreign missions.

For the last 10 years, giving from con-
gregations to an ever-increasing cen-

tralized mission structure has slowed as

churches displayed their lack of con-

fidence in the leadership of the church. At

the same time, giving by local con-

gregations to causes outside the cen-

tralized General Assembly general mis-

sion has increased, and at a higher rate

than current inflation.

Even before the debacle of the massive

restructuring, evangelicals were begin-

ning to stir over the theology and strategy

of mission which was emerging from the

church and which was shaping our
policies and priorities for mission.

The Louisville General Assembly, with

the financial disaster outlined in bold red

letters, triggered intense conversations

among the Executive Committee of

Presbyterians United for Biblical Con-

W IT ALL BEG
cerns, a chapter 28 organization within

the denomination. We felt compelled un-
der God to attempt a positive contribu-

tion to this tragic situation.

After meetings with agency heads, the

PUBC task force on Missions chaired by

Rev. Byron Crozier, asked the Executive

Committee of PUBC to call a Church Mis-

sion Consultation to which senior mis-

sionary leaders, church pastors and mis-

sion committee chairmen would come,
grapple with the problem and emerge
with suggested action for PUBC to take.

The Consultation was held in Chicago,

November 18-20, with the following mis-

sionary leadership present: the Rev. J.

Lowrey Anderson (Sudan), the Rev. Edwin
F. Fairman (Pittsburgh Presbytery), the

Rev. Louis N. Grier, Jr. (Japan), the Rev.

Harold Kurtz (Ethiopia), Dr. W. Don
McClure (Ethiopia), the Rev. Donald M.
McCurry (Pakistan), the Rev. William M.
Miller (Iran), Dr. Samuel Moffett (Korea),

Dr. Paul E. Pierson (Brazil), the Rev. Paul R.

Pulliam (India), Dr. Robert Sandilands

(Cameroun), the Rev. Stanley A. Wick
(Guatemala), and Dr. Ralph D. Winter
(Fuller School of World Mission).

A N
Over 120 persons assembled including

pastors from some of the largest churches
and representatives from the Program
and Support agencies. After a consensus
of need was reached and expressed, the

group heard presentations on the alter-

nate options for action. Larry Hoyt spoke
of the use of the present structure, calling

for theological and spiritual reforms both
in the leadership and rank and file of the

church. Robert Dickson outlined thecon-
tribution of the para-denominational
faith mission agency and the expansion of

funds which are being directed there.

Ralph Winter detailed the voluntary mis-

sion order concept which would operate

as a Chapter 28 organization. The order
would act as a recruiting, sending and
funding agency.

After an evening of prayer and work,
the Steering Committee of PUBC ham-
mered out a “Declaration and Call”,

which after modifications by the Con-
sultation was accepted by the group. The
Consultation by resolution directed

PUBC to communicate this action to the

entire church and to convey and press

these matters before the GAMC and
other appropriate denominational agen-
cies and personnel.



A DECLARATION AND CALL

We, an assembly of ministers and lay persons in the United Presbyterian

Church, U.S.A., at the call of Presbyterians United for Biblical Concerns, wish

to make public our deep concern over the mission crisis in our church and

further do covenant together under Cod to work for the implementation of

our Lord’s Great Commission for the evangelization of all nations. We are

distressed by confusion over the meaning of evangelism, by the declining

number of missionaries supported by our denomination, and by the dwindl-

ing financial commitment of the people to the overseas missionary enter-

prise. This situation is most tragic and inexcusable in view of the spiritual

needs of the world’s nearly three-and-a-half billion people, more than two-

thirds of whom are not Christians.

DEFICIENT THEOLOGY OF MISSION
The problems we see have many causes, but fundamental to them all is

what we perceive to be a widely publicized but deficient theology of mission

within our Church. This deficiency at best blunts the edge of the missionary

enterprise, and at worst denies the power and uniqueness of God’s work of

salvation in Christ )esus.

THEOLOGICAL AFFIRMATIONS
It is impossible to make theological affirmations without corresponding

denials. Therefore, we deny that social action apart from a personal witness

to Jesus Christ is biblical evangelism. We deny that political liberation is

evanglism. We deny that mere moral reform is evangelism. We affirm the

duty of Christians to become involved with others in working for justice,

dignity and liberation from all forms of oppression. We confess our own
failures in many of these areas. Nevertheless, in themselves social concerns,

however important, are inadequate as the focal point for the Church’s mis-

sion; for they fail to deal with man’s great and fundamental problem, name-

ly, the sin which alienates him from God and erects barriers between himself

and other persons. We believe that a church must speak to the world in

cooperation with sister churches and not merely to the sister churches.

We find ourselves in great sympathy with the signers of the Lausanne

Covenant (1974) and affirm with them — but with reference to our own task

of world-wide mission — "To evanglize is to spread the good news that Jesus

Christ died for our sins and was raised from the dead according to the Scrip-

tures, and that as the reigning Lord, he now offers the forgiveness of sins and

the liberating gift of the Spirit to all who repent and believe.

EVANGELISM
Our Christian presence in the world is indispensable to evangelism, and so

is that kind of dialogue whose purpose is to listen sensitively in order to un-

derstand. But evangelism itself is the proclamation of the historical, biblical

Christ as Savior and Lord, with a view to persuading people to come to him
personally and so be reconciled to God. In issuing the gospel invitation we
have no liberty to conceal the cost of discipleship. Jesus still calls all who
would follow him to deny themselves, take up their cross, and identify

themselves with his new community. The results of evangelism include

obedience to Christ, incorporation into his church and responsible service

in the world.’’

WE FURTHER AFFIRM OUR:
(1) Faith in the divine inspiration and unique authority of the Bible as the

written Word of God. Through the Scriptures God speaks today, as he has

also spoken in ages past. They are the spiritual seed by which he brings forth

life in men and women.
(2) Knowledge that apart from the grace of God in Jesus Christ, as

declared in the Scriptures, men are lost in sin and under God’s judgment.

The knowledge of the lostness of those outside of Christ is one motivation

undergirding our proclamation of the Gospel in his name. We are deeply

motivated by a desire to obey Christ’s call to evangelism and by love for

those who are without him.

(3) Joy that God was in Christ reconciling the world to himself. We
believe that Jesus died in our place as our sin-bearer and that faith in him as

Savior is the sole means by which any person can be reconciled toGod.

(4) Belief in the indispensability of the visible church as the vehicle of

world mission.

(5) Awareness that when we have done our best to be faithful to our

Lord’s Great Commission, nevertheless, the salvation of any individual can

be accomplished only by the sovereign God, who alone opens blind eyes

and moves men to embrace the Savior. Consequently, we acknowledgeour

need of and pray for God's Holy Spirit to energize our efforts and bring his

own work to fruition.

(6) Expectation of the promised and personal return of Jesus Christ in

glory to consummate his kingdom and to render judgment upon both the

living and the dead. The knowledge that we must one day give account

before Him impels us to be his faithful stewards and witnesses in this world.

We believe that the task of world evangelization, as we have enunciated

it, applies to Christians throughout the entire world. But as members of the

United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. we face a task uniquely our own.

We are inadequately involved in the missionary enterprise and, therefore,

require nothing less than a reformation of mission theology and a cor-

responding alteration of missionary structures within our denomination.

THEREFORE:
(1) We call upon the General Assembly Mission Council of the United

Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. to join with us in affirming before the

Church and the world this statement of mission as expresing the theological

foundation upon which the church must always build her mission in this

world.

(2) We call upon the General Assembly Mission Council and the Church
to establish the overseas mission enterprise of our church as a separate agen-

cy responsible to the General Assembly Mission Council. This agency shall

have the ultimate responsibility to carry out the work of world evangeliza-

tion. It shall have the authority to solicit, receive and disburse funds, not sub-

ject to equalization, for the implementation of this responsibility. Further, it

shall have authority to recruit, train, send and evaluate all personnel so

engaged and to interpret the overseas mission enterprise to the church at

large. We bring to the attention of the General Assembly Mission Council

the fact that an increasing number of churches and persons are now using

alternate channels for the implementation of biblical mission concerns such

as non-denominational faith missions. We also recognize that there is the

further alternative of the formation of organizations "for the conduct of a

special work for missionary or other benevolence purposes” as explicitly

provided in Chapter 28 of the Form of Government.

We are persuaded that if this call is turned aside the trend to faith missions
and search for other options will continue unabated.

(3) We call upon the General Assembly Mission Council to respond im-

mediately to this “Declaration and Call” with positive action.

(4) We call upon the church at large to respond to this “Declaration and

Call" as individuals and judicatories. We urge support be declared through

communication to the Office of Presbyterians United for Biblical Concerns,

P. O. Box 13124, Oakland, California, 94661, by articles and letters in the

various church publications and by direct communications to the General

Assembly Mission Council and other appropriate denominational agencies.

In view of these concerns, we pledge ourselves to prayer that God will

bring revival and renewal upon the United Presbyterian Church, beginning

with us. We further pledge ourselves to reappraisal of our lifestyles and

patterns of giving to demonstrate our whole-hearted commitment to per-

sonal involvement in the world mission enterprise, and invite the church at

large to join us in these pledges and commitments.

The commission has been given by our Lord; the task is great; the time is

short; our response is clear!

TO GOD BE THE GLORY!



Are YOU concerned
about world missions
in the United Presbyterian Church?

THEN YOU MUST SPEAK OUT!

NOW IS THE TIME TO ACT!!

The following practical actions by you will help a great deal to bring about positive action and reformation:

(1) Write personal and session letters to:

Dr. Clinton Marsh, Chairman, General Assembly Mission Council
Synod of the South, United Presbyterian Church
1001-C Virginia Avenue Suite 217

Atlanta, Georgia 30354

Rev. J. Oscar McCloud, Program Agency,

475 Riverside Dr., New York, NY 10027

(2) Stand up in your presbyteries and voice your support of the Declaration and Call, urging that overtures tothe 1975
General Assembly be generated which will result in the accomplishment of the reforms needed.

(3) Pray without ceasing for spiritual renewal in your own church, presbytery, and synod, which would spread to the
national structures.

BE SURE TO SEND US COPIES OF ALL YOUR LETTERS SO THAT WE MAY BE KEPT CURRENT.

We need to hear from you with your assurances of support as we attempt, on a national scale, to be used of God to stir the
church to reformation.

If you are an evangelical sharing our concerns, and would be interested in individual or church membership in PUBC,
write us: P. O. Box 13124, Oakland, CA 94661.

THE GREAT COMMISSION OF JESUS TO HIS CHURCH:
All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me.
Go therefore and make disciples of all nations

,

baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son
and of the Holy Spirit

,

teaching them to observe all that I have commanded you;

and lo, I am with you always, to the close of the age.

—Matthew 28:18-20, R.S.V.



PRESBYTERIANS
United

For Biblical Concerns
MR. LARRY M. HOYT, Executive Secretary

December 2, 1974

The Rev. Dr. Samuel Moffett
United Presbyterian Mission
136 Yun Chi Dong
Seoul, Korea

Dear Dr. Moffett:

We do so thank God for the time and effort expended on your part to take a
place of leadership in the Church Mission Consultation. For me, personally,
it was a warm privilege to be with you and to catch a glimpse of your burden
for the Gospel ministry. I know from talking to others there that your input
was used of God to make a real difference in what transpired.

We covet your prayers as we in PUBC attempt to translate into action what
was said in Chicago. We meet with the Coordinating Cabinet on December 10,

and we will further meet with the entire GAMC at their next meeting. I am
writing to every pastor in the denomination, urging session approvals of
our action and also urging them to initiate overtures in presbyteries
directed to the next General Assembly.

The Steering Committee of PUBC is assured that God did meet us and direct
us and we are rejoicing over another opportunity to know His will and be
obedient to it. We have no illusions that there will be instant reform.
However, it is our place to be obedient to the Truth of the Word, not
running ahead of God or lagging behind.

We hope that the expressions of the group plus the firm stand which PUBC is

now taking will be an encouragement to you. We hope that you will feel free

to communicate with us in the future regarding what we might do on a national
level to communicate and impliment your needs and concerns.

God bless you, Dr. Moffett, as you give your life for Him who has called us to

be sons, heirs and friends of God.

RO.I3cM24 • OAKLAND CALIFORNIA94661 • PHONE (415) 907-7022
Executive Committee

Rev. Julian Alexander, Mr Albert Arend. Dr James Baird, Rev. R. Byron Crozier. Dr Robert

Dickson, Rev Calvin Gray, Mr. Harold Haler, Mr Richard Hammond, Mr. Larry M Hoyt, Mrs.

Gretchen Hull, Mrs. Judy Hull, Rev Frank Kik, Dr. Jerry R. Kirk, Dr Myles MacDonald. Rev. J

Murray Marshall, Dr Robert H Mayo. Rev Eric Perrin, Rev. Stuart H Perrin, Rev. Robert Pitman,

Dr John Calvin Reid, Dr A L. Reynolds, Rev Richard G. Riedel, Rev Dale Schlafer, Rev Doyle

Schlafer, Mr C Bryson Schreiner, Rev Burton S Smith, Rev J Murray Smoot, Dr William

Stoddard. Mr Lowell L Thompson

Advisory Board
Mr. Purneil H Benson, Rev Robert Bradbury, Rev. Paul G Cox. Rev Edward R. Danks, Dr Gary

Demarest, Mrs Laura Dickman, Dr David Dilworth, Dr Clifford Drury, Dr John Eastwood. Rev

Edwin F Fontaine, Rev Peter Fosburg, Dr. John H Gerstner, Rev Donald Griffin, Mr James Gor-

don. Dr Richard Halverson, Dr. J Edwin Houk, Dr Robert J. Lamont, Dr Richard Langford. Dr

Charles S MacKenzie. Rev Raymond J Molander, Dr Robert Boyd Munger. Rev Charles Pickell,

Dr George Scotchmer, Dr Garth Steele, Mr Charles Tanner. Dr Harvey Throop. Mr R Donald

Weber, Dr Cary N Weisiger, III, Mr C Davis Weyerhaeuser



SUMMARY STATEMENT OF

POLICIES OF THE PROGRAM AGENCY

PRIMARILY RELEVANT TO OVERSEAS MISSION

The missionary enterprise of the United Presbyterian Church for which the

Program Agency now has administrative responsibility represents the extension
into the modern era of mission services initiated during the early years of

the life of the Church, which were continuously extended, modified, or

redirected as the Church developed and as circumstances changed in its various
fields of service.

While the mission enterprise, under its confessional mandate, has been

concerned with many kinds of needs and has engaged in many types of
service, it is to be regarded as essentially and centrally a spritual
enterprise, concerned that all persons and their world be brought into

a vital, living and redemptive relationship to Jesus Christ. Therefore,
its basic purpose is to make Jesus Christ known to everyone as fellow man

and divine Lord and Savior, to share the gospel in all its fullness with
all people, and to make his promise of reconciliation and justice effective
across whatever barriers divide persons and nations.

Internati onal Perspecti ve

The mission of the United Presbyterian Church is to be regarded as an

integral part of the world mission of the Christian Church, to be viewed
from a six continent perspective. From this viewpoint the UPCUSA relates

to Christian Churches in other nations as equal partners , each being both
a giver and receiver in mission according to their respective resources
and needs.

Ecumeni cal Stance

In the conviction that the unity of the Church is as integral to its nature
as is mission, a guiding principle should be (as stated in the Form of
Government - Chapter III - section 5) that "Communions and particular
churches ought to cooperate in so far as possible in the ecumenical,
catholic church." For both theological and pragmatic reasons, the mission
of the Church should be conducted "in an ecumenical manner".

Mission work, wherever carried on, is to be seen as representing the
whole ecumenical church. In the planning and conduct of mission, relation-
ships should be cultivated not only with churches which grew out of mission
history but, so far as possible, with all Christian Churches and, where
feasible, with ecumenical agencies. Decisions as to the forms our ministry
should take should be, so far as possible ,mutual decisions with other
related churches and organizations.
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Concern for Frontiers

A primary concern of the mission enterprise has been and continues
to be with frontiers, physical and social, and with all those who
by their own resources alone are unable to claim their spiritual
and social birthright. This is a mission to the whole person and to
the whole society, bringing to bear on both of these the deep conviction
that persons and the social order in which they live need the comfort,
strength, and ministry of the Christian Church to meet their physical,
social, mental and emotional needs. Therefore, it pioneers the
entrance of the Church into new areas and new types of ministry and
service on behalf of the poor, the alienated, and the rejected of our
own nation and of the world. This has come to be expressed as

"the advocacy role," a phrase applicable to the entire enterprise.

People i n Mi ssi on

Provision should be made for the recruitment, development, and
appointment of mission personnel, understanding and committed to

the purpose of our Church, with opportunity for participation in

policy development , and who are prepared to work under the direction
of a related national church and to submit to its discipline.

Style of Relationships

There should be a clearly formulated partnership agreement with
any related church as to the priority use of personnel, funds,
and other resources on strategic frontiers and the growing edges
of mission. Such agreements will take into account relevant
political social, and economic factors as well as those pertaining
to the life and work of the related churches.

The priority objectives of the U.S.A. based agency are not to be imposed
on another church or organization. Within the framework of regional

strategies they are to be adjusted to geographic realities and the

priorities of churches in other countries are to be given adequate
attenti on

.

The U.S.A,. agency should commit itself to a style of relation with

other churches which will respect their integrity, listen to their

priorities, and seek ways to share with them in mission and unity for

the whole church. To this end, recognizing the many ways in which

people may be involved in mission and unity, the agency should
become more a facilitator and less a support agent for such involvement.
Also, ordinarily its role will be to coordinate and respond to the

program initiatives of other churches and organizations.

PIM/MPSU
8/ 1/74



THE UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

THE SUPPORT AGENCY 475 RIVERSIDE DRIVE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10027

Communications-
Interpretation Division

July 1974

Department of

Mission Interpretation

Room 932
Telephone (212) 870 - 2425

Dear Co-workers:

This letter is really an easy lesson in ways of giving! For many of you have

asked about the procedures for giving from congregations to the General Mis-
sion of The United Presbyterian Church - the ways in which a congregation may

help to provide resources for the General Mission Program of our Church.
Since action was taken by the recent General Assembly making this system of-

ficial, this is a good time to share it.

This action is based on the belief that "the General Mission of the Church
is a central symbol of its unity in Christ ... While our Church is today a

pluralistic Church, there is in the membership of the Church a desire to af-
firm the mission of the Church, to believe that the Church is in mission ef-
fectively, and to share in the Church's task." (From the preamble to a

statement on support by the General Assembly Mission Council.)

The action taken by the General Assembly provides two procedures for giving
resources for the General Mission Program;

Unified Mission Support - means that sessions give to the Gen-
eral Mission Program of the Church without restrictions. Such
support will be distributed through all approved General Mis-
sion projects. (Note: this is the former Option 1.)

Specific Mission Support - provides for specific project desig-
nations. This means that a session may apply to support a par-
ticular mission project. When approval of such an application
is received, the supporting church is assured that its gifts
will go only to that project up to, but not in excess of, the

full amount of the approved budget. Should a project receive
some but not all of its approved budget from specific mission
support designations, and should over-all changes be required
in budget allocations for approved projects, the designated
portion of such projects' approved budget will not be changed.
(Note: this combines the former Options 2 and 3.)

Most United Presbyterian churches give through the Unified Mission Support,
knowing that they thus share in the total mission of the Church. In fact,
the Personal Interest Program was developed through the years to symbolize
such giving, for a church knows that by its regular giving, without making
a specific designation, its members are helping to provide the support for
the personnel or projects related to the church Today is, however, a

day of the personal, and many churches wish to have a feeling of closer in-
volvement and responsibility for funding particular personnel or projects -

hence Specific Mission Support.
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Procedures :

Unified Mission Support . The church treasurers send funds reg-
ular ly through the Mission Treasury Service, or in the case of
one or two synods, through their synod treasury.

Specific Mission Support.
1. The Session sends to my office a properly complted

Request Form, listing the church’s requests for desig-
nation. If no request form is available, a letter will
suffice.

2. If the project or personnel support requested is not
yet fully pledged we will validate the request blank,
listing the code number for each project. We will re-
turn a copy of the completed form to the church. Here
is an illustration:

First Church sends a letter requesting to designate
$1,000, to Project A:

Total General Assembly funding for Project A -

Designations previously received

Amount of project now available
Request from First Church (validated)

$5,000.
2,500.

2,500.
1

,
000 .

New balance now available $1,500.

We keep careful records. If Second Church now asks to

designate $2,000 to Project A we would explain that
only $1,500. is available, and would make alternate
suggestions for consideration.

3.

We notify the personnel and projects for which designa-
tions are made.

4,

When the church remits funds throughout the year toward
this pledge the project code number is used, thus assur-
ing proper crediting.

NOTE: Churches should make a pledge for the entire year
in order to reserve that portion of the project's
budget for that particular church. Once the

pledge is uade
,
payments can be made toward that

pledge throughout the year.

The only way in which a congregation can provide basic support for those per-

sons and projects within the budget is through Unified Mission Support for

Specific Mission Support. Any funds given over and above the amount regular-

ly budgeted for the support of the person or project is outside the budget and
is known in our office as a P.O.B. (Project Outside the Budget). If such giv-

ing takes the place of the regular General Mission giving of a congregation it

cannot provide the basic support for which we, as United Presbyterians, are
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committed to persons or projects. Funds given beyond the budget are reported
separately in the General Assembly statistics, and are not a part of a congre-
gation's General Assembly General Mission giving. (There are a few instances
when missionaries have been appointed with the specific understanding that
their support is from extra giving outside the budget. These are special sit-
uations .

)

At this time when there is such a critical need of funds for basic support, I

hope that you will urge churches you know to give as generously as possible
to the regular General Mission Program in order that we may continue to provide
the urgently needed basic support.

Now after all this 'lession' I hope that I've helped to answer some of the

questions you have wondered about. I have gone into detail so that as churches
are in contact with you, you will understand the action and procedures. Please
write if other questions come up, or if our office can be of help. It is im-

portant for us to understand together.

As I write I picture many of you where I have been privileged to see you at
work; others I visualize as you have visited here in the office. Some I have
not yet had the privilege of knowing personally. But all of us are bound to-
gether in discipleship, and in prayerful concern for one another, that together
and as a church we may be strengthened to serve our Lord, and may be found
faithful to His will.

Most sincerely,

Mrs, H. Howard Black
As s oc ia te

Congregational Relationships in Mission

ASB : let



DIRECTIONS FOR MISSION

In the 1975 General Assembly Program and Budget

The General Assembly Mission Council affirms
that the Gospel is good news,
that all persons need the love offered them by God in Christ,
that the Church is called by God to proclaim and be that good

news and love in all the world 0

It is these basic commitments which have guided the Mission Council as it

worked with the agencies and synods in building the 1975 General Assembly
General Mission program and budgeto

•

We have found ourselves bound together in a iiew spirit of mutuality in
all directions. We have asked for arid heard the views of many members and
leaders in congregations, in presbyteries, in synods and in the General
Assembly meeting itself. Our church's ecumenical commitments and relation-
ships continue to enlarge and strengthen our capacity to accomplish
mission worldwide. We share with other parts of our denomination, with
sister churches overseas, and with partners in ecumenical bodies, the
planning and administering of the work of the gospel in particular areas.
We have gained a renewed sense of the unity of the body of Christ.

The General Assembly Mission Council affirms that one of the core responsi-
bilities of the General Assembly and its agencies is ministry overseas .

Therefore in the 1975 program and budget the Mission Council has expressed
a high level of commitment to ministry with churches overseas. Subject to

consultation with churches overseas, provision has been made that the

number of persons currently available as resource to overseas churches not

only be maintained, but also be increased.

The General Assembly Mission Council affirms that the provision of resources
and services for the life and ministry of the United Presbyterian Church
itself is another basic responsibility of the General Assembly and its

agencies. Fundamental to the effectiveness and unity of our church is the

use of shared resources of the whole denomination to enable synods,

presbyteries and sessions to fulfill their part of the mission of Christ.

Therefore in the 1975 program and budget the Mission Council has:

a. maintained approximately the same level of national support

for synod and presbytery mission program and staff;

b. set aside mission development funds which will provide
start-up grants for new ministries, such as new congregations;

c. continued to provide resource materials for presbyteries and

sessions, and for church members and leaders.
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The General Assembly Mission Council affirms the United Presbyterian Church's
commitment to ministries with and to minorities as part of the ministry of

the General Assembly. Therefore, the Mission Council has maintained its

current level of program support to the Council on Church and Race; increased
its support of minority caucuses; and continued its commitment to minority
education programs.

The General Assembly Mission Council affirms the United Presbyterian Church's
commitment to preparation and professional support for clergy and the General
Assembly's role in theological education . Therefore in the 1975 program
and budget the Mission Council has:

a. maintained the current level of support for theological
seminaries, and looks toward the evaluation of our strategy
for theological education;

b e continued support for improving our clergy placement system
and for meeting the special needs of clergywomen, minority
clergy, candidates and young pastors.

The General Assembly Mission Council affirms the United Presbyterian Church's
commitment to se.lf-development of people

,
overseas relief and the supplement

of inadequate pensions of retired clergy as supported by the two special
offerings: the One Great Hour of Sharing and the Christmas Offering.

ADOPTED UNANIMOUSLY BY

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY MISSION COUNCIL
THE UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE USA

NOVEMBER 16, 1974



A DECLARATION AND CALL

We, an assembly of ministers and lay persons In the United
Presbyterian Church, U.S.A., at the call of Presbyterians United
for Biblical Concerns, wish to make public our deep concern over
the mission crisis in our church and further do covenant together
under God to work for the implementation of our Lord's Great
Commission for the evangelization of all nations. We are dis-
tressed by confusion over the meaning of evangelism, by the
declining number of missionaries supported by our denomination, and
by the dwindling financial commitment of the people to the overseas
missionary enterprise. This situation is most tragic and inex-
cusable in view of the spiritual needs of the world's nearly
three-and- a-half billion people, more than two-thirds of whom
are not Christians.

The problems we see have many causes, but fundamental to them
all is what we perceive to be a wi de ly publicized but deficient
theology of mission within our Church. This deficiency at best
blunts the edge of the missionary enterprise, and at worst denies
the power and uniqueness of God's work of salvation in Christ
Jesus

.

It is impossible to make theological affirmations without
corresponding denials. Therefore, we deny that social action
apart from a personal witness to Jesus Christ is biblical
evangelism. We deny that political liberation is evangelism.
We deny that mere moral reform is evangelism. We affirm the
duty of Christians to become involved with others in working
for justice, dignity and liberation from all forms of oppression.
We confess our own failures in many of these areas. Nevertheless,
in themselves social concerns, however important, are inadequate
as the focal point for the Church's mission; for they fail to
deal with man's great and fundamental problem, namely, the sin
which alienates him from God and erects barriers between himself
and other persons. We believe that a church must speak to the
world in cooperation with sister churches and not merely to the
sister churches.

We find ourselves in great sympathy with the signers of the
Lausanne Covenant (197^) and affirm with them—but with reference
to our own task of world-wide mission—"To evangelize is to spread
the good news that Jesus Christ died for our sins and was raised
from the dead according to the Scriptures, and that as the
reigning Lord, he now offers the forgiveness of sins and the
liberating gift of the Spirit to all who repent and believe.
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Our Christian presence in the world is indispensable to evangelism,
and so is that kind of dialogue whose purpose is to listen sensi-
tively in order to understand. But evangelism itself is the
proclamation of the historical, biblical Christ as Savior and
Lord, with a view to persuading people to come to him personally
and so be reconciled to God. In issuing the gospel invitation
ve have no liberty to conceal the cost of di s c iple ship . Jesus
still calls all who would follow him to deny themselves, take
up their cross, and identify themselves with his new community.
The results of evangelism include obedience to Christ, incor-
poration into his church and responsible service in the world."

We further affirm our:

(1) Faith in the divine inspiration and unique authority of
the Bible as the written Word of God. Through the Scriptures
God speaks today, as he has also spoken in ages past. They are
the spiritual seed by which he brings’ forth life in men and
women

.

(2) Knowledge that apart from the grace of God in Jesus Christ,
as declared in the Scriptures, men are lost in sin and under God’s
judgment. The knowledge of the lostness of those outside of Christ
is one motivation undergirding our proclamation of the Gospel
in his name. We are deeply motivated by a desire to obey
Christ's call to evangelism and by love for those who are without
him

.

(3) Joy that God was in Christ reconciling the world to
himself. We bel* ~ ’ J 'r "

" ur place as our sin-

which any person can be reconciled to God.

(U) Belief in the indispensability of the visible church as
the vehicle of world mission.

(5) Awareness that when we have done our best to be faithful
to our Lord's Great Commission, nevertheless, the salvation of
any individual can be accomplished only by the sovereign God,
who alone opens blind eyes and moves men to embrace the Savior.
Consequently, we acknowledge our need of and pray for God's
Holy Spirit to energize our efforts and bring his own work to
fruition.

(6) Expectation of the promised and personal return of Jesus
Christ in glory to consummate his kingdom and to render judgment
upon both the living and the dead. The knowledge that we must
one day give account before Him impels us to be his faithful
stewards and witnesses in this world.

bearer and that the sole means by
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We believe that the task of world evangelization, as ve have
enunciated it, applies to Christians throughout the entire world.
But as members of the United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.
we face a task uniquely our own. We are inadequately involved
in the missionary enterprise and, therefore, require nothing
less than a reformation of mission theology and a corresponding
alteration of missionary structures within our denomination.

THEREFORE:

(1) We call upon the General Assembly Mission Council of the
United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. to join with us in
affirming before the Church and the world this statement of
mission as expressing the theological foundation upon which
the church must always build her mission in this world.

(2) We call upon the General Assembly Mission Council and the
Church to establish the overseas mission enterprise of our church
as a separate agency responsible to the General Assembly Mission
Council. This agency shall have the ultimate responsibility to
carry out the work of world evangelization. It shall have the
authority to solicit, receive and disburse funds, not subject to
equalization, for the implementation of this responsibility.
Further, it shall have authority to recruit, train, send and
evaluate all personnel so engaged and to interpret the overseas
mission enterprise to the church at large. We bring to the
attention of the General Assembly Mission Council the fact that
an increasing number of churches and persons are now using
alternate channels for the implementation of biblical
mission concerns such as non-denominat ional faith missions.
We also recognize that there is the further alternative of the
formation of organizations "for the conduct of a special work
for missionary or other benevolence purposes" as explicitly pro-
vided in Chapter 28 of the Form of Government. We are persuaded
that if this call is turned aside the trend to faith missions
and search for other options will continue unabated.j

(3) We call upon the General Assembly Mission Council to respond
immediately to this "Declaration and Call" with positive action.

(U) We call upon the church at large to respond to this
"Declaration and Call" as individuals and judicatories. We urge sup-
port be declared through communication to the Office of
Presbyterians United for Biblical Concerns, P. 0. Box 1312U,
Oakland, California, 9^661, by articles and letters in the

various church publications and by direct communications to the

General Assembly Mission Council and other appropriate denomina-
tional agencies.



In view of these concerns, we pledge ourselves to prayer
that God will bring revival and renewal upon the United
Presbyterian Church, beginning with us. We further pledge
ourselves to reappraisal of our lifestyles and patterns of
giving to demonstrate our whole-hearted commitment to personal
involvement in the world mission enterprise, and invite the
church at large to join us in these pledges and commitments.

The commission has been given by our Lord; the task is great
the time is short; our response is clear!

TO GOD BE THE GLORY.
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A DECLARATION AND CALL

We, an assembly of ministers and lay persons in the United

Presbyterian Church, U.S. A. , meeting in consultation in Chicago,

November 18-20, 1974, wish to make public our deep concern over

the mission crisis in our church and further, do covenant together

under God to work for the implementation of our Lord's Great

Commission for the evangelization of all nations. We are distressed

by confusion over the meaning of evangelism, by the declining number of

missionaries supported by our denomination, and by the dwindling

financial commitment of the people to the overseas missionary enter-

prise. This situation is most tragic and inexcusable in view of the

spiritual needs of the world's nearly three billion people, more than

two-thirds of whom have not yet even heard the name of Jesus Christ

the Redeemer.

The problems we see have many causes, but fundamental to them all

is what we perceive to be a widely publicized but deficient theology of

mission within our Church. This deficiency at best blunts the edge of the

missionary enterprise, and at worst denies the power and uniqueness of

God's work of salvation in Christ Jesus.

It is impossible to make theological affirmations without corresponding

denials. Therefore, we deny that social action is evangelism. We deny

that political liberation is evangelism. We deny that mere moral reform

is evangelism. We affirm the duty of Christians to become involved
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with others in working for justice, dignity and liberation from all forms of

oppression. We confess our own failures in many of these areas. Never-

theless, in themselves social concerns, however important, are inadequate

as the focal point for the Church's mission; for they fail to deal with man's great

and fundamental problem, namely, the sin which alienates him from God and

erects barriers between himself and other men.

We find ourselves in great sympathy with the signers of the Lausanne

Covenant (1974) and affirm with them-but with reference to our own task

of worldwide mission-"To evangelize is to spread the good news that

Jesus Christ died for our sins and was raised from the dead according to

the Scriptures, and that as the reigning Lord, he now offers the forgiveness

of sins and the liberating gift of the Spirit to all who repent and believe.

Our Christian presence in the world is indispensable to evangelism, and

so is that kind of dialogue whose purpose is to listen sensitively in

order to understand. But evangelism itself is the proclamation of the

historical, biblical Christ as Saviour and Lord, with a view to persuading

people to come to him personally and so be reconciled to God. In issuing

the gospel invitation we have no liberty to conceal the cost of discipleship.

Jesus still calls all who would follow him to deny themselves, take up

their cross, and identify themselves with his new community. The results

of evangelism include obedience to Christ, incorporation into his church

and responsible service in the world. "

We further affirm our:

(1) Faith in the divine inspiration and unique authority of the Bible as the
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written Word of God. Through the Scriptures God speaks today, as he has also

spoken in ages past. They are the spiritual seed by which he brings forth

life in men.

(2) Knowledge that apart from the grace of God in Jesus Christ, as

declared in the Scriptures, men are lost in sin and under God's judgment.

The knowledge of the lostness of those outside of Christ motivates us to

the proclamation of the Gospel in His name.

(3) Joy that God was in Christ reconciling the world to Himself. We

believe that Jesus died in our place as our sin-bearer and that faith in him

as savior is the sole means by which any person can be reconciled to God.

(4) Awareness that when we have done our best to be faithful to our Lord's

Great Commission, nevertheless, the salvation of any individual can be

accomplished only by the sovereign God, who alone opens blind eyes

and moves men to embrace the Savior. Consequently, we acknowledge

our need of and pray for God's Holy Spirit to energize our efforts and bring

His own work to fruition.

(5) Expectation of the ( imminent 'return of Jesus Christ in glory to

consummate his kingdom and to render judgment. The knowledge that we

must one day give account before Him impels us to be his faithful stewards

and witnesses in thi s world.

We believe that the task of world evangelization, as we have enunciated it,

applied to Christians throughout the entire world. But as members of the
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corresponding alteration of missionary structures within our denomination.

THEREFORE:

We call upon the General Assembly Mission Council of the United

Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A. to affirm before the church and the

world this statement of mission as expre s sing^the theological foundation

upon which the church must build her mission in this world.

We call upon the General Assembly Mission Council and the church to

establish the overseas mission enterprize of our church as a separate

agency responsible to the General Assembly Mission Council. This

agency shall have the ultimate responsibility to carry out the work of

world evangelization. It shall have the authority to solicit, receive and

disburse funds for the implementation of this responsibility. Further,

it shall have authority to recruit, train, send and evaluate all personnel

so engaged.

We call upon all appropriate personnel to affirm the above philosophy of

mis sion.

We call for an immediate response to this "Declaration". If this call

is turned aside, let the church recognize that there are highly viable

alternate channels remaining to us for the implementation of our Biblical

concerns and the fulfilment of Christ's Great Commission.

7

Signed:
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THE UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE U.S.A.
GENERAL ASSEMBLY MISSION COUNCIL

SO G- I ~ I l-l if-

REPORT OF THE SECTION ON BUDGETING
November 14-15, 1974

The Augmented Section on Budgeting met at the Biltmore Hotel, New York
City on November 1-2, 1974„ A review was made of the current financial
situation; the projection of available resources for 1975 was received for

consideration; the report and summary of the Sections on Planning and

Evaluating October 1-2, 1974 was received for guidance; and a report from
the Coordinating Cabinet on Issues and Options in shaping the 1975 General
Assembly General Mission program was received. The Augmented Section on
Budgeting adopted a series of policies relating to the budgeting procedures
for 1975 and beyond; referred to the Coordinating Cabinet for their study
and recommendation to your Section several budgeting issues.

The following report is a compilation of the actions of the Augmented
Section on Budgeting of November 1-2, 1974; recommendations from the Coordinating
Cabinet and actions of your Section at its meeting of November 13-14, 1974.

I. General Assembly General Mission Program :

A. Report of Income - September 30, 1974.

The GAMC reported the following sources and amounts to the 186th GA,

in support of an approved 1974 $32 million budget:

RECURRING INCOME

1 . From congregations 19. (mi 1 1 ion)

2. From UPW 3.6

3. From Special Gifts .25

4. From Investment Income 2.89

5. From JARVIE Fund .19

6. From Other Funds .18

7. From Miscellaneous .20

TOTAL RECURRING INCOME 26.31 (Mi 1 lion)

NON-RECURRING INCOME

8. From Accrued Pension Credits .45

9. From Excess Annuity Reserve .34

10. From Unrestricted Reserves 1.65

TOTAL NON-RECURRING 2.44

TOTAL 28.75

This income picture is $ 3.25 mill i on short of the $32 million budget

level

.
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Based on this income projection, an income report has been prepared, as

follows.

Income, September 30, 1974

Living Sources

Women's Organizations
Individuals
Non-living sources

Non-recurring income
Non-living sources

TOTAL INCOME:

1. 1974 Receipts from Congregations in excess of $19,000,000 :

With fuller information, since the 186th General Assembly, the Section

projects that $19.5 million will be received in 1974 from Congregations. The

Section RECOMMENDS that $19.0 million of that be used in 1974, and that the

additional $.5 million be added to the income available to fund the 1975 budget.

This recommendation is bas*ed on the policy adopted by'the 186th General Assembly

as follows:

That 1974 receipts from congregations to GAGM in excess of the

$19,000,000 currently projected, be used in support of the 1975

budget. (Journal of -186th General Assembly,, p. 138 ).

2. Accrued Pension Credits :

A further analysis of the accrued pension credits (line 8 above) has

revealed that the total of the entire fund of $732,000 (which was projected to be

used in its entirety for GAGM budgets and of which $450,000 was scheduled for use

in 1974) is applicable to more than GAGM-funded agencies. This reduction in the

total amount due to GAGM-funded agencies has led the Section to revise its schedule

of use of these credits, so that of the net available to GAGM agencies $270,000

will be used in 1974 and $270,000 will be used in 1975.

Footnotes:

(1) Year-to-date budget amounts for Receipts from Congregations and from Women's
Organizations have been allocated on the basis of the average per cent of
total received each month using a five-year and a three-year experience,
respectively. All other budget amounts represent an even monthly pro-ration.

(2) This figure arises in Investment Income. It does not represent a decrease in

Investment Income. Rather, i ^..represents non-distribution of such income,
because a more complete analysis of Restricted Expendable Accounts is needed
before such income can be fully realized. This will be done before year-end.

(3) This deficit appears because of accounting procedure- Adjustments have now
been made or are being made.

9/30/74 Actual Over
Budge

t

(1 ) 9/30/74 (Under!
$10,482,300/-, £11,124,596 $ 642,296

2,309,400^ ‘

2,464,415 155,015
187,500 97,921 (89,579)( 2 )

2.595.000 2,219,700 (375,300)^

(3)
1.830.000 825,000 (1,005,000)

$17,404,200 $ 16,731,632 $ (672,568)



The Section RECOMMENDS
3 .

that any refund of dues received under this contract shall be credited
to the agencies whose employees are covered under the contract in proportion

the respective amounts of dues paid by such agencies during the relevant
three-year period; excluding from such credit, however, the Transition Fund
administered by the Office of the General Assembly.

• * ?
n e ''al “atl0n of tf>e experience under similar group contracts entered

a *4™ fo™ f

:
r General Assembly Boards and Agencies was made as of theend of 19/2. This evaluation showed refundable amounts totaling $732,367.

It would serve no useful purpose to credit this sum to Boards and Agencies
that are no longer in existence. It is recommended, therefore, that the
1 e undable amount be applied toward dues payments under the current group
contract of the present General Assembly agencies, which are the successors
to the former Boards and Agencies.

If this recommendation is implemented effective July 1, 1974, approxi-
mately $365,000 will be used for payment of pension dues in 1974; a like
sum will be available in 1975. This will reduce the call upon general
mission funds by about $270,000 in each year."

The net effect of this recommendationis to reduce anticipated income
to the 1974 budget by $180,000, so that the new -total will be $28,570,000.

3.
.

Receipts from Churches for t he first ten months of 1974 total $12,923 171
including $215,969 for the Emergency Appeal. Receipts for the first ten months
of 1973 totalled S13,201 ,453. There is a 2.11% decrease in receipts in 1974 when
compared with 1973.

* — —

r. Unrestricted Reserves at September 30, 1974 are in the net amount of $8,975,282,
book value „ Market value, as of this date is $7,521,700. Claims against this
amount are;

Minority Institutions $3,800,000
Potential additional needs

for minority institution s $3,430,000
$7,230,000

B. GAGM Expenditures for 1974:

The Section has reviewed the 9/30/74 expenditure report of agencies and
bodies funded in the GAGM budget, together with a projection of expenditures to
the end of the year summarized as follows:

Expenditures, September 30, 1974 (5)

Mission Agencies $17,583,628 $20,501,416 $ 2,917,788

CAS, CTS , UPF, Pensions &A.D.,Rent 6,431,310 6,302,191 (129,119 )

TOTAL EXPENDITURES: ( 4

)

$24 , 014 , 938 $26,803,607 $ ,2,788,669
.

Net Deficit; . $ 6,610,738 $10,071,975 $ 3,461,237

Footnotes :

(4) This figure represents 3/4 of total year's budget.

(5) This variance represents recoveries not yet received and certain budget

accounts in which the entire 1974 amount has already been expended.

Year-end projections on page 4 take these into account.
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Based on present budgets, a projection of expenditures compared with

budget for the year ending December 31, 1974 indicates a probable salvage of

$108,663.

The footnotes indicate how difficult it still is to obtain an accurate
reading of the net expenditure of GAGM funds, because of the intricate relation-
ship of the General Assembly's General Mission program with sources of special

income. Progress has been made in charting these relationships in detail, and

more is scheduled before 1974 closes. As a result of this work, the Section
anticipates the possibility that the actual GAGM expenditure at year-end will

be substantially below $32,000,000. It is confident that it will not be above

$32,000,000.

1. Non-recurring Costs in 1974 :

The Section RECOMMENDS that all costs of terminating employees in con-
nection with current budget cutbacks which will be paid in 1974 be deleted from
the expenditures of the involved agencies and placed in the budget of non-recurring
costs. This will relieve 1974 expenditures by approximately $155,000.

II . Concerning 1975 :

A. Recurring Income : Following the recommendations of the Augment, I

Section, the Section on Budgeting RECOMMENDS the following 1975 budget of
recurring income:

Detail of 1975 Income :

(in Million)

1 . From Congregations 19.00
2. From UPW 3.70 (1)
3. From Special Gifts Program .25
4. From Investments 2.91
5. From JARVIE Fund .19 (2)
6. From Other Funds .18
7. From Miscellaneous .10 (3)
8. From Congregations in

(1974 (Over 19 Million) .50 (4)
9. From 1974 Emergency Appea.l 1.50 (5)

TOTAL 28.33

(1) On the basis of current information of giving and anticipated performance
the Augmented Section RECOMMENDS that the income from giving of UPW be
included in the 1975 budget at a figure of 3

, 700,000, which is $100,000
higher than 1974, and also $100,000 higher than the 1975 figure shown to
the 186th General Assembly.

(2) Your Augmented Section on Budgeting requested the Program Agency to
reconsider requesting Jarvie Commonweal to support the GAGM to the full
extent of its legal limit of 25% of its annual income. The present
participation is 12% par annum.
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(3) In order to be consistent in showing income and alternate funding sources,
the Section RECOMMENDS that a transfer from Building Aid Funds which,
due to Board of National Missions practice, had been included in general
income, be deleted from general income in 1975 and treated as a recovery.
The 1975 Budget has been built on this basis. This change reduces the

figure in this item of general income as shown to the 186th General
Assembly from $200,000 to $100,000.

(4) See policy recommendation page 2.

(5) The best estimates, based on actual receipts through November 12, 1974
of $450,000, and reports from seven synods of anticipated receipts,
supports this figure of $1,500,000.

B. Alternate Sources of Funding

The Section on Budgeting recommends that the following Sources and amounts
be scheduled to fund specific parts of the 1975 General Assembly General
Mission budget, which are included in the total budget figures in C. below.

Budget item Source of Funding Amount

Church Building Campaign Building Aid Funds
Services

Preparation for Major Mission
Funds Campaign Non-Recurring Funding

Pension Premiums on
Group Contract Accrued credits

Mission Development Fund Church Extension Funds Income
Proceeds from Sale of Unused

property overseas Missionary Maintenance

$ 52,000

58,000

270.000
500.000 ° ;

700,000^ 7 '

(Et is the Section's policy that these amounts be treated as offsets to the

budget. In the report which follows, they will be subtracted from the

budget figures at the relevant points below)

(6) Church Extension Funds . The Church Extension Fund represents unrestricted
benevolence contributions, allocated to the Board of National Missions by

the General Assembly without restriction. It is the opinion of legal
counsel that these funds are available to be expended for any cause within
the general purposes of the Board of National Missions. The annual income

of this fund is estimated in the amount of $750,000. Your Section
recommends

1 that $500,000 be specifically allocated to the

Mission Development Fund. Your Section further recommends that this fund

continue to be monitored on a year to year basis to determine the amount

available; and, that the Coordinating Cabinet be requested to study the

source of this income to determine its futrue use and allocation. The

Augmented Section VOTED to recommend that the full $750,00 be used in

support of the 1975 budget.
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.

(7.) Both the Augmented Section and the Section on Budgeting RECOMMEND that
^ ^ this resource be buiLt into the 1975 budget. Lengthy discussion revolved around

and this item because it does not represent a resource, which

is generated from year to year. Rather, there are two years of resource

available here, at $700,000 per year.

Out of those discussions the following policy was voted and is recommended :

Recurring Income is defined as a source of income estimated to be available

for a minimum of two years in a known approximate amount, and with the

possible availability beyond two years duration without knowing the

approximate amount.

On balance, and in the light of various conflicting policy considerations,
the Section is of the conviction that in terms of faithfulness to our
partner churches in mission overseas, and to the original purpose of these
funds ( to support mission overseas) these proceeds should be used to offset
a portion of the overseas mission program and commitments of the UPC.

This item of funding is the single exception to the otherwise consistently
applied policy that there are no capital and non-recurring funds to be used
in 1975 in support of the budget.

Salvage

;

There are no salvages from 1974 built into the 1975 budget, altho certain
agencies do expect to end the year with expenditures under-budget. Even
with those agency budget-salvages, it is also expected that the total
operation will be under-funded. In connection with this matter, the

Section took the following action;

The General Assembly Mission Council, at its August 1971 meeting approved
the following;
"...that unexpended funds are to considered within the jurisdiction
and control of the General Assembly Mission Council. This will provide
for flexibility in the reallocation of funds during the year."

This was interpreted by the Augumented Section on Budgeting to mean;

''...any unexpended funds in the Area of Activity at year end which are
allocated in the budgets of the General Assembly Agencies, Councils and
Synods funded from General Assembly General Mission money are to be
reallocated by the General Assembly Mission Council in terms of the total
budget of mission and resources."

C. 1975 GAGM Budget

The Section on Budgeting, building on the work of the Augmented Section, the

agencies, their boards, and the Coordinating Cabinet, RECOMMENDS :

1. A 1975 GAGM Budget of $28, 240,

7

bK
To support a program as described in the "Proposed 1975 Program and Budget

of the General Assembly, in a Descriptive Framework (Fifth Revision)^*

as adjusted below. The Descriptive Framework is a part of this repot.
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2. That allocations be made to the mission agencies, other GA bodies, and
the synods in Areas of Activities, as spread in the Descriptive Framework
and as ad justments below.

3. That the following expenditure reductions be made in the Descriptive
Framework display, which^ in its 5th revision^ totals $27,430,208.

a

.

Aid- to-Fields Allocations to Synods (Reduce)
(to be deleted from Area of Activity 3.1.3.)

$19 0,000!

In view of the potential reduction in Synod's use of Aid- to-Fields
,
an

anticipated lesser expenditure in Aid-to-Fields be built into funding
of the succeeding year's budget. Your Section recommends approval of this

policy and that it be referred to the Coordinating Cabinet for its

consideration and proper administration.

b.

c.

d.

GA Wide Cost Controls (Reduce) r$30 , 000 J

(to be deleted from across the Areas of Activity, as will be

determined to be most appropria te
.j

Cleaning and Maintenance (GA wide) (Reduce) » $17,400 '

Cleaning and Maintenance Costs. The General AssemHTyMission Council
has approved placing Rent as an unallocated figure in the General
Assembly General Mission program because it is a fixed amount, beyond
the control of any General Assembly Agency and it is a common expense.

Your Section recommends that Cleaning and Maintenance Costs of the

General Assembly Agencies located at The Interchurch Center, New York
City, be an unallocated amount in the General Assembly General Mission
program as Rent, and for the aame rationale as Rent. Amounts now in

agency budgets will be deleted. There is an overall reduction of the

amount shown.

CTS Administrative ’ Budget (Rpduce)
|
$19 ,728^

The Council on Theological Education has coirmunicated to the Section
a reduced budget. It will be deleted from Area of Activity 1.4.1.

*TOTAL of expenditure Reductions $257,128

4. That, in line with the specific alternate funding sources (See p .S' ), the

following amounts be deleted from the following Areas of Activity and

allocations to agencies be adjusted accordingly.

a

.

b.

c

.

d.

e.

Church Building Campaign Services (3.1.1.) (Reduce) $52,000
Preparation for Major Mission Campaign (1.6.2) (Reduce) $58,000
Pension Premiums (to be spread) (Reduce)

Mission Development Fund (3.1.3). (Reduce)

Missionary VWivyte.v\#\v\ C..C (3.3.7) (Reduce)

Total of Alt.ernate_Fuftding Reducations

$270,000
$500,000
$700,000

$1,580,000 ^
local all reduction s ftOo $1 >

837421
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5. That these items be added to the noted Areas of Activity for 1975

a. CAS Restoration of 1007o of 1974 operational budget (to be

spread

)

b. GA wide insurance (1.4.4.) rJc'e vei«w)
c .* Candidate Processes (7A) )JL.5.3)

d. * Church Employed - Minorities (VA) (1.5.6)

e. * Church Employed - Women (VA) (1.5.7.)

f. * Special Needs (PA) (2.3.6)

g. * Enabling Sessions f SA and VA) (3.1.1.)

h. Synod of Southwest - medical services (2.3.6)

i. Caucuses (PA) (3.2.4)

J. Council on Church and Race (2.2.1.)
k. COWAC = to fill out budget (Per Budget Section

Action ii/^/74 (2.2.2)
l. Overseas Mission (3.3.7)

(1) To retain existing personnel

(2) To replace those scheduled to return

(3) To enable new response

(4) To enable new response
m. Young Pastor Seminars (VA) (1.5.5)

n. Educational Assistance Program (VA) (1.5.10)
o. EEO Supervision (VA) (2.3.4) .

,
15,000

p. Student Opportunity Scholarships (VA) (2.3.4) 18,000
q. Salary adjustments (PA) (spred^ 53,000
r. Salary Adjustments (UPS (spread) 6,000

$27,000
$248,000

$ 14,500

$ 26,000

$ 24,000
7,200

50.000
25.000
100,000
20.000

5,000

1,524,000
140.000
120.000
120,000
25.000
80.000

Proposed in support of recommendations of Planning/Evaluating meeting of
10/1-2/74.

SUMMARY & RECAP: 1975 GAGM Budget

1 . Descriptive Framework (Fifth Revision) $27,430,208
2. Total Reducations - 1,837,128
3. Total Additions + 2,647,700
4. 1975 GAGM Budget total. 28,240,780

5. 1975 Recuriing Income 28,330,000
6. Unallocated 89,220

a ,
—Insurance. Your Section recommends that Insurance, because it isfixed amount determined by an "outside" agent in consultation with the
AgGnCy f° r ^ bGnefit of the United Presbyterian Church in the U S Athe proportionate share of the participants in the General AssemblyGeneral Mission program of this cost be an unallocated amount in the budgetand not a recovery as heretofore considered.

. Contingency . Your Section recommend s that the Coordinating
Cabinet be requested to propose a contingnency policy for the General
Assembly Agencies participating in the General Assembly General Mission
Program; and that such recommended policy be referred to the General
Assembly Mission Council through your Section on Budgeting.
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GENERAL COMMENTS ON 1975 BUDGET ;

The Section on Budgeting has had little time during the construction of the
1975 budget to stand back and reflect on this producto But in the rush and heat these

major factors stand out all the same:

lo the budget's basic structure is programatic e Improvements in the quality
of programatic descriptions are possible and urgently needed--but what we
have in program form in our Descriptive Framework,, This in itself is real*

progres So

2 0 The process of producing this budget has been more broadly participatory
of all parts of the General Assembly organization than any before 0 While
that process has often been ragged and unsatisfying, it has given some
glimpse of what is possible and where clearer relationships, responsibilities
and steps can be effectedo The work of agency and council boards and staffs
has been serious, earnest and open 0 With all the frustrations and occasional
absurdities it is possible to see progress in bringing the design to life*

3. The crisis nature of successive General Assembly budgets has been largely
removed from the 1975 budget,. This has been accomplished
a. by tying the budget to recurring iiicome

b 0 by facing and dealing with the exceedingly painful crisis in the

bridge between 1974 and 1975.

It is the Section on Budgeting's intention to take any other steps which appear
possible as we go along further to relieve the General Assembly program and budget
from a crisis condition,,

4 0 There is a growing churchwide character to this budget. Resources to Synod's
and other judicatories have been protected beyond other elements. There has
been sensitivity to concerns for mission throughout the churches.

5 • For the first time we present a fully balanced budget. That in itself
is cause for satisfaction: But more importantly it makes it possible for
the General Assembly to take more meaningful initiative in churchwide
discussions about the churchwide mission. With’ a balanced budget it is,
for the first time, possible for General Assembly to talk about the proper
location of functions, because we know where the funds are, and can be much
clearer about how to transfer them The Section, in its churchwide budgeting
responsibility intends to press for such a new level of discussion, beginning
with the January Consultation on Doing the Mission.



Repayment of Transitional Funds from GAGM

The 186th General Assembly (1974)

General Assembly Mission Council,

Borrowing Repayment Plan."

upon recommendation of tne

approved a "Transitional Fund

A part of that repayment plan reads:

"In any year that the current General Mission budget

is funded by Living Sources in excess of the amount *

by which the 1974 General Mission budget is funded by that

source (currently budgeted at $23,475,000), that portion

of the income will be eligible to provide up to, out not

to exceed, la of the actual amount of such income, toward

the repayment of the Transitional Loan."

The rationale for this policy "is to provide a way for the General Mission

giving to carry some part of the cost of getting the church to a new^

operational posture, if giving increases over the 1974 level; but not

further to depress the level of the General Mission budget by increasing

the operating deficit in succeeding years should the giving level continue

to fall. Such deficit would have to be written off against Unrestricted

Capital Reserves in any case. The policy attempts to tie the Churches

ability to give to the repayment of the loan, but not to discourage^ «-hcii.

.

giving. At the same time a way is provided by which to keep the obi^gdt^cn

of this loan (of restoring Unrestricted Capital Reserves) before the Cnurch.

Tn line with this policy the Section Wmmm. tha t an item not be included

at this time in the 1975 bydget for payment of the Transitional Borrowing, since the

income during 1975 from living sources is currently projected at less than the
1974- level of such income. Should this income during 1975 exceed the 1974
performance of the churches^ then up to one percent of the 1975 budget
will be eligible to be applied to the repayment of the transitional borrowing.

Hi. Other Business

A. PEDCO: Ihe GAMC, at its October 1973 meeting approved the policy of your
Section that, "The Corporation (<JPF) be instructed not to make any further
funds available to PEDCO without approval of the Section on Budgeting

Your Section has received from the Corporation request for approval to PEDCO'

s

request of $500,000 to fulfill its commitment to ICBO. Your Section recommends
GAMC approval, noting there are sufficient funds allocated to PEDCO; and that

your Section is pressing for a further exploration of the development of

PEDCO and its investment policies, and the length of the covenant of the

UPCUSA in this area of programmatic activity.

B Caucuses - Relationship to Program Agency .

Your Section has recommended the sum of $100,000 of General Assembly
General Mission funds in 1975 be allocated for support of the Caucuses.
Your Section further recommends that the Program Agency be requested
to administer these total funds in relation to the work of the caucuses.
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C . Aid to Fields - Synod of the Southwest;

The GAMC
,
at its November 1973 meeting approved the recommendation of

your Section to allocate an additional $25,000 of 1974 aid to fidlds
funds to assist this synod's development. The synod of the Southwest
has requested the same amount of supplemental aid in 1975.

SYour ection rec ommends approval of the allocation to the Synod of the
Southwest the additional sum of $25,000 in the 1975 Aid- to-Fields in
order to continue the projects started in 1974 and in line with the

documentation of such progress as communicated with the office of your
Budget Administrator.

D. Emergency Appeal - Promotional and Operating Costs .

Your Section rec ommends ratification of its approval that promotional and
operating costs of the 1974 Emergency Appeal, approximating $50,000, be

remitted to the Support Agency from the first receipts of the Emergency
Appeal. As previsouly reported, it is estimated that Emergency Appeal will
realize $1,500,000 in 1974.

E. Fifty Mi llion Fund - Allocation of Unrestricted, Undesignated Gifts .

The Corporation reports, as of November 13, 1974, the following balances
in the Fifty Million Fund; *

Unrestricted

:

Board of National Missions $756,489 (1)

COEMAR 80,101
Board of Christian Education 298
Accumulated Income: (2)

Board of National Missions 495,760

(1) $538,491 outstanding as mortgage loans

(2) Income applicable to 1974 has not as yet been distributed to the

respective accumulated income accounts.

Your Section recommend s for approval the following joint request of the

Corporation and Program Agency:
uResolved that the decision as to use and allocation of unrestricted,

undesignated monies from the Fifty- Million Fund will be by The United
Presbyterian Church in the USA, A Corporation, upon action and recommendation of

the Program Agency Board."

It is the Section's understanding that funds designated to the 3 former mission boards

and the funds to be handled in this way.

Your Section further recommends that a report of all other available Fifty Million

Fund monies be prepared and presented to your Section for review and possible

recommendation regarding adminitration.
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•yy
.

Office of the General Assembly and General Assembly Mission Council

A. Report of Expenditures through September 30, 1974 compared with

proportionate budget for the same period . Your Section, in accordance with

its authority, has reviewed the report of expenditures for the first nine

months of 1974 compared with the proportionate budget and reports the operating

budget is underexpended in the amount of $243,787. Transitional Costs for this

period equal $1,391,675.

B. Analysis of Expenditures through December 31, 1974 indicates

there will be an anticipated underexpenditure of $60,000 of the approved
operating budget totalling $3,189,850. The excess funds of $60,000 will

be used to offset expenses in 1975.

C. Proposed Budget Adjustments - 1974. Your Section, in accordance
with its authority, has approved requested budget adjustments which are within
the previously approved total of $3,189,850.

D. Proposed Budget Adjustments - 1975 . Your Section, in accordance
with its authority has approved requested budget adjustments which are within
the previously approved dotal of $3, 139,400.

E. Transitional Costs 1972-October 31, 1974 . Your Section reviewed
the budget for Transitional Costs in the amount of $5,600,000 and a detailed
accounting of the expenditure through October 31, 1974 against this fund
totalling $4,706,649. There is an unassigned amount of $360,466. The

sources of income for this project, which have been approved by the General
Assembly, was reviewed by your Section. It has been necessary to borrow from
the United Presbyterian Foundation $1,850,000 as of this date, and an anticipated
additional borrowing of $987,051 in order to meet all expended costs. (The

schedules are attached for your information.)

1. Audit Expense - 1973. The 1973 audit of financial activity
of the General Assembly Agencies and related units was a combined audit, estimated
to cost $35,000. Ernst and Ernst, the auditing firm, encountered many complexities
which increased their costs far in excess of the agreed upon fee. The Ad Hoc
Audit Study Committee, in consultation with Ernst and Ernst, agreed to a 1973
Audit expense of $74,793. The various agencies of the Church have been billed
for their share of this expense. The Ad Hoc- Audit Study Committee voted "Any
remaining and uncovered charge by the auditing firm would be submitted to the

Section on Budgeting for payment from transtion funds." There is a "remaining
and uncovered charge" of $22,993. Your Section reports that this request
is a legitimate claim for Transition costs and recommends that the amount of

$22,993 be paid ' from this source.

2, Compensatory Remuneration Women's Area Staff.

The Section heard a report of the need to redress certain inequities in remuneration

related to professional and clerical personnel in the Women's area offices which

arose during the time of reorganization. The Section recommends that a sum of

$41,020 be paid from Transitional Funds to these persons, according to the

pertinent personnel records of the Program Agency.
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F. Per Diem - 187th General Assembly . The Manual of the General
Assembly, 1974 (page B-5) reads:

"The amount of the per diem allowance for expenses during the
sessions is determined for each General Assembly by said General
Assembly upon recommendation by the General Assembly Mission Council."

The recommendation of the General Assembly Mission Council is included in material
sent to the Commissioners attending the General Assembly, hence it is timely for
the General Assembly Mission Council to determine, its recommendation at this

meeting.
The Office of the General Assembly has canvassed the 187th General

Assembly meeting place, Cincinnati, Ohio, for hotel costs, meals and the need
for local transportation.

Your Section recommends a per diem for the 187th General Assembly (1975)

in the amount of $27.75, broken down as follows,- based on double occupancy:

Hotel (twin-bedded room) $14.60
Meals

:

breakfast 2.00
lunch 2.50
dinner 6.50
gratuity & tax 2.15

$27.75.

Per diems of previous years were as follows;
Louisville, 1974 $24.00
Omaha, 1973 20. 50

Denver, 1972 25.00
Rochester, 1971 21.25

Your Section recommends that the Office of the General Assembly be

authorized to amend the per diem if there is any significant change in housing
or meal costs. Any change in the per diem will be reported to your Section.



1972 Actual Expenditures
^csbyterian Foundation

^c..or.Tl Council

CPE*%R°
f Chri"“nn Education

National Missions
Pont “ Vacant Space
Viaccllnneous - Legal Services
Personnel Costs
Househunting Costs
Moving Costs
Appraisal Costs
Pc i—hur screen t-Loss on Sale of Hors
' ^terations-Architcct & Telephone!ovin~ Costs - Offices
Htaff Placement Offices
Pynod Transitional Costs
Transitional Administrator

;
,cw •'Pcricy Start-up Costs
."ployec Salaries & Benefits
Cnassigned

OrFj.CE OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY

TRANSITIONAL COSTS
1972 - October 31 ,- 1974

Original
F>udget

$ 347,400
42.000
20.000
25,000
25,000
25.000
30.000
12.000
14.000
25.000
75.000

5,000
250.000
570.000
40.000

200.000
600,000
20.000
16,000

3,250,000

^5, 600,000

Expended
.to 12/31/73

$ 346,9,32
71*250

22,984
25,801
20,673
33,027
11,433
12,443
14,985
27,002
71,610
1,150

23 823
277,069
36,218

168,827
22,065
27,989
61,388

1,920,553

$3, 2037122

Expended
1/1/74 to
10/31/74

10,834

15,017
25,903

500’

61,399
277,651
8,686
6,231

129,193

23,296
944,312

51,503,527

Total
Expended

at 10/31/74

$ 346,982
•

82,124
22.984
25,801
20,673
33,027
11,438
12,443
14.985
42,019
97,518
1,650

90,727
555,520
44,904

175,058
151,253
27,989
84,684

2,864,865

54,706,649

Revised
Budget
April 1974

$ 346,982
75,124

22.984C
25,801c
20,673c
33,0270
13.000
12,4430
14 , 985C
40.000

100.000
2,000

115.000
570.000
50,000

184.000
600,000-

27.989C
90.000

3,038,911

Anticipated
Einal

Expend 1 fares

$ 346,932 C
82,124 C
22,984 C
25,801 C
20,673 C
33,027 0
11,438 C
12,443 C
14,935 C
45, non

110.000
2,000

115.000
558.000
44,904

175,500
375, O^o
27,989
95,684

3,120,000

C - Completed
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Transltioii.il Funding
Sources of Income

and Anticipated Expenses
1972’ - 1983

Per Capita 1972

1973
1976-83

General Council Salvage
General Mission Program Salvage 1972
Foundation Unrestricted Income

1973

1974 (est.)

1975 (est.)
Unrestricted Reserves

Salaries of terminated paid by
Agencies

$ 346,982 .

168,167
45,034 $ 560,183

131,131
238,688

• 263,570
275,000
275,000 813,570

658,911

U. P. Foundation Borrowing
- to date
* anticipated

1,850,000
987,051 2,837,051

$5 , 239,534

Expenses
to 'l0/31/74
Anticipated November & December 1974

1975
1976
1977

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

$4,706,649
162,851
325,000
22,300
9,180
4,150
2,250
2,25.0

2,250
2,250

404 $5,239,534

*This is a tentative amount. It is dependent upon unrestricted actual
income from Foundation for 1974 and 1975. Synod transitional costs

and final severance benefits to employees in V,'omen's Program.
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MODERATOR'S CONFERENCE, STONY POINT, NEW YORK
by

J. MURRAY MARSHALL

STATEMENT TO THE

I am grateful for this opportunity to

speak to this conference designed to

improve communications within the

United Presbyterian Church. The invita-

tion to present a statement was given to

Presbyterians United For Biblical Con-
cerns. Regrettably the invitation was
received by the Executive Secretary of

PUBC subsequent to the meeting of the

Executive Committee of the organization.

It was not possible to reconvene the com-
mittee since receipt of the invitation to

make a statement. Consequently the

statement that I present is essentially

my own; however informal consultation

has been undertaken with several

members of the Executive Committee.
Based upon my acquaintance with the

Executive Committee I have reason to

believe that there would be substantial

concurrence with this statement.

It is my intention to speak from the

viewpoint of Evangelical Christianity.

Dean Clinton Morrison, speaking at the

Formal Opening service of Louisville

Seminary on September 4 of this year
observed that “the struggle between
champions of Evangelical Christianity

and the Social Gospel is growing in

intensity". There are voices from many
quarters that would seek to deny the

reality and the necessity of such a con-
test. The point is made that a balanced
view of the New Testament discerns both
a concern for a proclamation of the

Gospel leading to a personal response
unto salvation and concern for the social

implications of the Gospel. With this

view of the New Testament there can be
no quarrel and certainly I, as an evangeli-
cal, take no exception to it. Futhermore,
it can be amply demonstrated that those
who stand in the evangelical tradition
have not only professed but have also
practised this conviction.

However accurate and well inten-

tioned such appeals might be it seems to

me that the cause of honest assessment of

the state of the church today is not well

served by attempting to obscure certain

distinctive positions that exist today. I

submit that there is within the United

Presbyterian Church a viewpoint that

might properly be labeled "evangelical"

and that adherents to this view are sub-

stantial in number and are deep in their

convictions. Attempts to ignore their

existence or to appeal to a comprehensive

but superficial unity are self-deceiving

and ultimately lead to a perpetuation of

problems within the church.

Naturally, the problems of defining

the term "evangelical" immediately

arises. The term is derived from the Greek

verb meaning "to bring good news" and in

the New Testament context the "good

news" is that God has intervened in hu-

man affairs in the person of Jesus Christ.

Thus an "evangelist" is one who spreads

the "good news", specifically the good

news that Jesus the Saviour has come.

And further an "evangelical" is under-

stood to apply to anyone who believes,

teaches and lives that "good news".

Basically there is no objection to this

definition but I observe that it is a broad

definition which can be applied with an

inclusiveness that fails to take into ac-

count an additional salient feature. That

feature is that in contemporary usage the

term "evangelical" has a more restrictive

and precise application.

Those who consider themselves

"evangelical" today are identified by a

general commitment to a specific theolo-

gical position. But, before I turn to the

task of describing that theological posi-

tion I wish to make certain observations.

First, in 1967 the United Presbyterian

Church took several historic steps. We
adopted the Confession of 1967; we also

gathered nine theological affirmations

varying in antiquity, scope and emphasis
into the BOOK OF CONFESSIONS. Fur-

ther we revised the questions to be put to

ordinands so that no longer is a candidate
for ordination to be required to be com-
mitted to a specific theological affirma-

tion. Rather we are asked, among other

questions,

Do you accept the Scriptures of the

Old and New Testaments to be, by
the Holy Spirit, the unique and
authoritative witness to Jesus Christ

in the Church universal, and God's
word to you?

Will you be instructed by the Con-
fessions of our Church, and led by
them as you lead the people of

God?

Will you be a minister of the word
in obedience to Jesus Christ, under
the authority of Scripture, and
continually guided by our Confes-
sions?

The natural, and intended, result has

been to permit and even encourage a

broad diversity within the United Presby-

terian Church. This diversity I recognize
but I also recognize that there is a signi-

ficant segment within the church pre-

pared to be more specific and precise in

its theological commitment.

A second observation is that adoption
of an evangelical position is not to be

misinterpreted as implying that those who
are within the church and who are not

prepared to adopt this evangelical stance

are to be regarded as sub-Christian or

non-Christian. Being a Christian involves

commitment to Jesus Christ as Saviour

and Lord and He alone is the judge of the

validity of such commitment.



A third observation is that those who
follow evangelical convictions are not
inhibitors of the search for truth nor do
they propose to circumscribe cherished
academic freedom. On the contrary,

scholars evangelical in persuasion have
led the way in the continual quest for the
truth.

And finally those who are evangelicals
are not divisive in nature or intent.

Rather, recognizing the already obvious
diversities within the church, evangelicals
are prepared to be a loyal, discerning and
contributing segment of the total church.
But evangelicals will always state clearly

and persuasively the nature of their theo-

logical commitment.

Now to proceed to the task of defini-

tion. Since the term "evangelical" has

come to be used in the Protestant, En-

glish-speaking world it has involved con-
curence in the following theological

distinctives.

1 An absolute supremacy assigned to

Holy Scripture, as the only rule of faith

and practice, the only test of truth, the

only judge of controversy.

2. A serious regard to human sinfulness

and corruption. In consequence of

Adam's fall all men are in a miserable,

pitiable and bankrupt condition and are

in a state of guilt and condemnation
before God.

3. The paramount importance of the work
and office of the Lord Jesus Christ. The
eternal Son of God, Jesus Christ, by His

life, death and resurrection has obtained
a complete salvation for sinners and a

redemption from the guilt, power and
consequences of sin.

4. The essential character of the work of

the Holy Spirit in the heart of men. Until

there is such a real, internal work of God's
Spirit leading to faith and repentence,
religion is a mere husk and shell.

5. The necessity of the outward and
visible work of the Holy Spirit in the life

of men. God's grace will always manifest

itself in the conduct, behavior, ways and
habits of him who has it.

The above five evangelical distinc-

tives I have excerpted and slightly modi-
fied from the first chapter of a book
entitled "Knots Untied" by Bishop John
C. Ryle of the Church of England which
book was first published just over 100
years ago in 1871. I have chosen to quote
from this book first of all because this is a

clear, precise statement of "evangelical

religion" and is appropriate for reitera-

tion today. There is another reason for

choosing these quotations and to this

second reason I will allude presently.

Before I do that I wish to add to this list

of five distinctives two others which I

believe to be helpful for us in our time.

6. Commitment to the task of proclama-
tion of the good news of the Gospel of

Jesus Christ to the whole world to such an

extent that that Gospel is plainly, politely

and persuasively articulated and men and
women are urged to put their trust in

Jesus Christ alone for salvation.

7. Involvement in the social conse-
quences of the Gospel so that Christians

will be concerned for the physical, tem-

poral and social needs of humanity and
will take steps to deal with these needs
for the sake of Jesus Christ.

Now to return to my reason for this

quotation from Bishop Ryle. Bishop Ryle

illustrates for us a situation that might
well be instructive for us today. The
Church of England has long recognized

the reality of an "evangelical" segment
within its ranks and such recognition is

reflected in its programs of theological

education, publications, missions and
witness. Here is theological identity in a

set of particular commitments but it is

coupled with an ecclesiastical loyalty

within a common body. Moreover, this is

a situation that has persisted to this day
and the evangelical voice of the Church
of England is reflected in the persons of

John Scott, James Packer and others. I

feel that I represent within the United
Presbyterian Church a similar evangeli-

cal wing

Bishop Ryle adds a paragraph that is

worthy of our attention. He says,

"/ do not for a moment deny that

many Churchmen who are outside

the Evangelical body, are sound in

the main about the five points I have
named, if you take them one by one.

But they do not give them the

prominence, dignity and prece-

dence which we do. And this I hold
to be a most important difference

between us and them. It is the posi-

tion which we assign to these points,

which is one of the grand character-

istics of Evangelical theology. We
say they are the principle things in

Christianity."

Evangelicals are not only committed
in theory but to prominent promulgation
of these points which I have stated. It is

our conviction that these distinctions

must characterize our lives and minis-

tries; indeed evangelicals feel that they

should be the distinctives of the United

Presbyterian Church.

I wish to quote another representative

of the Church of England, the Rev. John
R W. Scott. Writing in 1970 in his book
"Christ the Controversialist" Scott notes.

"The evangelical quarrel with the

modern fashion of radical theology,

which boasts of a "new reforma-

tion", a "new theology", a "new
morality" even a "new Christianity"

is precisely this that, alas, it is what
it claims to be! It is new! It is not a

legitimate reinterpretation of old

first-century Christianity, for from
this it deviates at many vital points.

It is an invention of the twentieth

century."

"Evangelical believers, on the other

hand, while recognizing the neces-

sity of restatement and reinterpre-

tation, are determined to remain

loyal to the historic faith which they

desire to restate and reinterpret.

What is needed is a translation of

the gospel into the language, idiom

and thought forms of the modern
world. But a genuine translation is

never a fresh composition; it is a

faithful rendering into another

language of something which has
already been written or said."

These are the profound convictions of

evangelicals today. We hold these not

just as points of intellectual conviction

but as guides for life and ministry. For us

these items render Christians and conse-
quently the church distinctive. Therefore
no aspect of the life of the church must
either undercut or even obscure these

distinctives. Evangelicals insist that in all

that we do these distinctives be promi-

nent. For unless there be transformation

in the life of the individual man and wo-
man through the power of Christ the

church has failed in its basic work.

Clearly this places a serious burden

upon those of us who are evangelicals. A
burden to become more articulate in the

expression of our views. A burden to deal

with obstacles that are before us. A
burden in all of our dealings to remain

loyal to the church of which we are hon-

ored to be a part and to reflect constantly

the Spirit of the Lord Jesus in dealing with

those who might differ from us. We feel

that for us, to be committed to Jesus

Christ compels that we not only think, but

act in accordance to these convictions.

We do face obstacles. One is that

evangelicals within the United Presby-

terian Church often feel that their

presence and their views are not heard

This demands that evangelicals multiply

their efforts to let their views be heard

and their presence felt. Accordingly I

salute our Moderator, Clinton Marsh, for

his wisdom and breadth of spirit in creat-

ing this situation today where certain of

us who are evangelicals can speak and be

heard

More specifically evangelicals feel

that their views are not adequately heard

upon the campuses of our theological

seminaries. Certain of us are presently

confering to ascertain what approach can

be made to the Council on Theological

Seminaries and to the General Assembly

to deal with this matter. We have appreci-

ated the offer of assistance from the

Council on Theological Seminaries to

facilitate such communication.

Another problem that we face is grow-

ing antagonism toward leadership in the

church because of certain controversial

and subsequently inflammatory actions

and publications. The celebrated Angela

Davis case, the grants to La Rosea, and

the recent article on homosexuality in

TRENDS with its subsequent defense in

A.D. are cases in point. There is concern

that the support of the church has been

given to causes that at least appear to be

anti-Christian and anti-Biblical. Evangeli-

cals who are pastors are constantly faced

with the necessity not only of interpreting

actions of higher judicatories and agen-

cies but of dealing with church members

who are seriously distressed and even

insensed. Evangelical pastors have seri-

ous difficulty in maintaining the unity of

the church in the face of these actions.

Furthermore, evangelicals feel that de-

spite the due process of representation

through judicatories and elected boards

the evangelical voice, the evangelical

concern, the evangelical conviction, the



evangelical strength is not being heard, or

perhaps is not been heeded! This is a

serious concern.

An additional problem centers on the

broader program direction of the church.

In areas of our great interest, for example
foreign missions, there are grave reduc-

tions of personnel and finances. Various

explanations are given for this but we
have reason to believe that there are

resources available for continuation of

United Presbyterian involvement. We
further believe that continued participa-

tion in such endevors worldwide are both
theologically and ecclesiastically justi-

fied. Evangelicals have frequently spoken
of the desirability and urgency of the

development of a program of personal

evangelism. Programs such as these claim

the interest of evangelicals. Their absence
or their reduction is a concern.

To conclude, evangelical concern
within our church is positive. It is not a

negative, divisive stance. It is not intent

upon being disruptive or the ongoing
ministry of the church in a critical time.

It is not antagonistic to the consideration

of ecumenical endeavors. It is not fearful

of nor opposed to the restatement of the

historic Christian faith in contemporary
terms.

Evangelicals, of which I am one, are

prepared to stand securely upon the

historic Christian faith. We are compelled
for the sake of our Lord Jesus Christ to

carry with compassion the whole Gospel
in the person of Jesus Christ who alone
can heal the wounds of a sick world. We
believe that we can do this effectively

within the framework of the United Pres-

byterian Church. It is our intent to do this

with the help or our Lord.

Again, I thank you for the privilege of

your time and attention.

Beginning his second term as Chairman
of PUBC, is the Rev. J. Murray Marshall,

Senior Pastor of Seattle's First Presby-

terian Church. At the Moderator's Confer-
ence at Stony Point, New York of

December 1973, he was invited to speak
on behalf of PUBC, expressing our con-
cerns in front of approximately 40 of the

highest leadership of the Denomination;
Dr. Marsh, Dr. Thompson, Rev. McCloud,
Mr. Heckel, Mr. Meister et. al. Mr.
Marshall's statement, although flowing
from his own personal, but considered
concerns, reflects to a reliable degree
what our membership feel about the

tension in our church today. This is an
important statement and one which we
hope you will share with your churches,
your sessions and your pastors. (LMH)

YOU HAVE THE ANSWERS . .

.

We deeply appreciate those of you
who have taken the time to return the

questionnaire which we sent with the

last issue of the Communique. Your
feelings and insights are quite important
as we seek to be effective. Would you
take a moment, fill it out, and send it to

us? Thanks very much!

PLEASE MAKE THE FOLLOWING COR-
RECTIONS IN YOUR LIST OF ADDRES-
SES AND TELEPHONE NUMBERS OF THE
EXECUTIVE AND ADVISORY BOARDS:

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:

Rev. Julian Alexander

1961 Raritan Road
Scotch Plains, New Jersey 07076

Rev. Calvin Gray
79 East Main Street

Babylon, Long Island New York 11702

Mr. Harold Haler

7824 Thornwood Drive

Plymouth, Michigan 48170

Mr. Richard Hammond
Mount Phillip Road
Frederick, Maryland 21701

O-301-473-8343

Rev. Frank Kik

7202 East 9th Street

Wichita, Kansas 67206

Rev. Robert Pitman

1180 25th Ave. At Hacienda
San Mateo, California 94403

Dr. John Calvin Reid

6 Spotted Sandpiper

Hilton Head Island, S.C. 29928

Dr. A.L. Reynolds

600 E. 25th Street

Chicago, Illinois 60616
h-3 12-225-5300

Rev. Dale D. Schlafer

h-303-777-3115

Rev. Burton S. Smith
P O. Box 3044

Granada Hill, California 91344

Dr. William S. Stoddard
P.O. Box 5234

Walnut Creek, California 94596

ADVISORY BOARD

Dr. Paul C. Cox
355 Avenue E

Redondo Beach, California 90277

Rev. Edward R. Danks
521 East Olive Avenue
Burbank, California 91504

Dr. Gary W. Demarest
P.O. Box 188

La Canada, California 91011

Dr. John Eastwood
6709 Arizona Avenue
Hammond, Indiana 46325

Dr. Richard Halverson

O-301-320-3131

Rev. Frank Moser
311 Pinevue Drive

Monroeville, Pennsylvania 15146

Dr. Cary N. Weisiger III

1880 Oakdell Drive

Menlo Park, California 94025

PLEASE DELETE THE FOLLOWING
NAMES FROM THE ADVISORY BOARD
LIST:

Dr. J . Lamont
Dr. Clifford Drury

TAX REFORM BILLS

In our last Communique we men
tioned the "tax reform" bills before Con-
gress and now we have further informa-

tion on these bills. The following is from

the Evangelical Newsletter of March 1,

1974.

CHURCH GIVING WILL STILL BE
TAX-DEDUCTABLE -MILLS

Don't get all worked up about talk

of elimination of tax exemptions and
deductions for church contributions,

parsonages, and other non-profit

giving. Rumors that Congress is about
to kill tax exemptions are ill-founded.

No such bill is before Congress at

present. Bills were intro'd in 92nd
Congress by Senator Mansfield and
House Ways and Means kingpin

Wilbur Mills but both bills died when
the 92nd finished (Dec. 1972). And
they didn't call for elimination of tax

exemptions and deductions - only

a mandatory study by Congress of

some 54 separate preferential treat-

ment situations in U S. tax structure.

We talked to Mills' assistant - he says

church tax exemptions and deductions

are here to stay. Between lobbies from
Ford Foundation, Catholic Church
and other church groups, any bill

canning them wouldn't stand a

chance ... at least for next few years

to come.

HELP IS ON THE WAY . .

.

From you who have wondered,
"what can I do about what needs to be
done in the national church," may we
suggest . .

Encouraging your Pastor and each
Session member to join PUBC,
Pray for us by name, often, and
for all the church

Consider what you could do on a

monthly basis, trusting God, to

help us financially.

ATTENTION COMMISSIONERS

If you are a Commissioner to the
General Assembly this year, would you
send your name to Rev. Dale Schlafer,

1700 South Grant Street, Denver, COLO
80210, and let him know that you wish
to be involved in PUBC's efforts there?
We stand ready to be of practical assis-

tance in the area of ecclesiastical poli-

tics, so let us hear from you.



WORK, WORK, WORK !

At the annual meeting of PUBC
last January, the concerns of the fellow-

ship were compressed into five areas of

work and study. What follows below is

the stated goals and purposes of each of

these five Task Forces and thus the work
and direction that PUBC will be taking

in the next year or so. Each member of

the Executive Committee of PUBC sits

on one of these five Task Forces which
are chaired as follows:

SEMINARY - - Elder Albert Arend,
EVANGELISM, FELLOWSHIP, MOBILI-
ZATION - - The Rev. Robert Pitman,

THEOLOGY - - The Rev. J. Murray
Smoot, MISSION - - The Rev. R. Byron
Crozier, POLITICAL STRATEGY - The
Rev. Frank K i k

.

Any interest, information or concern
you may have in any of these areas

should be addressed to these indivi-

duals. Their addresses were printed on
the last issue of the Communique.

(1) SEMINARY: To work to-

wards theological instruction

in the United Presbyterian

Church which is consistent

with the evangelical and
reformed character of the

Book of Confessions and the

Book of Order, thereby en-

couraging adequate spiritual

and academic preparation of

Good and evil are not just opposites,

they are opponents.
Good and evil are not just contrast,

they are in contest.

They are not friends

talking over the back fence,

they are enemies
taking over the other's territory.

They are not things that we can take or leave,

they are things that take us and lead

Good and evil are not idle concepts
that one can record in a book;

They are not entries on opposite sides of a ledger,

like so many cold figures:

"credit / debit

good / evil,

Get the sub-total,

How do we stand

at the end of the month?."

Good and evil are not passive figures at all.

they are active forces.

If we go with one,

we are against the other.

Choose your partner.

You cannot have them both.

They don't get along together.

And when we try to make them get along together

Or when we think we can let them get along together,

we don't get along very well.

the student for pastoral

leadership in the church.

(2) EVANGELISM, FELLOW-
SHIP, AND MOBILIZATION:
To discover and make use of

every opportunity to mobil-

ize evangelical Presbyterians

to the end that we may af-

firm and support one another

in our respective ministries,

equip and motivate the

church in its task of evangel-

ism, and provide channels of

fellowship and encourage-
ment for ministers, laymen,

and students.

(3) THEOLOGY: To stimulate

theological thought within

the church which will lead to

the development of a clear

and well-defined concensus
of evangelical and reformed
theology, that will cause
frank discussions of the deep
theological differences exist-

ing within the church and, as

God leads, the renewed
obedience to the denomina-
tions confessional position.

(4) MISSION: To encourage the

United Presbyterian Church
in the United States of

America to obey the com-
mands of our Lord Jesus in

Acts 1:8: "And you shall be
witnesses unto me in Jerusa-

lem and in all Judea and
Samaria and to the uttermost

parts of the earth."

(5) POLITICAL STRATEGY: To
insure that in every Presby-

tery, Synod, and General

Assembly visibility is given

to the evangelical, Biblical

position by providing the

commissioners at the Presby-

tery, Synod, and General

Assembly levels counsel, aid,

information, and encourage-

ment.

William S. Stoddard
Senior Pastor

Walnut Creek Presbyterian Chruch

NV

HINTS FOR SPIRITUAL HEALTH

Consult the Great Physician often
Luke 18:18

Casting all your cares 1 Pet. 5:7

Follow His regimen
Keep your heart healthy

Get good exercise

Eat Good Food

Drink a lot of water

Luke 6:46

Psa 51:6

Cal. 5:16

Ecc. 9:10

Jn. 6:51

I Pet. 2:2

Jn. 4:13, 14

SPEAKING PERSONALLY . .

.

It has been my pleasure to write to

many of you recently and yet at this

time of great rejoicing in the church
year, may I share with you how grateful

to God I am for the shed blood of my
Lord Saviour Jesus Christ who suffered

such affront, such insult and such fatal

wounds because of my sin; for the blood
which has cleansed me of my disgrace

and deathly future; for the blood which
has turned God's terrible anger away
from me, me an enemy of His, found
with weapons in my hands; and for the

scornful yet costly encounter with death
and hell that Christ experienced so that

I might live for ever. Even as I write

these words, watching the magic of the

Selectric typewriter do its wonders,
there is the sensation of prickly moisture
in the corner of my eyes as I try to share

with you how glad I am to finally be
alive: alive because Jesus IS ALIVE. As
I reflect on this "organization", as

chapter 28 calls it, how additionally

grateful I am to be part of a fellowship

which seeks to experience Jesus as the

Lord of the alive and to begin to see, as

C.S. Lewis speaks i of it in The Great

Divorce, how "solid and light heaven is"

for those who are ready to begin

heavenly living here and now, not just

there and then. Praise God for His

precious promises for us NOW!
May these Holy Weeks culminate

with a Pentecost which is new and vital

in your own life; may the gracious Holy
Spirit find in you a vessel which is pant-

ing to be filled, and then eager to be
emptied in Jesus' name. AMEN!

LARRY M. HOYT
Executive Secretary

I
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We, an assembly of ministers and lay persons in the United
Presbyterian Church, U.S.A., at the call of Presbyterians United
for Biblical Concerns, vish to make public our deep concern over
the mission crisis in our church and further do covenant together
under God to vork for the implementation of our Lord's Great
Commission for the evangelization of all nations. We are dis-
tressed by confusion over the meaning of evangelism, by the
declining number of missionaries supported by our denomination, and
by the dwindling financial commitment of the people to the overseas
missionary enterprise. This situation is most tragic and inex-
cusable in view of the spiritual needs of the world's nearly
three-and- a-half billion people, more than two-thirds of whom
are not Christians.

The problems we see have many causes, but fundamental to them
all is what we perceive to be a widely publicized but deficient
theology of mission within our Church. This deficiency at best
blunts the edge of the missionary enterprise, and at worst denies
the power and uniqueness of God's work of salvation in Christ
Jesus.

It is impossible to make theological affirmations without
corresponding denials. Therefore, we deny that social action
apart from a personal witness to Jesus Christ is biblical
evangelism. We deny that political liberation is evangelism.
We deny that mere moral reform is evangelism. We affirm the
duty of Christians to become involved with others in working
for justice, dignity and liberation from all forms of oppression.
We confess our own failures in many of these areas. Nevertheless,
in themselves social concerns, however important, are inadequate
as the focal point for the Church's mission; for they fail to
deal with man's great and fundamental problem, namely, the sin
which alienates him from God and erects barriers between himself
and other persons. NT

e believe that a church must speak to the
world in cooperation with sister churches and not merely to the
sister churches.

We find ourselves in great sympathy with the signers of the
Lausanne Covenant ( 197*0 and affirm with them—but with reference
to our own task of world-wide mission—"To evangelize is to spread
the good news that Jesus Christ died for our sins and was raised
from the dead according to the Scriptures, and that as the
reigning Lord, he now offers the forgiveness of sins and the
liberating gift of the Spirit to all who repent and believe.

\
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Our Christian presence in the world is indispensable to evangelise,
and so is that kind of dialogue whose purpose is to lister, ser. si-
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proclamation of the historical, biblical Christ as Savior and
Lord, with a view to persuading people to come to him personally
and so be reconciled to God. In issuing the gospel invitation
ve have no liberty to conceal the cost of di sciple ship . Jesus
still calls all who would follow him to deny themselves, take
up their cross, and identify themselves with his new community.
The results of evangelism include obedience to Christ, incor-
poration into his church and responsible service in the world.”

We further affirm our:

(1) Faith in the divine inspiration and unique authority of
the Bible as the written Word of God. Through the Scriptures
God speaks today, as he has also spoken in ages past. They are
the spiritual seed by which he brings" forth life in men and
women

.

(2) Knowledge that apart from the grace of God in Jesus Christ,
as declared in the Scriptures, men are lost in sin and under God's
Judgment. The knowledge of the lostness of those outside of Christ
is one motivation undergirding our proclamation of the Gospel
in his name. We are deeply motivated by a desire to obey
Christ's call to evangelism and by love for those who are without
him.

(3) Joy that God was in Christ reconciling the w-orld to
himself. We believe that Jesus died in our place as our sin-
bearer and that —i-n—h-Lm-arS - S-evi or is the sole means by
which any person can be reconciled to God.

( U ) Belief in the indispensability of the visible church as
the vehicle of world mission.

(5) Awareness that -when we have done our best to be faithful
to our Lord's Great Commission, nevertheless, the salvation of
any individual can be accomplished only by the sovereign God,
who alone opens blind eyes and moves men to embrace the Savior.
Consequently, ve acknowledge our need of and pray for God's
Koly Spirit to energize our efforts and bring his own work to
fruition

.

(6) Expectation of the promised and personal return of Jesus
Christ in glory to consummate his kingdom and to render Judgment
upon both the living and the dead. The knowledge that ve must
one day give account before Him impels us to be his faithful
stewards and witnesses in this world.
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W e believe that the task of vor id evangelisation, as v e have
enunciated it, applies to Christians throughout the entire vorld.
But as members of the United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.
ve face a task uniquely our ovn. We are inadequately involved
in the missionary enterprise and, therefore, require nothing
less than a reformation of mission theology and a corresponding
alteration of missionary structures vithin our denomination.

THEREFORE:

(1) We call upon the General Assembly Mission Council of the
United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. to join vith us in
affirming before the Church and the vorld this statement of
mission as expressing the theological foundation upon vhich
the church must always build her mission in this vorld.

(2) We call upon the General Assembly Mission Council and the
Church to establish the overseas mission enterprise of our church
as a separate agency responsible to the General Assembly Mission
Council. This agency shall have the ultimate responsibility to
carry out the work of vorld evangelization. It shall have the
authority to solicit, receive and disburse funds, not subject to
equalization, for the implementation of this responsibility.
Further, it shall have authority to recruit, train, send and
evaluate all personnel so engaged and to interpret the overseas
mission enterprise to the church at large. We bring to the
attention of the General Assembly Mission Council the fact that
an increasing number of churches and per.sons are now using
alternate channels for the implementation of biblical
mission concerns such as non-den omi national faith missions.
We also recognize that there is the further alternative of the
formation of organizations "for the conduct of a special work
for missionary or other benevolence purposes" as„ explicitly pro-
vided in Chapter 28 of the Form of Government. Ij/e are persuaded
that if this call is turned aside the trend to faith missions
and search for other options will continue unabated^

(3) We call upon the General Assembly Mission Council to respond
immedi at ely . to this "Declaration and Call" vith positive action.

(1) We call upon the church at large to respond to this
"Declaration and Call" as individuals and judicatories. We urge sup-
port be declared through communication to the Office of
Presbyterians United for Biblical Concerns, P. 0. Box 13121,
Oakland, California, 9^661, by articles and letters in the
various church publications and by direct communications to the
General Assembly Mission Council and other appropriate denomina-
tional agencies.
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Presbyterian Church, beginning with us. We further pledge
ourselves to reappraisal of cur lifestyles and patterns of
giving to demonstrate our whole-hearted commitment to personal
involvement in the world mission enterprise, and invite the
church at large to join us in these pledges and commitments.

The commission has been given by our Lord; the task is great;
the time is short; our response is clear!

TO GOD BE HE GLORY



BACKGROUND.
FROM THE DIVISION OF COMMUNICATIONS

UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

Ihe United Presbyterian Church’s overseas mission—the philosophy that

undergirds it, the manner of its being carried out, how it is funded, and

how its content is determined—has been increasingly in the spotlight.

Decisions to be made during the month of November, 1974 will have large

impact upon the future of that mission.

Hence this paper, to provide as concisely but as fully as possible, data

on the overseas mission situation.

V. Indications of Interest

VI. Purposes of Presbyterians
United for Biblical Concerns
and United Presbyterian Center
for Mission Studies

VII. Quote from Christianity Today

VIII. Quotes from Missions Update
and Communique

I. FROM "POLICIES GUIDING UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH PARTICIPATION
IN MISSION OVERSEAS" (Adopted by the Program Agency, October, 1974,
to be presented to the General Assembly Mission Council for its

information):

"For the past 150 years the intent of the Presbyterian missionaries serving
in pioneer situations in foreign countries has been to bear witness to God's
love incarnate in Christ in such fashion that others might believe in Him.
Tiese new believers were brought together into churches that were intended to

be 'self-governing, self-propagating and self-supporting.' It was the policy
not to establish a global network of Presbyterian churches but to encourage as

far as practicable the formation of ' united ' churches ....

"It has been and continues to be the policy of the UPC to recognize the
community of believers God has raised up in every place as His primary
instrument of mission for that people and nation whether or not Presbyterians
participated in the establishment of that church. Today the UPC is engaging
in mission within a global network of ecumenical relationships that includes
44 national churches in 4l countries which are witnessing to Christ and
evangelizing their own people.

CONTENTS

I. Overseas Mission Philosophy

II. Program Agency Proposal

III. Overseas Mission Outlook

IV. Uie Changing Shape of Overseas Mission
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"Ihe l86th General Assembly (197*0 adopted the report of the Assembly
Committee on Overseas Mission which said in part: 'That in the conviction
that mutuality in mission is a pivotal concept in the worldwide Church
today, the following statement be affirmed by this Assembly as a guide for
worldwide mission: Mutuality in mission means a sharing of responsibility
in mission by (a) sending of personnel and resources to the world; (b) joint
action in all areas possible; (c) development of leadership; (d) giving and
receiving each other's gifts of personnel. Mutuality in mission is to be
accomplished through the process of consultation, cooperation, and negotiation
under the judgment and forgiveness of God, the command of Christ, the empowerment
of the Holy Spirit, and commitment to human life.'

"It is the policy of the UPC to further mutuality in mission in a variety
of structural patterns . Most common of these is a clear bilateral working
relationship between the UPC and another autonomous church. In some situations
the relationship is expressed chiefly through a coalition of churches working
as one in their relationship to a particular overseas national church. . . .

"The policy of mutuality in mission requires of the UPC. . .that all sharing
of UPC personnel and financial resources be done in response to the priorities
of and within a context of full and free consultation with the autonomous
overseas church which will use these resources. . . .

"It is the policy of the UPC to appoint and support fraternal workers and
missionaries and to recruit, prepare, and deploy people in a variety of other
patterns of service overseas which include volunteers in mission, overseas
associates, frontier interns, bi-national servants, special ecumenical assignments,
and reverse flow programs in response to approved requests of overseas churches,
agencies and institutions under whose pastoral care and administrative direction
they work.

"Consideration for the integrity of overseas churches prompts the UPC to

refrain from having a concentration of personnel serving in whatever pattern
in situations where this presence may tend to dominate the decision-making
process of that church. . . .

"It is the policy of the UPC to encourage increased participation by

Christians of other nations in mission to the USA by fostering in our church
a climate of humility, openness, and recognition of need. . . .

"It is the policy of the UPC to strengthen other churches in the extension
of their mission through designated financial grants to particular institutions

and programs as well, and for their general mission use accordirg to their
priorities and strategies ....

"In the face of repeated radical reduction in UPC financial grants, it is

the policy of the UPC to assure each related church overseas that they have the

option to negotiate the restoration of reductions in UPC grants to their general

mission program by proposing rather the reduction of related UPC personnel. . . .
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"It is the policy of the UPC after consultations with the xelated

institutions to transfer to the legally viable property-holding body. . . such

properties as churches and manses, educational, medical and other institutions

as have been previously acquired by representatives of the UPC for mission work.

It is the policy of the UPC to engage in consultation with national churches

with a view to sell such properties as are no longer needed. . . .Usually the

proceeds are used to strengthen the Christian work there. . . .

"Hie policies now to be formulated to set the directions for United
Presbyterian Church participation in mission overseas for the next five years
must affirm and take seriously the last century-and-a-half of overseas mission

activity. . . .Hie short term agenda. . .must first : permit the related church

to examine our total 1975 financial support and readjust our functional
designations as their priorities may require; second : . . .the agendas must be

open to consider the possibility of reducing the number of UPC personnel seconded
to them in order to release funds to be used for essential programs threatened
by our reductions. . . .

"Hie basic goals of these consultations with related churches. . .will

include the following:

"1. To establish a relationship of mutual integrity within which both
the UPC and each partner church is able to develop as God's instrument of
mission for the time and place in which it has been planted. ... 2. To
establish a relationship of authentic interdependence in which each partner
church is exposed to, placed and held under the judgment of its partner
whether or not there is agreement as to the expressed theology, ecumenical
stance, and social conscience so that in this tension both may grow. . . .

3. To establish a relationship of such maturity as members of the Body of
Christ that the unique but separate needs of the UPC and the particular
partner church are each being met in a complementary fashion. ..."

II. PROGRAM AGENCY PROPOSAL

In a meeting September 6-7, 197^, the board of the Program Agency voted to:

+ Maintain present missionary force with limited room for new high
priority appointments.

+ Reduce missionary unit costs as outlined including freezing of salaries
for cost of living adjustments as established by Organization Resource
Counselors, Inc. (ORC)

+ Mount a major interpretation campaign to the United Presbyterian churches
to assure $2,000,000 designated for overseas mission personnel over and above the
Program Agency's allocation from the projected 26 million dollars general mission
budget for 1975.*

* $2.7 million for overseas mission projected within the agency's share of the
$26 million; $372,000 more is from institutional reimbursements overseas; $2
million is in addition to these.
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+ Communicate this. . .to the United Presbyterian Church at large and all
agencies involved in it, with the request that immediate support be solicited
for it, if possible, and as soon as possible. (— from the minutes of the Board
of the Program Agency, September 6-7, 197*0.

III. OVERSEAS MISSION OUTLOOK

There are now 486 persons in the denomination’s mission force overseas.
Here are some options prepared by Program Agency staff, for 1975:

A. If overseas mission funds are reduced by 20 percent from 1974 (an
amount even less than some programs are likely to be cut); if this cut is
eased as much as possible by initiating a freeze on salaries and postponement
of furloughs and other costs; and if approximately $665,000 is realized
through sources outside the normal general mission budget--by the end of 1975
the overseas force will be reduced to 334; 12 reductions via normal attrition
and 140 by budget-forced terminations.

B. Given the same circumstances as in paragraph A. above, add $700,000
from sale of missionary residences—an amount previously marked for other
purposes. This would mean, by the end of 1975, a total overseas force of
4o4: 12 reductions via normal attrition and 70 by budget-forced terminations.

C. Assume the 80 percent budget, salary-benefits freeze, recoveries of
$372,000 from ongoing extra-budget sources, and $2 million in new funds via
special appeal. At the end of 1975 the overseas mission force would be 510: a

reduction of 12 via normal attrition, but an addition of 36 new appointments.

D. Take the basic budget, assume the salary-benefits freeze, all possible
recoveries via extra-budget sources and sale of missionary residences. Add
$636,464 to bring the overseas budget back to the 1974 level, but exclude the

$2 million in special appeal funds. The force at the end of 1975 would be

474- -the same as now except for the normal attrition of 12.

Note : Contrary to reports from some sources, the

Program Agency in 197*+ spent 49 percent ($7,242,810)
of its funds abroad. The largest single item was

missionary maintenance, which accounted for roughly
twice the amount of any other item. Whether or not

all the funds sought are available, missionary
maintenace will remain the largest single item in

1975, and will be an even larger ratio of the total
budget than in 1974.

IV. CHANGING SHAPE OF OVERSEAS MISSION

In 1958, the United Presbyterian Church U.S.A. had an overseas force of

1,284 persons. That number has been declining, It should be made clear that

not all the decline was related to budget cutbacks. In some cases, mission

personnel completed tasks they had set out to do. In others, the growth and

maturing of indigenous churches made it possible for those churches to do for
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themselves many of the things missionaries previously had done. Hie kind of

mission programming
,
and the places that programming occurs, have been changing

for a number of years.

From 1958 to 1965—years in which General Assembly general mission funds

were increasing—the changing shape of mission brought about reductions in the

overseas force. The total was 1,009 in 1965—a decrease of 275 from 1958.

Increasing costs have been a factor, obviously. The per-person cost of

maintaining overseas personnel was estimated at $4,900 in 1963, and at $5,968
in 1966; by 1973, it was $ll,08l. Put another way. the total overseas mission
budget in 1971 was $7*2 million, compared with $6.4 million in 1966; yet the

1971 dollars, because of increasing costs, supported 729 persons while the
smaller amount in 1966 supported 1,082.

In keeping with a practice initiated by the former Commission on Ecumenical
Mission and Relations and reinforced by the Program Agency, mission personnel
are sent in response to needs expressed by churches in other countries. Example:
In 1965, 208 persons were at work overseas under the heading of evangelism;
receiving churches no longer seek help in that field to that extent, and in

1973 the number was 26. Conversely, medical workers totaled 184 in 1965 and
remained at 144 in 1973 despite cutbacks in overall personnel. Leadership
training personnel grew from l6 in 1965 to 25 in 1973*

As observed in Concern , November, 1974, by Paul A. Hopkins, a Program
Agency staff member who provides liaison with Africa: "The fact is that
Africa in particular needs people in three broad categories: Health care:

doctors and nurses; teachers of technical trades; food production: agriculture
and animal husbandry. Hie list does not include evangelists because the African
churches believe they can adequately fulfill the work of evangelization. But
they do ask that the technically qualified people we offer them be people with
a deep commitment to Jesus Christ, ready to show his love through word and
deed in all their work."

The places of mission involvement in the past 15 years have changed—and
continue to change, as needs and priorities change. Mission personnel now
work in Taiwan, Ecuador, Nepal, Singapore, and Kenya; none from the UPC worked
there in 1958. Hiere have been considerable reductions in Japan, India, Egypt,
and Mexico

.

Overall, however, United Presbyterian overseas mission personnel last year
were deployed in more areas of the world (29 vs. 23) than in 1958, even though
their total numbers were not half so large.

None of the above takes into account the program of volunteers in
mis sion- -which in itself is one of the more significant developments in the
doing of mission over recent years, but which needs be only mentioned here.
Last year 898 persons were engaged in mission as volunteers --mostly paying
their own ways, in projects lasting from a few months to three years.
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Nonetheless, the fact remains that more mission personnel are being requested
by overseas churches than the budgets of recent years have supported.

V. INDICATIONS OF INTEREST

In a time when the United Presbyterian Church has to a large measure been
preoccupied vith structural matters and part of a culture threatened by a
neo- isolationism, has the church lost interest in mission overseas? Here are
some diverse examples that the answer is No:

A. Last August some 1,300 delegates to the New Wilmington (Pa.) Missionary
Conference sent this petition to the stated clerk of the General Assembly:

"We, the delegates to the 69th New Wilmington Missionary Conference, inspired
and challenged by the call to overseas mission service in cooperation with the
churches of other countries, firmly believe our church should be advancing
rather than retreating- -affirming, recruiting, and supporting young United
Presbyterians for mission service. Just as firmly, we believe we must not
deny to this generation of young people the privilege of responding to the
call of Christ's church. We join together to ask our great denomination to
forego its increasing tendency to focus inwardly, to turn its pattern of giving
around, and to rally for mission on six continents, mission outside, as well as

inside, the United States. With this petition, we hold ourselves ready to

respond with money, prayers, and lives to the General Assembly's 197^ Emergency
Appeal.

"

B. Last June, the Rev. Clinton M. Marsh addressed the l86th General
Assembly (197*0* Excerpts from that address:

"The issue is not whether institutions, or agencies, or even the jobs of
the church's employees are in danger of ceasing to exist.

"The issue is whether this church's mission to human beings across this

world shall continue and grow—or whether it shall die. That is the issue.

"And as we have listened, we have heard commissioners saying that they want
this mission to grow and not die. . . .

"We have heard this General Assembly say that the Mission Council must give
new and agonizing scrutiny to every priority. That we must order the church's

mission in a new and different way. That somehow, some way, even with a budget

that is not enough we must maintain the capability to do the mission that being

God's people requires.

"We have heard this General Assembly saying that we must every one tell

the whole church—every judicatory, every possible member—not only what is being

done, but what can be as the whole church sees and responds to the vision of

God's call."
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C. On October 8, 1974, the Rev. J. Oscar McCloud, general director of

the Program Agency, addressed the Synod of the Sun. Some excerpts:

"I am convinced that one cannot read the whole of Scripture and still

conclude that the church's main task is not out in the world. It is not

possible to read the Scripture and to see glimpses of the God of Isaiah,

Jeremiah, Amos, Micah, along with the whole of Jesus' own ministry and still
believe that God's mission for the church is adequately represented by any

narrow concept or view of evangelism.

".
. .One of the problems we Presbyterians have had in the past is that

those of us who serve our ministries as engagement with issues of oppression
and injustice, acted as though it was not Jesus Christ Himself toward which
we were pointing. So, we were rightly criticized. But on the other hand,
those of us who have represented the issue of personal salvation as the primary
emphasis of our ministry, have acted as though 'salvation was saved from
something, but net saved for something.' Some of us have been guilty of acting
as if the great commission was the extent of the charter for Christian mission,
and we have failed to give adequate emphasis to the fact that God's greatest act
of love was for the world--the whole world--that it might be redeemed. So,

those of us who have taken this posture are guilty of ignoring all of the
unrighteousness and injustice which existed around us.

"I suggest to you that neither stance is an adequate representation of the
Gospel of Jesus Christ. I suggest to you this morning that the world is hungry
physically- -hungry unto physical death, and the world is hungry spiritually--for
the fullness of life in Christ. ..."

VI. PURPOSES OF PRESBYTERIANS UNITED FOR BIBLICAL CONCERNS, and THE UNITED
PRESBYTERIAN CENTER FOR MISSION STUDIES

A. Report of Presbyterians United for Biblical Concerns
jkO South Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15221*

Our Purpose

Presbyterians United for Biblical Concerns (PUBC) is a fellowship of
United Presbyterian churchmen who love Christ, the church, and all men
because of Christ and the church. The purpose of this fellowship is to
offer an opportunity for study and enrichment within the framework of The
United Presbyterian Church in the United States of America. All laymen and
clergymen within the church who would like to discuss with positive spirit
these basic issues in a desire to continue within our denomination its unique
Protestant and Reformed emphasis are invited to participate in this fellowship.
Participation involves a sincere commitment:

--to an obedience of Christ which consists of true piety and human
compassion, that is, an obedience which is both subjective and
objective

.

--to a growth in the knowledge of God's word written which includes
a thorough knowledge of the Scripture and its meaning and with the
finest tools and methods of Biblical scholarship.

* Changed to P. 0. Box 13124, Oakland, California 94661
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--to a desire to promote and encourage the production of scholarly
evangelical publications.

--to a better understanding and more effective application of our
Reformed theology as it takes its crucial place in the arena of
contemporary theological debate.

--to a social relevance which moves out to the current social crisis
in prophetic movement, which is concerned more with what men need
than with what they wait, and which rises from a consistently
Biblical theology for a redemptive purpose in reconciliation.

--to a compassion for men which continues beyond Christian conversion
to nurture and service, that is, which leads men to Christ and then
to other men because of Christ.

--to an evangelistic goal which will be satisfied with nothing less
than the bringing of the whole gospel to the whole world and the
application of it to human need.

(--Journal of the General Assembly, 1973, Section I, pp. 1235-6).

B. Report of United Presbyterian Center for Mission Studies
Box 2613, Fullerton, CA 92633

Purpose

The purpose of the United Presbyterian Center for Mission Studies is to

analyze the needs and opportunities for Christian mission in today's world;

to gather and make available information concerning existing cross-cultural
mission activities, including non-Presbyterian agencies which receive
significant funds from United Presbyterian churches and members; to suggest

additional methods and structures for mission work; and to furnish reports

of its studies to each agency and project studied and to United Presbyterian
mission agencies.

(— Journal of the General Assembly, 1973, Section I, page 1239)*

VII . QUOTE FROM CHRISTIANITY TODAY MAGAZINE

"Religion in Transit

"As a result of the United Presbyterian Church's

budget crunch and depletion of unrestricted capital
reserves, the jobs of two dozen denominational
executives and a number of clerical employees have

been terminated. Meanwhile, a theologically

conservative group- -concerned about both economic

and theological issues— is studying ways to guarantee
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support of evangelical overseas missionaries.

The group has not ruled out the possibility of

forming a new missions board."

(--Christianity Today, October 11 , 197^, page 55)*

VIII. QUOTES FROM MISSIONS UPDATE and PRESBYTERIAN COMMUNIQUE

A. Missions Update , Newsletter of the United Presbyterian Center for

Mission Studies, Vol. Ill, No. 7, September, 197^, page

"FUBC AND MISSION

"Viewing the wide sharing of our faith as a biblical imperative and concern,

one of our fellow cause groups --Presbyterians United for Biblical Concerns--has
established a task force to enhance mission consciousness among its membership.

"One potential activity involves a consultation on cross-cultural evangelistic
mission geared to the world situation today. We welcome and applaud this active
interest on the part of our fellow Presbyterians I

"

B. Presbyterian Communique
, Presbyterians United for Biblical Concerns,

September, 197^, back page:

"The Emergency Mission Appeal

"The General Assembly faces a continued and worsening financial future as
giving to the national work has dropped steeply. The Louisville Assembly voted
to ask each member and each congregation to give more to meet the deficit. The
PUBC Steering Committee at its recent meeting voted to voice the following:

"PUBC heartily endorses the action of the General
Assembly to request emergency funding of an
additional dollar-per-member in both 197^ and

1975 to meet this financial crisis. However, we
recognise that many of our congregations insist
upon their right to designate money given to the
General Mission of the General Assembly. We
respect and support that right.

"PUBC is also in the midst of a crash study of many alternatives to assist
in the rescue of the missionary who may be recalled for a lack of funding. If
you know of any foreign missionaries who are in this situation, please write
us now."
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Oct 8,1974

As most of you know, there has been a disastrous erosion of our
overseas missionary effort since 1958. From over 1500 to about
450 is a reduction of such magnitude as to be called a true crisis.
Last year alone approximately 100 missionaries were lost to the
overseas fields. This reduction must not proceed further. Now there

' are several factors which account for this; natural attrition, a
national, indigenous church taking hold, transfers etc. But a re-
duction or removal of people trained and productive for financial
reasons must not continue Lo occur. Even more serious is the
conviction in some high places that theologically the church has
no further responsibility to preach the Gospel to every creature.

Presbyterians United For Biblical Concerns enthusiastically affirms
that the Scriptures urge us to continue and expand our overseas
mission involvement. We feel strongly that, as the Lausanne Coven-
ant states in Article 9:

"...it is a standing rebuke to us and to the whole
church, that more than 2,700 million have yet to
be evangelized . The goal should be, be all available
means and at the earliest time, that every person
‘should have the opportunity to hear and receive
the good news. There must be sacrifice involved."

The 1974 budget of the General Mission of the General Assembly is

$32 million and yet of this amount only about $5^' million goes to
the overseas mission field. Administrative costs are also involved
here. When you compare -the drastic cuts going on now in the nation-
al agencies with the fact that congregational giving is UP, there
can be no longer any doubt that the national agencies are in ser-
ious trouble and that the overseas mission effort will suffer also.
The 1975 projected budget looks for further staff reductions.
We applaud the statements by the Program Agency that seek to hold
the now thin line on overseas personnel, but we are very fearful
for the near and also distant future.

m

THEREFORE . .

.

Since PUBC has always sought to contribute in significant ways to
the spiritual health of the church, we feel led by the Holy Spirit'*

of God to call a Church Mission Consultation, hoping to bring to
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the surface the vast untapped resources of Evangelicals within the
church, focusing our hearts and minds on this crisis.

Beginning on Monday afternoon and ending on Wednesday afternoon,

The CONSULTAT ION will^e-^e44-in^hicago on November 18-20, 1974.
We ^paTaglTze^for the short notice, but we sincerely felt that, we
dared not wait another month to address this problem. The resource
leadership who have been invited are:

Dr. Samuel Moffett of Korea, Dr. Robert Sandilands and
Rev. Richard Freeman of the Cameroon, Rev. Donald McClure
and Rev. Harold Kurtz of Ethiopia, Rev. Stanley Wick of
Guatemala , Rev . Don McCurry of Pakistan, Dr. Paul Pierson
formerly of Brazil, Rev. Christy Wilson formerly of Afgan-
istan, Rev. William Miller, and Dr. John MacKay, past
president of Princeton Seminary.

DEAR BRETHREN, THE TIME IS SHORT. We feel that you would wish to
be with us in this hour of work and challange. We rejoice as we see
the Lord Jesus working through your lives and ministries* We
need your counsel, your help and your prayers. This is a time
for yielding our selves to the Lord and a time for moving in
responsible but sacrificial action. HERE ARE THE NEEDS

WILL YOU PRAY FOR US AND THE CONSULTATION?

WILL YOU SEND YOUR PASTOR OR MISSION CHAIRMAN?

WILL YOU SACRIFICALLY HELP US WITH THE COSTS ?

WILL YOU SHARE YOUR COUNSEL, IDEAS AND WISDOM?

PUBC will be paying for all the costs of the resource people; this
will amount to approximately $12,000. All others will have to cover
their own expenses.lt is our hope that churches will send a rep-
resentative and also assist PUBC ( over and above the regular PUBC
support) to cover the costs of the Consultation.

We are confident that God will bless your efforts as you are a part
of this contribution to the church and that He will enrich you and
your church as a result.

Please return to us immediately, the registration forms and the
support covenant together with an input which you wish considered
at the Consultation. We must receive these by November 3.

This invitation comes on behalf of our entire Executive Committee
lest Christian greetings. God bless you!

Executive Secretary
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II .B. The General Assembly Mission Council will meet in the Biltmore

Hotel Neu York City, November l4-l6 to receive and act upon General Assembly

agency budget recommendations, including those of the Program Agency regarding

overseas mission.

• ' a jl
'll if 'll



PRESBYTERIANS
United

For Biblical Concerns
MR. LARRY M. HOYT, Executive Secretary

Dear Brother:

December 27, 1974

You have no doubt by this time received a letter from Bernard
Quick relating to the work of the Consultation. Before I

write officially in response to him, I would greatly apprec-
iate your comments on his letter, and if you have written to

him, copies of your letters, or those portions that you would
wish to share with me.

We have received only four letters that are negative in any
way and scores of very warm and positive responses. They
continue to come in each day.

My own goal is 1,000 session endorsements to present to the
GAMC at their next plenary meeting. Enclosed is the latest
COMMUNIQUE

.

Peace and Power through the Everliving One.

Warmest regards,

~V\Cn- -7

Larry M. Hoyt

PO.00X13124 OAKLAND CALIFORNIA 94661 PHONCC415D 937-7022
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rov. Z7, 1974

Larry M« Hoyt
Exocutiye Secrotary
FU?,C, ?*0. 13124
Oakland, Ca* 94661

Dear Kr* Hoyt,

Jf.ou <4 letter entitled Church Mission Consultation dated Get* 8 has

f^jilennto ay hands and 1 would like to take the liberty of responding
t(j|.3 it*

\ iVt a fomsr missionary to Tgypt having served under the Commission
c m ?e\l*nical Mission and Relations fro® 1954 until 196?

•

if ,

• ..v. .........

Am very sympathetic with your feeling that there is a serious crisis
,in mijicBis today* .Cut I am afraid I disagree with your assessment of the
causes of our dileama and your solutions.

Tty call for a moratorium on money and missionaries from the west is-
sued bla number of J*ird .. orld churchmen some months ago is a symptom oi

what i(really wrong with the western missionary enterprise* The Rev.

n
Fayes Iris (Th.K from Princeton and one of the outstanding pastors of the

«

j

-.Vangelcal Church in igypt)called for a moratorium in £gypp of the rner-

V*
|

lean pfesenoe over 15 yoars ago* They are crying to Ihe Wests "We nc
| longerrant your oppressive paternalism I We uant to respond to the nudgings

fof thedoly Spirit in our own way and based upon the economic, political

j
and ciitural realities in our own context! The West does not necessarily

. know Vjat is good for us theologically, politically, culturally or ec-
onomiirlly! We must establish our own institutions on our premises and
not e. the premises of a western middle class concept of what we should
have/ w'e want to find out for ourselves what the image of the Christian
and )he Christian church is in our own culture without all of the Western
cultural accretions!*'

Across the years the Commission and now the Program Agency has) i/feenn

listening to these cries* They have been sincerely trying to change these
rclutionahipt with the overseas churches by instituting new policies of
partnership in mission, joint-action in mission, interdependence, and now,
®ui*ality in mission* ^ut the dllemna is that these have all remained

riM IM<v~

,
\<y "'pr*'

jv.t myths because our basic premise of mission has been from the begln-
ng of the western missionary enterprise a mission ox giving and not re-
iving*

il

/
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Over a hundred years ago we established structures and bureaucracies
to carry out our mission based upon this one-way premise of mission
freighted with " sanctified*' manifest destiny of the American "way of life”,
superior religion, culture, political ideology and economic power* These
structures of mission remain until today, with certain important modifi-
cations* He have just tinkered with the system to try and create true
mutuality in misBicn# but we have left the sain cause ox our dilemna un-
touched - our one-way premise* It is similar to putting a band-aid on

a cancer!

can the Program Agency (or the United Presbyterian Church) re-
ceive anythin,” from the Third World churches when it has a mandate from
the General Assembly to go preach and give - give millions of dollars
(greatly reduced in recent years) and send missionaries abroad (again,
not as iany as wp used to send)? Are we so arrogant to think that we
know all there is to know about the truth in Jesus Christ? Don*t we have
ar obligation to V diecipled by other Christians and other churches in
societies and cultured in an entirely different historical context?
Hasn't Christ ooprnanded us to coraider others better than ourselves and
to bo iP a relationship o* mutuality with others?

a*

"’ow can we bo in genuine mutuality with the Coptic Evangelical church
in Egypt when we are spending ^3^0,000 a yfjar, including missionaries
sela-HLes and upkeep < 22,000 per couple, while the total budget of the
Church in in the neighborhood of 360,000 per year (this was several years
ago, if they on raise it?

How can we be in mutuality in mission with the Colombian Presbyterian
Church when in 1972 we spent $3» 381, 632 , including the FMF, while the
Church had around "3, 000 to spend for evangelism?

J.
,
V/- 1

y»

&
yfj*

It la much worse in Ethiopia with the bethel Evangelical Church which
has a budget of around $1C,,000 (the closest estimate I could get a couple
of years ago) -v»r year and we spend tens of thousands of dollars each year*
Incidentally, Enla Church grew 17 fold during the Itallam occupation when
the missionaries and their money were not there! 'rfhile in Ethiopia recently
I asked the famous blind evangelist Keis Gidada Solon, who was largely res-
ponsible fer this growth through his preaching and suffering, why this hap-
pened then and is not happening today# He answered, "Ve had no money! The
preachers and evangelists arc too interested in getting some of the American
money!” I bad the feeling, while there, that the relationship between the
American ’ i c

sion md the ethe^l Church was very bad while the relationship
between the American Mission and the Coptic Orthodox Church was much better
because they could relate on more favorable economic terms!

In Korea, however, the gap is not quite so bad since the Korean Church,
like the Coptic ' rib on ex Church in Ethiopia, is more affluent* Tut we still
continue to v

*

'i lec'Urn institution an elite which continually
Church as a basically western expression of what it means
and a church. There are over 200 foreign mission agencies

steers in* bor&ai
to be a Christian
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competing in that assail country scandalizing the unity of the world-

wide church In this day of ecumenical emphasis! 40$ of all the Korean

doctors who train in Yonsel University Medical School (affliliated with

our church) end up rraeticlngin the USA 1 Doesn’t this tell us some-

thing about the alienating- nature oT our one-way premise of niseion!

It ia no wetvier that these has come a call for a moratorium cm western

missionaries and money! I am surprised it hasn’t come long before this.

But most people in Asia, Africa and Latin American are too polite to

toil it like It !U»* especially if they have a financial stake in tho American

money and aiuaionary prosonce •

i,OH # concerning the 2,7000 million who have yet to bo evangelised

which you eaxhaaimod* The United PreebyteiAan Church Is not achieving

its own evangelistic task here in the States and the Third tforld churches

are Spinning to realize this* The president of a seminary in Costa

ilea recently said this in ay hearing* He commented, v:
..‘ant’ corns down

to Satin iserloa ani tell m how to evangelise* sou areV evangelizing in

your o\m country!" incidentally, this man is deeply evangelical but

realize that wo dan 4 1 have the theological and spiritual resources to
understand the oppressive revolutionary situation in Latin America today*

In fact, our church represents the political and economic power which is

support! tg much of the oppression going on in Latin America* This is

also true in Korea, the Philippines and Vietnam*

Is there a solution? Can we get out of our dilooaa? Tho answer will
not be found by sending more missionaries and money abemad. This will only
compound the prqihies*

It seems uo me that If we are ever to have a genuine policy of mutuality
in mission and be evangelised as well as evangelise, a© are going to have
to search for a now theological promise which which to base our activity
and thinking on - a promise whilh will be a paradigm of mutuality instead
of a myth#

i
• Y

\<V&-

i i-Wi
i
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It is ay ceovie&icn# also, that this search will have to be made in a
continuing dialogue with those of cur Third World Christian friends who have
not been ccnproedeed by our money, our theology* cur Institutions and our
image of what the church should be and do* 1 was surprised to note that
you did not list any Third World church leaders who had been invited to
the consultation* Hew would we feel if the shoe were on the other foot?
Wouldn’t we want a part in a discussion held by a group of foreigners
planning a hugh evangelistic campaign in the midst of our church, especially
even if they gave lip service to being in "partnership^* with us!? I was
offended whets dev* Moon come from Korea, a few months ag» and tried to cor-
rect our veralbn of what the Christian faith is all about and tried, to
interfere ir the Watergate "horror" by suggesting that we forget and forgive
Kixctti before all tho fact* were out*

1

ho far our dialogue has been with those Third World church leaders who
are en the receiving end of cur largesse or have moved into leadership roles
In former mission institutions* We really can’t dialogue with them since
they mirror ut* In so sany fundamental aspects.
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As a possible resource for ouch a search, I would like to suggest
that we need to look at the Groat Ccrrlrsion in the context of the total
gocpcl message ani the hictcrical situation that exists today* For in-
stance, what meexirv docs the Great Coaniseicn have in the light of the
fcot-washing episode in the life of Christ? Hot/ is it modified by the
sorvanthood of’ Janus? How la tho tendency for our carrying a superior
religious ayeter overseas nitigated by the crucifixion and the ken pels
passage in SMlippifluns? Aren't these paradigms ofnanutuality in mission?
Don't they Insist that Christians must receive from one another? *e
need to disciple one another# . o one of us or our church ha© the "fullness"
of Jesus Christ nor all the know-how on how to evangelize, especially in
another culupc. Gait this is what we have tended to say across the years

•

3e like us and you will have the gospel*

But can we rcilly find tho grace to receive a new premise of mission
fron our Third World brethren based upon theirlhistorical, cultural and

societal terms'^ 1 vender* I hope so, for that is the only real hope for
the work -wide iaii«si«nazy enterprise of the Western church.

sincerely yours.

cc. Harold Kurta
Paul Tiaraun
•am Hoffait
Galph Jiimiirr

John Sinclair
William Hopper
iaul Hopkins
3d Fairaau
Fred Wilson
Hargarot nory
Bob Lodwick
•* I-o&rcv,

.
"caver

J* Oscar A 'loud
Gerald AnJ esi

Land sd

/

Bernard ... puick

3 Dogwood Drive
Trenton , R •J . 08633



January 16, 1975

The Rev. Dr. Bernard E. Quick
3 Dogwood Drive
Trenton, New Jersey 08638

Dear Dr. Quick:

After much delay, for which I apologize, I have your letter of November 27 in

hand and would like to discuss some of the points you raise. You will understand
that I am not speaking officially for PUBC or for the Church Mission Consultation.
However, it was my place at the Church Mission to speak for the use of present
structures, as contrasted with others who spoke for other solutions.

Your concern over "paternalism" is one which I do not find supported in the New
Testament. In fact, quite the reverse. The Council at Jerusalem even issued
instructions to new converts in quite different cultures as to their behavior
and stance as Christians. As far as "moratorium" is concerned, I have heard
from missionaries that there are countries who have requested more "western"
missionaries, not less. Jesus said, "Go into all the world and preach the Gospel."
Fayez Faris and others say, "don't go". Personally, I vote with Jesus. Further,
I did not find in the Consultation any mention, defense or advocacy of carrying
American cultural baggage into other countries as part of the Gospel message.
We stand with you in that area.

On page two you mentioned mutuality and the Colombian Church. I think you
chose the wrong example to demonstrate your concern. It was the Colombian Church
which pleaded with the church not to fund the Rosea organization. Her protests
were crushed as more than 150,000 dollars has been sent through the Self Develop-
ment of People Fund. Then there is the case of a missionary couple who, after
many years of service with the Colombian Church were recalled abruptly by the
Program Agency. The Colombian Church again protested this high-handed treatment
of a ‘sister church. The couple are back with the Colombian church, but at their
own expense and not funded by the Program Agency. "Mutuality" indeed! I have
some very strong feelings about just how sensitive we are to the cries of the Third
World and the Latinos.
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January 16, 1975

On page three you point out that the U.P.C. "is not achieving its own evangelistic
task here in the U.S.A." That is probably true. However, you and I will probably
disagree on the definition of the term "evangelism." . I happen to feel that this
country is over-evangelized. There is no place in the country where you cannot
turn the radio or television on, where you cannot find a Bible or Christian literature,
and hear about Jesus. Yet, in two thirds of the world, where do people go to hear
of Jesus and His forgiveness of sin?

I think that you will find that no one at the Consultation is opposed to "mutuality",
although Oscar McCloud told me that the Program Agency would not "allow a national
church to dictate to us what we will do in that country. Our mutuality is
conditional." What the signers of the Declaration and Call did say was that there
a: e many to reach who are not being reached, even by national churches. These
churches seem unable to break cross-cultural barriers.

I am a little surprised by your indictment of some overseas Christians. Precisely
which churches have been "compromised by our money, our theology, etc."? As far as
foreign nationals co ; ng to this country to "plan an evangelistic campaign", I, for
one, would be delig' and not the slightest bit offended (as you said you were
about Mr. Moon) if did not include me in their plans. Would you? I am
further concerned o .our exclusion of some - 3^011 did net identify them - who "have
leadership roles" b no "we can’t dialogue with since they mirror us..." Your
"mutuality" is beginning to break down here.

On your fourth page you mention several different aspects of Christ's teaching, but
I am unsure if you mean to say that being a servant for other or emptying one’s
self for others will bring you acceptance in God's sight and entrance into the
Kingdom of Heaven. As I read the New Covenant, those "legalisms" fail now to
erase the sin issue. Thus, it cannot be "Good News" to men that they have to

somehow earn the forgiveness from sins. Paul's message was that which he also
received, "that of first importance, Christ died for our sins according to the

"

Scriptures, and that He also rose again according to the Scriptures."

The date on >^our letter indicates that you would have had opportunity to receive
a copy of the Declaration and Call which was drafted and approved at the Consultation.
I find it curious that I have not heard from you regarding this document. I am
enclosing a copy and would be interested in your responses to the several
theological affirmations and denials it makes. Almost all those who saw the final
draft signed it, including ten of the 12 missionaries present.

May I share a personal observation here? Beyond the specific language of the
Declaration, it seems to me that there is a great deal being said between the lines.

Some will call that statement confrontational. I am not too disturbed by that.

The Holy Spirit also faces us confrontationally in His desire to conform us into

the image of the Lord Jesus. The language of John 3 and all of Romans is couched
in ultimatums. This is not to say that the Declaration is intended to be an
ultimatum for it is not. However, there is a heart cry which I see being voiced
here. There is a longing being expressed to once again see extant in the church

"supernatural religion"; to see God, powerfully and visibly at work in the

business of changing lives; translating men from the kingdom of darkness into the

kingdom of His dear Son.



Dr. Bernard E-. Quick
page 2

January 16, 1975

The leadership elite will he remiss if they do not discern in the spirit of the

Consultation, loyal servants of God who are hurting and grieved. They long for

spiritual healing in the church. They look to spiritual resources to solve the

spiritual ailments in the church. Moderator Lamar said "we are regaining our
stride...", but many think we are heading in the wrong direction.

Your letter was provocative and interesting. I appreciated your sharing your
thoughts with me. It deserves a much better answer than I am able to give. You
must forgive any theological naivite as I do not have my degree in theology. As
a layman, I am handicapped somewhat here.

I am pleased that the church is engaged in deeper conversations about mission and
theology as a result of this Consultation. John Coventry Smith commended us for
this same thrust. I look forward to hearing from you again and pray God’s blessing
upon your life.

Sincerely,

Larry M. Hoyt

LMH/ml
cc’:' Harold Kurtz

Paul Pierson
Sam Moffett
Ralph Winter,
William Hopper
Paul Hopkins
Ed Fairman
Fred Wilson
J. Oscar McCloud
PUBC Board of Directors
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The PUBC delegation composed of

the Rev. J. Murray Marshall, PUBC

President, Mr. Larry M. Hoyt, PUBC
Executive Secretary, the Rev. R.

Byron Crozier, the Rev. Frank Kik,

the Rev. J. Murray Smoot, all of the

Executive Committee of PUBC, and the

Rev. Dr. James Montgomery Boice, who
assisted in the drafting of the Dec-

laration and Call, met with the

Coordinating Cabinet on Tuesday,
December 10, 1974.

Well before the Consultation,
PUBC had secured an invitation to
address the Coordinating Cabinet in

New York and was given four hours
(one half) of the agenda. This
group is composed of Mrs. Del Diaz,
Interim Director, Council of Theo-
logical Seminaries; the Rev. Frank
H. Heinze, Managing Director, Divi-
sion of Commun i ca t ions- I n terpreta-
tion of the Support Agency; the Rev.
Robert Kerr, Jr., Director of the
Council on Administrative Services;
the Rev. J. Oscar McCloud, General
Director, Program Agency; the Rev.
Donald P. Smith, General Director,
Vocation Agency; the Rev. James E.

Spivey, General Director of the Uni-
ted Presbyterian Foundation; Dr.
Edward F. Tablak, General Director,
Support Agency; and Dr. William P.

Thompson, Stated Clerk of the Gen-
eral Assembly and Interim Executive
Director of the GAMC . It meets
frequently to expedite matters of
internal communication, work and
strategy within the wide policy
bounds which are set, not by this
group, but by the GAMC and the Gen-
eral Assembly.

PUBC was warmly greeted by the
Stated Clerk who moderated the meet-
ing and who welcomed our serious

interest in the matters of the
church. He praised PUBC for its
responsible churchmansh

i p and for
its leadership in the Church Mission
Consul tat ion

.

ALTERNATIVES

Most of the time was spent intei

—

preting the Declaration and Call to
the group, faithfully sharing the
concerns and feelings of the Church
Mission Consultation. It was empha-
sized that the Mission Order concept,
which received great interest in the
CMC, was laid aside only temporarily
as it was hoped that the effort to
work within existing structures
would be fruitful. However, other
highly viable options remain open
for future implementation.

Byron Crozier shared many of the
issues which came up in the Consul-
tation including the frustration
which many churches feel. They feel

that their only recourse is to divert
money from the General Mission budget
to other non-Presbyterian causes
which obey the Great Commission man-
date. He stated that approximately
28 million dollars is given to non-
denomi nat iona 1 mission work by Pres-
byterian people. Oscar McCloud felt
that those statistics might not be

accurate.

DEFICIENT THEOLOGY

Dr. James Boice, one of those who
helped draft the Declaration and Call,
recited the theological deficiencies
found in the mission thrust of the
church, and he called for a return to
Biblical, reformed emphasis in all
the work of the church. The theolo-

gical portion of the Declaration and
Call occasioned the most comment and
reaction from those present. Some
said that they could not endorse it

and others wished to study it. It

was disturbing to us that this mini-
mal statement of faith should occa-
sion such hesitation on the part of
those present. In a day when the
church does not hesitate to publicly
criticize and condemn corporations,
countries, and causes on secular mat-
ters, we find it disheartening to see
it demur from unequivocal proclamation
of the fact of man's depravity and
his eternal separation from God apart
from the grace of the sovereign God
who draws individuals to faith in

Christ.

NO LONGER CONFESSIONAL

PUBC President Murray Marshall
declared that no longer is the UPC
a confessional church. No longer
are ministers of the Word and Sacra-
ments required to subscribe to a

confessional standard which should
be the basis for our unity. Further
he decried the organizational struc-
ture which does not permit the views
of evangelicals to be heard and
which obstructs them from propagating
into the future this theological
viewpoint. Others on the theologi-
cal spectrum have this opportunity
and freedom, but evangelicals do not.
We want people to be able to receive
training and to perpetuate these
d i st i net i ves . Mr. Thompson replied
that wholesome theological debate
came to an unfortunate halt after
the Confession of '67. He further
stated that although the GAMC would
respond to the Declaration and Call,
it was unlikely that it would accept
the theological wording of the Dec-
laration. He then asked if PUBC



expected the church to agree with
their theology. The response was a

qualified YES. Although the lan-

guage in the Declaration could be

refined, it seemed to us to be a

very minimal statement of faith to
which no Christian could find ser-

ious objection.

PROGRAM AGENCY

When specifically asked if the
Program agency would publicly affirm
and support the statement on man's
lost condition, Mr. McCloud would
not reply. We call upon him and the
board of the Program agency, and in-

deed all the boards of all the agen-
cies, to respond to this Call.

Oscar McCloud stated that 60% of
the Program agency's budget is allo-
cated for overseas efforts. He

added, however, that the New York
staff were included in that figure
since they also were doing mission.
He pointed out the obvious infla-
tionary increase: whereas in 1966

the per unit cost per overseas per-
son was $5900, today it is $11,000.
Responding to a question about
"mutuality" in determining UPC work
overseas, he stated that "our
mutuality is conditional". "We will
not let a national church dictate
to us what we will do in that coun-
try."

THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION

Mr. Hoyt described PUBC activi-
ties in studying the denomination's
seminaries, relating the surveys
taken at non-Presbyterian schools,
showing that UP students in these
schools, by and large, bypassed de-

nominational schools because of the

lack of Biblical and evangelical
teaching. Some students responded
that the UPC schools were deficient
academically. It was pointed out
that the professors of these future
pastors did not themselves have to
subscribe to any theological state-
ment, or even the simple ordination
vows which teaching and ruling el-
ders are required to affirm. Again,
no one rose to dispute this. When
it was pointed out that there were
no required courses in reformed
theology at our denominational
schools (we are a reformed denomi-
nation, aren't we?) the Interim
Executive Director of the Council
of Theological Seminaries said that
many courses were "evangelistic
even if their titles did not speci-
fy it."

Murray Smoot declared that he had
heard nothing so far in the discus-
sion which amounted to anything ex-
cept a defense of the status quo. He
spoke of the many who had lost all

confidence in the present leadership
of the church and how that demonstra-
tion has to take place by the GAMC

.

This would greatly encourage the
church. It should not be forgotten

that we represent a sizeable finan-
cial clout in the church, he said.

IS THERE A PROBLEM?

Frank Kik asked those there if

they sincerely thought that there

was a problem in the church or not.

He asked if anyone saw any problems

between evangelicals and others in

the church.

Oscar McCloud responded by saying

that most evangelicals are not part

of PUBC.

Larry Hoyt again pressed Mr.

McCloud on this point: "Is there not

a crisis in the church?"

McC 1 oud : Yes, but the whole
world is in crisis. That is a sim-
pl i st i c quest i on.

Hoyt : I would be glad for a sim-

p 1 i st i c answer

.

Murray Marsha 1

1

: We will not be
content with a mere tinkering with
the ecclesiastical machinery. We
will respond vigorously and respon-
sibly on our convictions.

Hoyt : Dr. Thompson, regarding
the move of McCormick seminary to
other facilities and the subsequent
desire to sell or lease the old
property, is there in the endowment
of that property any restriction
which would prevent that occurence?

Dr, Thompson replied that this
matter would have to be studied be-
fore a response could be made.

The meeting concluded with Dr.

Thompson expressing his appreciation
for the time and cost which was in-

volved in the bringing of PUBC
spokesmen to meet with the Cabinet.
It is anticipated that an officer of
PUBC will attend the next plenary
meeting of the General Assembly Mis-
sion Council and there to further
press for the adoption of the Declar-
ation and Call, a

PUBC notes with grave concern the
action taken by the Permanent Judi-
cial Commission in denying the power
of the Pittsburgh Presbytery to or-
dain a man who for conscience sake
could not take part in an ordination
service for women. His understanding
of the Scriptural prohibition against
such ordinations for women led him
to that stand and for this he is de-
nied a place of ministry in this de-
nomination. PUBC will, at an Exec-
utive Committee meeting, prepare a

full statement on this development
and will disseminate it nationwide,
together with suggestions appropriate
to the situation.

CHURCH MISSIO

Ralph McAuley, E. Liverpool, Ohio
Alfred C. Ackenheil, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Victor I. Alfsen, Minneapolis, Minn.
Howard Bailey, San Mateo, Ca.

Ted Bahu, Chula Vista, Ca.

David W. Baumann, Wildwood, 111.

Martha Baxter
James M. Boice, Philadelphia, Pa.

M/M Richard Brondyke, Avella, Pa.

M/M Malcolm Brown, Mt. Pleasant, Mich
Ben Clanton, Fresno, Ca.

Vaughn Cole, Littleton, Colo.
R. Byron Crozier, Indiana, Pa.

M/M Floyd R. Daniel, Seattle, Wash.
Edward R. Danks, Burbank, Ca.

Laura Dickman, Portland, Ore.

Robert Dickson, Minneapolis, Minn.
Bernard F. Didier, Deerfield, 111.

M/M Paul Edwards, Springfield, Ohio
Quinton Everest, Middletown, Ohio
Edwin Fairman, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Courtney Furman, St. Paul, Minn.

Theodore Granberg, Elizabeth, NJ

Calvin Gray, Babylon, NY

Roger Green, Pittsburgh, Pa.

James W. Hagelganz, Arcadia, Ca.

Ralph S. Hamburger, Arcadia, Ca.

Russell Hitt, Philadelphia, Pa.

Edwin C. Houk, Crystal Lake, 111.

Larry M. Hoyt, Walnut Creek, Ca.

Ralph D. Howell, Babylon, NY

Richard Hudelson, Bellwood, 111.

Claudia Keene, Fresno, Ca.

Frank Kik, Wichita, Ks

.

Jerry Kirk, Cincinnati, Ohio
Richard Knodel ,

Slippery Rock, Pa.

Harold Kurtz, Ethiopia
Herbert Lockyer, Colorado Springs,
Bartlett Hess, Livonia, Mich.

Robert B. Louthan, Baltimore, Md

.

Robert Lutz, Denver, Colo.

J. Murray Marshall, Seattle, Wash.

W. Don McClure, Blairsville, Pa.

Donald M. McCurry, Pakistan
Larry Merk, Burbank, Ca.

William M. Miller, Philadelphia, Pa.

Samuel Moffett, Korea
Douglas Morey, Long Island, NY

Danie Morrison, Belmont, Mass.

Gordon Nelson, Menlo Park, Ca.

Earl Palmer, Berkeley, Ca.

K. Eric Perrin, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Stuart H. Perrin, Butler, Pa.

Charles N. Pickell, Vienna, Va.

Paul R. Pierson, Fresno, Ca.

Robert Pitman, San Mateo, Ca.

Paul R. Pulliam, San Diego, Ca.

Donald R. Roberts, Berkeley, Ca.

Robert Sandi lands, Cameroun

Richard Schechter, Monroe, Ohio

Dale Schlafer, Denver, Colo.

C. Bryson Schreiner, Pittsburgh, Pa.

George Scotchmer, St. Louis, Mo.

Keith See 1
i g ,

Huntington, NY

Benjamin E. Sheldon, Pikeville, Ky.

Burton S. Smith, Granada Hills, Ca.

Roger A. Smith, Wheeling, W

V

J. Murray Smoot, Towson, Md

.

William S. Stoddard, Walnut Creek, Ca

Lowell Thompson, Kenmore, NY

John C. Tuckey, Philadelphia, Pa.



N CONSULTATION

Some of the major speakers were, 1. to r. : Harold Kurtz, Don McClure, Donald McCurry, Samuel Moffett and Ralph Winter.

Robert C. Urquhart, Aurora, 111.

Charles A. Van Dyne, Mercer, Pa.

Samuel G. Warr, St. Petersburg, Fla.
Matthew J. Welde, Norristown, Pa.

C. Davis Weyerhaeuser, Tacoma, Wash.
Harlow E. Willard, Kirkland, Wash.
Ralph Winter, Pasadena, Ca.

The names above are
those, in attendance at
Chicago, who signed the
Declaration and Call.

Fred Wilson (left), of the Program
Agency, speaking to Dr. Robert
Dickson of PUBC (right).

Letters arrive daily with offers
and prayers of support. The follow-
ing letter from a layman is represen-
tative:

Mr. Hoyt: As a former Mission
chairman of one of the largest Pres-
byterian churches, a church with the
fifth largest missions budget in the
denomination, I wish to assure you
of my hearty endorsement of the
stand taken in Chicago. To me your
document seems a clear statement of
the purpose and longing of thousands
of us in the pews to see a framework
through which we can participate in
the Great Commission. Your call is
a timely one and one which we as

Presbyterians should act on quickly
and affirmatively. To do otherwise
is to invite further deterioration,
frustration, and possible eventual
schism.

John Annis

FOLLOWING ORDERS

The CMC directed PUBC to convey its
concerns and resolutions to the GAMC

,

appropriate staff leadership, and the
church at large. Within 2h hours of
the benediction in Chicago, letters
containing the Declaration and Call
had been dispatched to Dr. Clinton
Marsh, Chairman of the GAMC, Dr.
William Thompson, Interim Executive
Director of the GAMC, the Moderator,
the Executive directors of all agen-
cies, the Presbyterian Office of
Information, and every major secular
and religious news service. Within
the week, the Declaration and Call,
in Communique format, had been mailed
to every congregation in the almost
9,000 church denomination.

ACTION NOW BY SESSIONS

PUBC then and now urgently requests
sessions and presbyteries who are in

sympathy with the Declaration and
Call to formally endorse it, sending
notice of such endorsement to the
GAMC and to PUBC . THIS MUST BE DONE
NOW. The goal is over 1,000 session
approvals. We do not think the GAMC
and staff leadership of the church
will dare to ignore this outpouring
of support. In addition, we are
recommending that as many overtures
as possible be generated which would
call upon the next General Assembly
to take the necessary steps to accomp-
lish this mover

.

HEART OF THE MATTER

Since a deficient theology has
brought us to this place, only a com-
plete reformation in theology will
lead us out. Even if the structural
changes requested were made, but the
leadership did not alter significant-
ly their theology, no real benefit
would accrue. Therefore, we recom-
mend that session letters and over-

tures and resolutions from presby-
teries should also, in addition,
call upon the Program Agency and the
GAMC to endorse, without qualifica-
tion, the theological affirmations
and denials found in the Declaration.
They should not be forced into
accepting the structural requests in

the Call, but they must be called
upon to affirm the very basic and
minimal statement of faith found in

the Declaration, especially the sec-
ond paragraph:

"Knowledge that apart from the
grace of God in Jesus Christ, as de-
clared in the Scriptures, men are
lost in sin and under God's judge-
ment. The knowledge of the lostness
of those outside of Christ is one
motivation undergirding our procla-
mation of the Gospel in his name.
We are deeply motivated by a desire
to obey Christ's call to evangelism
and by love for those who are with-
out him."



PUBC Conference on
Reformed Theology

PUBC, in an attempt to help equip
those that minister and knowing the

great need for sound doctrinal
teaching, is offering a conference
ministry with solid theological
of fer i ngs

.

In cooperation with Philadelphia's
Tenth Presbyterian Church and the

Geneva Forum, these conferences are
scheduled for the first and last

weekends of April.

Highlighting the faculty is Dr.

James I. Packer, Associate Principal
of Trinity College in Bristol, Eng-
land, and Dr. Ralph Keiper, profes-
sor at the Conservative Baptist
Theological Seminary in Denver.

Put aside now the following dates:
in the Los Angeles area, April A-6?

in the Philadelphia area, April 25~

27-

May we introduce Mari lee Long, Office
Manager for Mr. Hoyt's office in

Walnut Creek, Calif. She is also the

organist for the Walnut Creek Presby-
terian Church.

SPEAKING PERSONALLY

Christmas is sometimes a diffi-
cult time for me, sometimes a lonely
time. It seems also that for Chris-
tians it is becoming increasingly
dangerous. Our culture has molded
us into the requirements of feeling
and emotions which compel us to buy
to the limit of our Bankamer i card to

avoid guilt over not "loving" or
"caring" enough to send the very
best. Even some Christian sources
equate massive gift giving with the

gifts of the Magi to the Infant

Christ.

There is intense pressure from

all sources to feel all the correct
emotions, but yet it is at this time
of year that many expectations are

frustrated, hopes unfulfilled, joy

lost. This great paradox really

overcame me for some time until the
Lord applied the Word to my heart.

I am now beginning to understand
what Jesus meant when He told us to

worship Him in spirit and in truth.
Here is the discipline of faith at

work in a struggle to render worship
which springs from the impulse of
the indwelling Christ, looking with
the eyes of faith and not from con-
trived emotions. Worship must not

be in response to manipulated feel-
ings, but the proceeds from a heart
faithfully praising and honoring
God for all that He is, for all that
we have become because of His advent,
and all that we look forward to

being because he is the everliving
One.

Take Christ out of this world's
Christmas. Let the world have its

own creation; let them worship at

its feet, black boots, red and

white suit, a beard hanging under
the head of a serpent. But for us,

since feelings can be so strange,
let us discipline ourselves to acts
of true worship, reaching out in

faith to that great mystery of God-
liness ; "a 1 mi ghty God, manifest in

the flesh, justified in the Spirit,
and received up into glory."

Larry M. Froyt

Executive Secretary

1975 Membership Now Being Accepted

If you share the concerns and commitments to Biblical theology and its vital relationship to
all the life of our church, then you are invited to be part of PUBC. If you merely wish to
receive the COMMUNIQUE, please feel free to so indicate. Membership in PUBC also constitutes
endorsement of the Church Mission Consultation's Declaration and Call, which was mailed to you
last month. In either case, please send us this application together with your check in the
amount indicated on the form. If your church, through its mission or other departments is sup-
porting this faith work, please indicate that also, together with the amount of your support and
probable payment plan.

1975 MEMBERSHIP
PRESBYTERIANS UNITED FOR BIBLICAL CONCERNS

POST OFFICE BOX 13124, OAKLAND, CALIF. 94661

Please enroll me as a member of Presbyterians United for Biblical Concerns

Enroll me as a student member ($5.00 per year) Please send me the COMMUNIQUE,
a participating member ($10.00 per year)

| enclose $ to help with
a contributing member ($50.00 or more per year) the costs.
a sustaining member ($100.00 or more per year)

a supporting member ($500.00 or more per year)

a church membership
(

per year)

I will pay my pledge on a monthly quarterly semi-annual basis

I am enclosing $ with my application.

My Name (Please Print
) _

My Street Address

My City and State

My Business or Profession

My Church

I

Zip Code
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY ACTS

Language About God

The Assembly adopted a report from
the Assembly Committee on Women in

Church and Society which called for

increased study from many sectors
of the church on the biblical and
theological interpretations of God,

the language used to describe God,
and how this language is used to

oppress women in the church and in

the world. "The issue is whether
the church will participate in guid-
ing the direction of change to revise
and improve its language about God
or wi 1 1 it allow the masculine cul-
ture to direct its language about
God?"

Biblical translators are urged to

include women so as to bring out
translations which reflect women's
influence in the text as well as

men's. The Worship Book and the Book
of Order are slated for continued
changes in liturgy, polity, and to

reflect"the new understanding the
church has about the equality of wo-
men." The ultimate goals of church
women seem to be in a total revision
of language in hymns, scripture and
other documents to eliminate any ref-
erence which denotes distinction be-
tween men and women. There were
prayers in the Assembly to "God, our
heavenly mother", by some speakers. A

The 187th General Assembly elected, on the third ballot, its Moderator, the Rev. Dr.

William Keesecker, pastor of Grace Presbyterian Church, Wichita, Kansas. Dr. Keeseck-
er in his opening remarks as Moderator told the Assembly that he feels the Presbytery
is the key judicatory and that great efforts for mission and the focal point of the church
ought to be strengthened there.

Dr. Keesecker, who ran against two women, was asked by a commissioner, “Where
do you stand on women?” He replied, “I don’t stand on them; never have and never
will.” He also pointed out after the question of conscience was defeated, “that the
church had spoken."
With Dr. Keesecker is the Rev. Frank Kik, above (I) pastor of Wichita’s Easfminster

Church, Vice-President of PUBC and the director of the effort which sucessfully elected
Dr. Keesecker.



Self Development

The fund for Self Development of
People instituted in the late six-
ties was a response in part to the
reparation demands by James Foreman.
In 1970 the General Assembly voted
to fund Self Development from the
One Great Hour of Sharing offering.
Individual contributions designated
for Self Development totaled $26,000
in 1970, but in 1971 Self Develop-
ment of People received over
$2,300,000 from the One Great Hour
of Sharing offering. In 1972 and

1973 the totals were under $2,000,000
each year, while in 197** over
$2,000,000 was given to Self Develop-
ment of People. Individual designa-
ted gifts to Self Development of
People have not been reported for

the last few years.

Recently there has been much con-

fusion over the make up and destina-
tion of the One Great Hour offering
and its relationship to the Self

Development of People. The GAMC in

1973 ordered that the receipts of the

Offering be divided as follows: the

first $5 million to be divided equal-

ly between World Relief and Self De-

velopment of People, and undesigna-

ted gifts exceeding the $5 million

9o to Self Development of People. 10%

off the top of the amount given to

Self Development of People goes for

promotion of Self Development of

People

.

ROSCA AND

Self Development of People

In 1971 and in 1973, the Self De-

velopment of People granted to Fun-

dacion Rosea de I nves t
i
gacion

,
a rev-

olutionary social action group in

Colombia, S.A., $75,000 each year

over the vigorous and heated protests
of the Colombian Presbyterian Church.
This church, a result of our over-
seas missionary work in Colombia,
was ignored by our Program Agency,
the GAMC and the General Assembly as

it sought to eliminate funding to an
organization which was working to

destroy the church in Colombia. The
following excerpts are from the let-
ter to this 187th General Assembly in

Cincinnati (the PUBC-PLC assisted in

translating the letter for the GAMC).

"The Council (of the Synod of

Colombia) requests, with our
whole heart, that the General
Assembly of the UPCUSA nullify
the grant to ROSCA and refrain
from giving any further grants.
It would result in the finan-
cing of attacks against the
Presbyterian Church of Colombia,
which attacks have been mounted
for the purpose of thwarting
their growth and proclamation
of the Gospel. It would result
in serious danger to the people
of our church and of fraternal
workers who have been accused,
by name, as enemies of the

people.

"

This letter came as the result of

a third grant by Self Development of
People to ROSCA of $90,000. (Only

the annual meetings of the General
Assembly can overrule or monitor the

activities of Self Development of

People.) The dispute was referred to

the Empowerment of Minorities Commit-

tee where they debated the issue for

several hours. This reporter heard

the debate and was shocked to listen

to members of the committee vilify the

church in Colombia as being "un-
Christian. . .Not in touch with the

people, etc..." A missionary to the

Colombian church, Rev. Lee Stewart,

was subjected to harassment as he
sought to be a "resource person" on
behalf of the Colombian church. A
missionary from Pakistan, Alfred
Schlorholst, also spoke about the
Colombian church and accused it of

not meeting the needs of the people.
Ms. Susan Lanham, an 18 year old
youth delegate from Omaha and a mem-
ber of that committee, told this
reporter that "she was ashamed that

Stewart was a Presbyterian mission-
ary..." She added, further, that
"you hear a lot about the General
Assembly being a political machine,
and I guess it was a little."

The 50 member committee voted to

recommend the continued funding of
ROSCA with three persons signing a

minority report.

The Assembly debated the issue
heatedly and on a narrow margin voted
to adopt the minority report which
supported the request of the Colom-
bian church. The concept of "mutu-
ality in mission" received many blows
to the head and body during the de-

bate as several missionary delegates
spoke against cooperating with the

Colombian church in this matter. The
Program Agency Executive Committee
voted not to concur with this third

grant, and Rev. Oscar McCloud told

reporters that "I do not believe that

the Program Agency can in any fashion

identify with or support the position
you (Self Development of People) have

taken ."

The GAMC, also disturbed by the im-

pact of ROSCA on the fund drive,
voted to place Self Development of

People under the control of the Coun-

cil, via the Program Agency, but the

Minorities Committee rejected that

action vigorously. The Council then

withdrew the objectionable "control"
paragraph from the document and the

Assembly voted concurrence with the

continued autonomy of the Self Devel-

opment of People.

EditoAial Comment: It ib the. opin-

ion o& thib AepoAteA that the pnimaxy

Aeabon
|
(oa. the repudiation ofa the

Program Agency and the Abbembly'b

vote ccab &ear 0 ft
the Aebpome 0

|(
the

church at a time when the GAMC ib

going ahead with a MajoA Fund Cam-

paign. However, the widebpread bup-

port oi ROSCA and Sel& development ofi

People within the leaderbhip ofi the

chuAch down to the Prebbytery level,

aA evidenced by the voting, caubeb me

to wondeA why the Veclaiation and Call

wab accubed ofi not rebpecting "mutu-

alith in mibbion" . It appeaAb that

thib ib anotheA cabe 0 & belected in-

dignation.
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Homosexual Presbyterians

Last year the Presbyterian Gay
Caucus narrowly missed being approved
as a Chapter 28 (Book of Order) or-

ganization due to a technicality.
This year their report was submitted
to the Assembly Committee on Minutes
and Reports and appeared to be in

technical correctness. The Commit-
tee which met in Executive Session,
declined, however, to give its sup-

port.

This prompted intense debate on

the Assembly floor. Ex-Moderator
Lamar spoke for the Caucus: "we must
continue to run the risks, the nec-

essary risks of inclusiveness with-
in the church family." He noted
that "party spirit was also condemned
in the Bible and that some groups
operating under Chapter 28 of the

Constitution should not be given
recognition." (We presume that he

is referring to PLC and PUBC.) A

youth advisory delegate from Albany
argued that Jesus would not condemn
anyone, and recounted the story of

the woman taken in adultery.

The vote was narrowly in favor of

not approving the Gay Caucus this

year, passing by only about 80 votes.
Lamar was asked to pray after the

vote and he did so, asking for di-

vine forgiveness for "all judgmental
unlovel i ness ."

(Rev. David Sindt, leader of the Presby-
terian Gay Caucus He was ordained by the

old presbytery of St. Paul.)

Presbytery Acts to Squelch Pastor

The Baltimore Presbytery has re-
fused to allow the congregation of
the Chapel Hill Presbyterian Church
to call to an Associate position
the minister now serving as the
Assistant in that same church.

This unprecedented action is

seen as a follow-up of the Assembly
action which virtually eliminated
any deviation from the party line
with regard to women's ordination.

The Presbytery said that it did
not concur with the call of the

church because the minister in ques-
tion held improper beliefs with re-

gard to women's place in the church.
Pluralism has suffered fatally in

the friendly city of Baltimore.

Transcendental Meditation

20th Century Heresy

Transcendental Meditation (TM) as

taught by India's Maharishi Mahesh
Yogi is sweeping the country. Amer-
icans from all walks of life are
using TM to provide full development
of their inner selves, spiritual

awareness and physical relaxation.
The US Senate is being asked to de-

clare a national observance for the

practice of TM.

The teaching of TM derives from a

Hindu sect and contrary to the PR

releases by the group, is actually an

oriental religion. The content of the

the religious philosophy undergird-
ing TM is "point for point identical

to Vedantic Hinduism of the tradition
of Shankara." Psychology Today has

said that "the Science of Creative
Intelligence (TM) is clearly a revival
of ancient Indian Brahmanism and Hin-
duism. Its origins lie in the ancient
text - Vedas, Upani shads, Bhagavad-
Gita, the teachings of Buddha, and
the synthesis of these traditions by

Shankara ."

Some observers report that the
growth of TM exceeds 15,000 initiates
a month with almost one million de-
votees in the U.S. Their tax free
income of millions has enabled them
to open new centers weekly, with over
7,000 teachers and 350 centers in the
U.S. today.

The United States Department of
HUD granted $21,000 to train high
school teachers on how to teach TM in

the public schools. U.S. Senators
John Tunney, Adlai Stevenson, Michael
Gravel have endorsed TM. The United
States Senate is asked in Senate Res-
olution 64 to "increase public aware-
ness of TM."

This COMMUNIQUE will deal with the
subject of TM in depth in a later is-

sue .

PUBC Annual Breakfast

Dr. Mooneyman, president of World

Vision International relief agency
with headquarters in Monrovia, Ca.,

spoke at a breakfast sponsored by

Presbyterians United for Biblical

Concerns

.

"The crisis of crippling hunder,"
Dr. Mooneyham said, "is sending to

early graves 10,000 to 15,000 people

every day. . . . Millions of chil-
dren are growing up so malnourished
that they will forever be consigned

to a cruel twilight world of sub-

1 i v i ng ."

Dr. Mooneyman believes the prob-

lem can be solved. "The thing that

is missing is not the technology,

the money, the expertise, nor the

land," he stated, "it is the moral

and political will to do something
about it." He urged the church to

commit itself to pressure government
to use its resources, and the church

to use its resources, to alleviate
world hunger.

The second crisis Dr. Mooneyham
referred to is creeping isolationism.
Americans, he said, "seem to want to

retreat from the rest of the world."
He expressed support for a church
policy of internationalism in mis-
sion to "let every part of the body
of Christ carry the good news to the

whole world." He challenged the

church "to give recklessly and to

spend recklessly in carrying out the

great commission of Jesus Christ."

The other great crisis the church
and the world face, Dr. Mooneyham
said, is the crisis of confused lead-

ership. "where are the godly, com-
mitted, moral, honest leaders whom
the people will find worthy to fol-

low?" he asked. He believes the

church needs leaders of integrity,
conviction, and clarity, and suggest-
ed that "there might be more states-
men in the halls of government if

there were more prophets in the

pulpit."
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THE PRESBYTERIAN A MATTER OF
LAY COMMITTEE

The Presbytery of Southern Virgin-

ia demanded in an overture that the

policies and practices of the PLC be

investigated and the overture was

dealt with by the same committee
which looked at the Gay Caucus. PLC

Vice-President James Cochran defended

the PLC and brought reams of documen-

tation to support the actions and

statements of the Lay Committee. He

mentioned that in 1971 Stated Clerk

Thompson had sought to bar the PLC

from the church but had failed after

a complete investigation by an Assem-

bly committee. The committee heard

from those who brought in the over-

ture and then voted to not concur
wi th the overture

.

However, when the issue hit the

floor of the Assembly, sharp-edged
criticisms of the PLC were abundant.

One commissioner called the PLC

"diabolical", while others said that

"the actions of the PLC cast asper-

sions on our mission." Another pas-

tor, Rev. Terry Schoener, said that

"their magazine harms our mission

dollar, the authority of the pulpit,

and our connectional system of gov-

ernment .

"

By far the most crucial and far-reaching issue at the Assembly were the
overtures dealing in some way with the "Kenyon matter". This issue received
front page coverage in the Cincinnati Post and the Enquirer and a story in the
New York Times.

The Assembly Bills and Overtures Committee recommended either no action or

non-concurrence on all seven overtures sent to it. These overtures ranged from
sweeping changes of the Constitution bringing the Permanent Judicial Commission
under the review and control of the Assembly to reconciling statements from
the Presbytery of Boston. The Boston overture sought to allow room in the

church for those already ordained who had scruples on the ordination of women.
But this too was soundly defeated by the Assembly.

Commissioners sought legal opinions from Stated Clerk Thompson with regard

to those already ordained who held the belief that ordaining women was contrary
to Scripture. His answer was that to permit this practice to continue would
be to create "an intolerable ambiguity".

Kenyon's fate, and those who are already ordained, both ruling and teaching
elders, was decided in the swift and overwhelming defeat of all overtures.
Only 25 votes were cast on behalf of the minority position. The entire matter
mercifully took only 30 minutes of time on the docket.

The Rev. Wayne Buchtel of Sante Fe, in a substitute motion asked for protec-
tion for those already ordained who held this view of Scripture. He said that

unless his substitute motion was accepted, "the church would be closing its

doors in the face of all current servants of the church, however small a minor-

ity they may be, simply because they have not been able to agree with the

changing interpretations of the church." The substitute motion was equally and

tota 1
1 y defeated .

The assembly voted to ask the GAMC

to look carefully at the publications
and policies of the PLC and to bring

a report to the 1 88th General Assembly.

The action also calls for a "vehicle
through which the PLC is obi

i
ged to

dialogue with groups it disapproves."

An interesting twist was the inclu-

sion of a clause which urges the PLC

to "insure that they allow for differ-

ing points of view to be freely ex-

pressed within its own body ." Some

have thought that this could mean the

necessity of including other points

of view on the PLC Board of Directors.

Chapter 28 Guidelines

Here are some of the quotable highlights of the Kenyon matter:

Moderator Lamar:

"The effect of the action was to extend the broadest interpretation of the

PJC."
"A currently ordained person who refuses to ordain women should be tried."

"Those installed who say yes to the vows but believe like Kenyon should

be tried."
"I support the decision of the PJC, but wish it had not gone the judicial
route .

"

Moderator Keesecker:
"The church should not ordain ministers who refuse to ordain women."

"If you start making exceptions, you might as well not have a constitution.

"I would not make the ruling retroactive to persons already ordained;

that's going a little too far."

"However, the church has spoken now on this issue."

As a result of the vindication of

the PLC by the Committee on Minutes

and Reports at the 1971 Assembly

which investigated the charges of

Stated Clerk Thompson, the following

guidelines were voted by that Assembly

A. Variety of opinion, expression

and acti vi ty is to be encour-

aged

.

B. The right of dissent is i na 1
-

i enabl e

.

C. The right of a judicatory to

review and control should not

be construed as including the

right to sti fie free opin i on

or dissent. 4=

Dr. Jack Maxwell: (who brought the action against the Pittsburgh Presbytery)

"As a minister, you are not obligated to believe everything in the Book

of Confessions, but the ordination of women is an essential part of the

church.

"

"A minister who, for example, does not believe the virgin (sinless) birth

of Christ is not hurting anyone. But the minister who denies women the

right to be ordained would hurt and dispossess a lot of people."

"It would be difficult to dismiss a professor who teaches that Scripture

denies women the right to be ordained, but it could be done. A professor's

words are his deeds. I think a case could be made.**

Asked if he might attempt to get Gerstner (Dr. Gerstner, professor at

Pittsburgh Theological Seminary) dismissed, Mr. Maxwell grinned and re-

plied, "not right now; I'm tired."

The Permanent Judicial Commission:
"There is no question that refusal to ordain women on the basis of their

sex is contrary to the constitution."
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CONSCIENCE
"The Appellant contended that Mr. Kenyon does not seek to bind the church

by his conscience but only to refrain violating his own conscience. He

could arrange for the ordination of women elders by calling in another

minister. Nevertheless, to permit ordination of a candidate who has

announced that he cannot subscribe to the cited constitutional provisions

has implications for the church far beyond that one instance. The pre-

cedent would affect every session, presbytery and synod .

"

"Presbytery's power is not absolute. In other words, our polity is a

government of law, rather than of men."

"The question of the importance of our belief in the equality of all people
before God is thus essential to the disposition of this case."

"The church has now developed its understanding of the equality of all

people before God. It has expressed this understanding with such clarity

as to make the position (of a candidate) a rejection of its government."

Dr. William P. Thompson:
"It is my opinion that the only remedy available to persons who disagree
with the decision of the Permanent Judicial Commission is to initiate an
amendment to the constitution."

"I personally would be opposed to such a move to amend."
"Participation by an ordained officer in some capacity other than as a

Moderator of a Presby tery . . . in the ordination of a woman, is not manda-
tory upon any church officer, and it is my opinion that the issue of a

possible offense under the constitution would not arise in this connec-
tion."

"The (person) is required to 'accept' the Scriptures, and be 'instructed'
and 'led' by the Confessions.

The Book of Confessions:
The Second Helvetic Confession 5.191

"The Minister of Baptism. We teach that baptism should not be administered
in the Church by women. For Paul deprived women of ecclesiastical duties
and baptism has to do with these."

The Scots Confession 3.22
"This is why we abandon the teaching of the Roman Church and withdraw from
its sacraments; firstly, because their ministers are not true ministers
of Jesus Christ (for) indeed they allow even women, whom the Holy Ghost
will not permit to preach in the congregation, to baptize..."

The Westminster Confession
"God alone is Lord of the conscience, and hath left it free from the doc-
trines and commandments of men which are in anything contrary to His
word."

The Book of Order G. I, 7, 31.07
"The Holy Scriptures are the only rule for faith and manners; that no
church judicatory ought to pretend to make laws to bind the conscience
in virtue of their own authority;"

The Confession of 1967 9.26

THE DECLARATION

AND CALL
The Assembly voted not to concur

with an overture from the Presby-

tery of Kiskiminetas which support-
ed and called for impl imentation of

the Declaration and Call. The GAMC
had previously written that only
the Constitution of the church
could specify the theological affir-
mations required of those ordained
by the church. The Declaration and

Call has passed overhead, like a

cloud with promise of rain and re-

lief, but now is over the horizon
without dropping even a drop upon a

parched ground.

Bi-Annual Assemblies

The recommendation by Stated
Clerk Thompson that Presbyterians
meet every other year to save money
was rejected by the Assembly, des-
pite the approval of the plan by the

GAMC. Commissioners argued that the

level of trust was so low in the

church that to allow the GAMC to

make all the decisions for two years
would do great damage to the con-
cept of representation and decision
sharing. in fact, the Section on
Evaluation of the GAMC in a report
(SOE 1- 5/75) said:

"Despite two years experience. .

.

there is still major unclarity
about the roles of various parts
of the system. Some are per-
ceiving that the effort toward
de-centralization may have led to

increased centralization."

"Because of these unclarities and
unmet expectations, there exists
a pervasive lack of trust and a
power struggle of major propor-
tions both among the levels of
the system, and also among units
on each level."

WHAT'S NEXT FOR MISSIONS?

The Declaration and Call
has received a hearing from the GAMC

and the General Assembly and has been
rejected by both groups. Officially
the church has spoken. The PUBC Exec-
utive Committee will be meeting soon
to consider the remaining options
for the support of overseas miss-
ionaires. Your input to this im-

portant meeting is urgently re-

quested. Write or call the PUBC
office in Oakland, California. =&=
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HOW TO

Vn. BcoitleJX Hess is the ponton
(tiaAd. United PnesbyteAian Chunch

in Livonia, Michigan. He is a membe

A

oh the BoaJid oh Vinectons oh PUBC.

'"Like a mighty army moves the

Church of God.' But if the church

doesn't have enough dollars, it

doesn ' t move far

I n How to Have a Giving Church
,

Bartlett L. and Margaret Johnston
Hess go on to explain about money

for the church. "None of us likes

to have money extracted from us

forcibly; we don't like pressure tac-

tics. But, a pastor can bring his

people into touch with spiritual
principles of giving. The Holy

Spirit can make us wan

t

to give.
Then the church has the money i

t

needs, our lives have a new dimen-
sion of joy in giving."

Churches Or. Hess has served as

pastor increased in yearly giving
from $4,000 to $12,000; from $6,000
to $110,000; from $165,000 to

$325,000; and from zero to over
$600,000. His present church. Ward

United Presbyterian, is in Livonia,
Michigan, a suburb of Detroit. Des-

pite troubles in the auto industry,

giving last year increased 17% over
the year before. Ward Church asks

for no pledges, conducts no finan-
cial compaigns.

HAVE A GIVING
Their story of teaching people to

give begins with "Sharing the Needs:"

"'What do these fellows have
that I don't have?' asked Bart
gloomily. He was studying our
denominational records of indivi-
dual churches. We were in our
first little church, and he was
having trouble raising the $4,000
that comprised the entire yearly
budget

.

"I had no suggestions to offer
though I had grown up i n a manse.

Money for the church to me was
like the dark currents of the

ocean. It was something that mys-

teriously flowed toward some peo-

ple and away from others. In my
childhood home the semiannual
interest payments on the building

debt were recurring crises. In

this church that Bart served just

out of seminary, the big problem
was how to meet the coal bill.

"One day he came home jubilant.
He had had lunch with a friend, a

peer in a comparable church, who
had no problem with money.

'"Ray says the secret of rais-

ing money is sharing problems with
the congregation. You share money
problems with your family--the
church is a family. He says don't

keep still about money, but don't

nag, scold, beg, or plead. Simply
share needs, and people will

respond .

'

"Bart tried it and it worked.
It was spring; the coal bill had

not yet been paid. Bart shared
the problem with the congregation
comprised mostly of working peo-

ple.

"Before the offering one Sun-

day he said, 'We have an unpaid

coal bill of $390 from last win-

ter, and we need to pay the coal

man. Perhaps you have some of

the Lord's money you would like

to contribute to clear this up.

The Bible instructs us, "Owe no

one anything, except to love one

another'" (Romans 13:8 RSV)

.

"After a Sunday or two the

whole bill was paid. Those peo-

ple could see the problem--the
man who had furnished them with
coal all winter deserved to be

paid.

"Bart and I were thrilled. We
decided to hold a 'Rejoicing Sun-
day' to share the good news.
Never before had we had anything
financial to rejoice about in that

CHURCH
church. It was a complete change
of pace. We sent out cards; peo-
ple poured out for thanksgiving
in April. In a family you share
good things as well as bad.

"Actually, sharing is a very
minor facet of our total program
for giving. But it was the first
thing we learned, and it's a good
place to start. It takes a while
to get the hang of it completely,
and we stumbled a number of times.

"What and how do you share?

You don't share every little need

that comes along. Nobody wants a

church service to sound like a

financial meeting. You do share

any emergency in the church. Or

perhaps a world emergency is on
everyone's mi nd--typhoon in India,

earthquake in Peru. You can offer
a chance to share in relief.

"Or, you share a special need

on the mission field you've just

learned about. Some missionary's
car has broken down, he simply
can't carry on. Or a medical em-

ergency has struck his family.

"You share positively as well

as negatively. If you are putting

up a new building, keep people
informed on progress. State in

the bulletin or church paper

whether income is keeping pace

with costs. Don't hide bad news.

"Share what is being done with

money already given. If you are

supporting a worker in the inner

city, let him tell about his work.

Instruct him not to ask for a

special offering. He's to let

people know what he's accomplish-

ing with dollars already given.

"Let a young person tel 1 what

the church has meant in his or her

life. You can mention that dol-

lars already given are supporting

the youth program.

"If a missionary supported by

your church can visit, feature

him. Instruct him to tell what

he is doing, not to make a pitch

for money. As people give more,

you may be able to increase his

allotment in the coming year.

"At all times, share with

church members what is going on.

All missionary programs at home

and abroad and their progress are

thei r affair.

"What? Your giving has in-

creased beyond your budget? That

has happened to us many times.
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(continued) PUBC CONFERENCE MINISTRY Per Capita Apportionment

Board members always think that

is the time to keep still. They're

afraid people will stop giving.

Not at all. Rejoice! Proclaim

it! Let people know what their

extra dollars are doing. There

is no such thing as too much money

for the church. You can always

give it away ."

The rest of the book deals with

how to educate, without irritating.

It explains how to build a founda-

tion for giving. It tells why money-

making projects hurt giving in the

long run. It tells how to conduct a

pledge campaign, how to get along

even better without one. It offers

down-to-earth instruction on how to

become a giving church.

The book is available from Abing-

don Press, 201 Eighth Avenue, South,

Nashville, Tennessee 37202 for $2.95.

Reprinted by permission

A synopsis of HOW TO HAVE A GIVING
CHURCH by Bartlett L. and Margaret J.

Hess. Copright (c) 197** by Abingdon
Press

.

This last April, PUBC, in cooper-
ation with Tenth Church, Philadel-
phia, and Eternity Magazine, held two

conferences on Reformed Theology.

Speakers were Dr. J. I. Packer,
Dr. Ralph Keiper, and Dr. R. C.

Sproul . Many letters have been re-

ceived telling of the great bless-
ings received by an in depth study
of God's word in a setting of worship
which moved many to tears. Pastors
and lay people have written of the

changes God has made in their lives

as they fed from the meat of Scrip-
ture taught by some of God's choice
servants

.

Because of this, other churches
in different locations have asked
us to bring a conference to their

1 oca t i on

.

PUBC solicits your prayers as we
work out details for next year's
conferences. We wish to be guided
by God alone as we seek to help
equip the saints for the ministry.

If you have suggestions for this

emerging ministry, speakers, topics,
locations, etc., we would appreciate
receiving them. I

The GAMC voted to ra i se the per
capita from $1.07 to $1.20 per mem-
ber. This method of financing the

headquarter's operations at ^75 Riv-

erside Drive is oftentimes confused
by local churches. Many believe
that it is an obligatory tax. But

that is not the case. It is entire-
ly voluntary, and no church is re-

quired to pay it. It has been

learned lately that there are some

churches who are designating this

Rev. Frank Kik (I) confers with Rev. Dale

Schlafer, (r) Political task force director for

PUBC, and pastor of Denver's South
Church.

INVITATION TO MEMBERSHIP
The work of this fellowship is entirely dependent upon your gifts and prayers. If you share our concerns for the

church, and our Statement of Purpose reflects your views, you are invited to participate with us and to support our

efforts. Your church is encouraged to support PUBC in its benevolences budget.

PRESBYTERIANS UNITED FOR BIBLICAL CONCERNS
Post Office Box 13124, Oakland, California 94661

Please enroll me as a member of Presbyterians United for Biblical Concerns

Enroll me as a student member ($5.00 per year)

a participating member ($10.00 per year)

a contributing member ($50.00 or more per year)

a sustaining member ($100.00 or more per year)

a supporting member ($500.00 or more per year)

a church membership ( per year)

1 will pay my pledge on a monthly quarterly semi-annual basis

I am enclosing $ with my application. All contributions are tax deductible.

I enclose $3.00 for the 1975 issues of the Communique, but I do not wish to be a member at this time.

My Name (Please Print)

My Street Address

My City and State Zip Code

My Business or Profession

My Church
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Dear Mr. Hoyt:

We praise the Lord for PUBC be-

cause it has clearly defined and

stated what we have been feeling for

years - that our church's basis for

mission has been becoming further
and further removed from the Great
Commi ss ion

!

I am a Japanese-Amer ican who went

through the relocation center during

the war and came to India pretty
much a liberal. Working in India

soon brought me to the point of hav-

ing to decide what 1 was doing here!

British evangelical friends, includ-

ing my wife-to-be, along with senior

missionaries and Indian evangelicals
led me back to a biblical faith.

There must be many members in our
churches in a similar state - not

happy with what's going on but not
knowing where to turn or even know
why they are not happy. We feel that

PUBC is clearly defining and drawing
the lines of departure, especially
in mission theology, to bring to a

focus the spiritual basis for the

unease and unhappiness in the church-
es. A valuable and needed ministry-
we pray the power of the Holy Spirit
as you continue to challenge the UP-

UPCUSA leadership from a scriptural
basis, "decently and in order."

Si/mon £ Vvonne Satoul, MV
ChAUtian Ho-ipiXat

HM.be/itpuA, VehAa Pun
India

SPEAKING PERSONALLY

Since 1 travel a great deal, I

have opportunity to hear many ser-

mons. When at General Assembly, one

hears a great many sermons, and

there is an opportunity to make some

comparisons and thus some observa-

tions. It has long been my belief

that you may use the content and

subject of preaching as one barometer

of church weather, and an indication

of the temperature and health of a

given church.

After participating in the Theol-

ogy conferences which PUBC and Tenth
Presbyterian Church sponsored, I have

been struck by the richness of bless-

PCUS Union

Rev. Lamar, on the Joint Commit-
tee for Union with the Southern
church , brought in the report that
conversations are continuing, but

without any clear day for voting in

sight. The PCUS is currently strug-
gling with a proposed Book of Con-
fessions similar to ours. The moder-
ate group within the PCUS, Covenant
Fellowship of Presbyterians, has
looked with some concern at this book,
recalling the abandoning of a con-
fessional base by the UPCUSA after
adopting the Confession of '67.

Dr. Andrew Jumper, President of

the CFOP, said in a telephone inter-
view that events at this Assembly
have made the matter of union a high-
ly serious matter and one which now
must be studied afresh by the CFOP,

especially after action by the UPCUSA
on the "Kenyon matter". I

HAVE BIBLE,

WILL TRAVEL
The PUBC Executive Secre-

tary, Mr. Larry Hoyt, is
available to your church.

If you would like a pre-
sentation to a session, mis-
sion committee, or pulpit
supply, please let the office
know soon.

Mr. Hoyt will be preaching
at the Ward United Presbyter-
ian Church in Livonia, Mich.-,
on July 27, and will be avail-
able for the two weeks prior
to that date.

Write or call PUBC for
further information.

ing when preaching has centered a-
round the mighty themes of God;
preaching which is about God and not
about men. In very few churches do
I hear the majestic subjects of our
reformed faith; the awful sovereign-
ty and immutability of God, the
bloody atonement of the heavenly
Lamb, the mystery of the calling of
the elect of the church, the freedom
and safety of the saints, and the
hopelessness of the darkness from
which we were rescued.

After experiencing General Assem-
bly, I would like to offer these sug-
gestions for preaching, and for pro-
gram. In the article, "Will the
Real Evangelical Please Stand Up",
we made the remark that historic
evangelicalism has always been God-
centered, rather than man-centered.
Here's what we mean: it is supreme-
ly important what God thinks about
me, and very unimportant what I

think about God. The blessing of God
is in His final commendation, "Well

done..." That is the crucial test.

We are among those whom God loves
forever. God is not diminished by

man's absence, nor is God improved
by the presence of His creation. To
doubt Him does not subtract from
Him; to believe Him adds nothing
to Him.

God's purpose in Christ was not

to make Him more human but to glori-

fy Himself, not to free man for man's

self, but to capture man for Himself.

When the church adopts the agenda of

the world, then the secular humanism
of the world becomes the deified

humanism of the church and what we

hear emerging from our pulpits and

seminaries is the new sociology, a

recent synonym for theology.

Let us hear once again from the

pulpits of this land the "great texts,

the fat texts", the sermons that

draw us with terror and relief to

the great God. The Word tells us

that we shall "stand before Him." We

shall be inspected, looked at, known.

As C.S. Lewis writes, "in the end,

that Face which is the delight or the

terror of the universe must be turned

upon each of us either with one ex-

pression or the other, either confer-

ring glory inexpressible, or inflict-

ing shame that can never be cured or

d i sgui sed . . . to please God, to be a

real ingredient in the divine happi-

ness, to be loved by God, not merely

pitied, but delighted in as an artist

delights in his work - it seems im-

possible, a weight of glory which our

thoughts can hardly explain." This

is what it means to be God-centered.

Ministers of the word, we beg you,

let us hear again great themes and

great preaching.

Larry M. Hoyt
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December 2, 1974

KENNETH E. BAIL-EY TH D.

PROFESSOR OF NEW TESTAMENT

Dear Ralph Winter, Fuller Seminary, 135 N. Oakland Ave
. ,

Pasadena, Ca . 91101
Sam Moffett, U.P. Mission, 136 Yun Chi Dong, Seoul, South Korea
Don McCurry, P.O. Box 13 Civil Lines, Gujranwala, Pakistan
Paul Pierson, C/O R. Carlos Da Maia 26-2 E. Lisbaa 3, Portugal 157
Harold Kurtz Box 1111, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Don was through here last week and we had one "brief" four hour conversation.
It was water to a thirsty land for me. Don mentioned the tragedy of the near zero
communications between us as fellow Presbyterian Missionaries, all wrestling with
different faces of the same basic problems in the mission of our Lord and His
Church. Most of you were present at the Chicago Conference of 1970 and heard my
relatively inarticulate raving about alot of things. One of them was the fact
that we were all spokes of a wheel. The hub was New York, but there was no rim.

Position papers come down the spoke. We respond individually or as missions but
I never know what Paul or Don or any of the rest of you think and feel. Right
n<bw I have in my files three essays that I have written at various times in the
past four years to preserve my sanity. I sent them to no one. Aware of the
fact that the total context of my world is so different from Manhatten Island
I have felt that these papers could not be understood or taken seriously in
the philosophical-theological-political-socialogical world of 475. We have a

saying in Arabic, "The father must name the son" that is if you have a new idea
you should carry it out - after all you sired it! We are no closer to any rim
on our wheel than we were four years ago. Now the hub seems to be immobilized
for lack of grease or something. In the past four years I have felt the desperate
need for the kind of sounding board that you men can provide. As our crisis in
Mission deepens perhaps some of the rest of you may feel the same need.

Recently we all received a questionaire about the cutting of missionary
benefits. In a long letter I answered and said "yes" to all the suggested cuts
and then proposed formally that if N.Y. was serious then all N.Y. staff salaries
should be in the same basis as missionary salaries. If high salaries are neces-
sary to assure competence than all of the missionaries in responsible positions
irrespective of degrees, experience and publications must by definition be in-
competent and if incompetent they should be fired. I would have been most happy
for all of you to have read the letter. I have a distinct feeling that if I had
sent it to all of you that more people in New York might have read it.

Two years ago we were all asked about the new plan for paying single people
the same as families. Our agonizing response was that my wife and I saw in the
plan an abandonment of the "Christian Socialism" of 180 years of the missionary
movement which classically has been "To each according to his need." The new
plan (which was adopted) is idologically based on a capitalistic model of "To
each according to his production". The new model if taken seriously could only
mean that we with Doctorates should have a significantly higher salary than others
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without them. The shift from the classical Christian Socialism of the missionary
movement we wrote has profound theological implications. We see it as a sell out
of a crucial part of our heritage as missionaries. We never received any acknow-
ledgement of our letter. I am prepared to be batted down by counter arguments.
Silence is disappointing. I would have been glad for all of you to have that one
too and would have been most happy to have read your responses to the same issue.

Soooooo - He who sees good to do and does it not - to him it is sin. Con-
cretely I propose no organization, rump parliment or missionary Labor Union. I

merely wish to announce that I intent to send to you what goes through my mind on
the issues that face us as Presbyterians engaged in the overseas mission. If you
have time to read it - fine. If you don't, it is my loss. If you have time to

respond - wonderful (if and whax you do why not send a copy to the other names on
this letter?) If you can't respond I'll continue to send you occasional semi-
coherent rumblings anyway. (Unless you tell me to stop) . Allow me to propose
that the rest of you do the same if you so inclined. Most of our typewriters
will type five carbons.

Today, by airmail in a separate mailing I am sending you "Opus l" . It is

an attempt to make a serious statement (in dramatic form) about the continued
relevance of the Apostolic Kerygma to some of the issues currently raised among
us. It is written as a half hour play for use in America. Any comments you
have (positive or negative) will be eagerly received.

Yours for a better iron rim on a pioneer wagon- wheel

.

In Christ,

KB: lsb
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NEWS REPORT:

WHAT HAPPENED

AT DALLAS

DENTON, TX - As the scattered rays of the sun focus through a magnifying glass, forming

a white hot point of fire, so the missionary concerns of United Methodist evangelicals

focused here Feb. 6-8, atthe "Evangelical MissionsConsortium," called by Good News.

Delegates numbered 72 laypersons and pastors from 23 states. Observers included

members of the press and Dr. John Schaefer, Board of Global Ministries. Two delegates

were members of the Board of Global Ministries Board of Managers; one delegate was a

field cultivation staff member of the Board.

Delegates continued the impetus begun by the Consortium, voting to establish The

Evangelical Missions Council to pursue the cause of Biblical missions within United

Methodism. The following action platform was adopted without dissent:

"The Evangelical Missions Council empowers its Executive Committee to

communicate and negotiate with appropriate leaders at various levels of the church to

establish a clear, trustworthy and guaranteed channel for evangelical missions WITHIN
the World Division of the Board of Global Ministries.

"In so doing, let us convey to these leaders all the evidence we have or can secure to

document our contention that our United Methodist world mission is in tragic crisis. Not

the least dimension of this crisis is: (a) the increasing number of United Methodists in

mission now serving through non-United Methodist sending agencies with 'United

Methodist dollars' being diverted for support of these persons, (b) the growing number of

locally-organized and functioning United Methodist [missionary] sending agencies.

"If, however, all our attempts are ultimately frustrated, let us recognize that we have

highly viable alternate channels remaining to us for the implementation of our

evangelical concerns and the fulfillment of Christ's Great Commission."

The serious mood of the delegates was evidenced by their pledging $23,000, for

themselves and their churches, to begin operations of the Council . To direct the ongoing

effort, delegates elected an Executive Committee composed of one representative from

each United Methodist jurisdiction in the United States. Chairman is Dr. David A.

Seamands, Pastor, U.M. Church, Wilmore, Ky. Executive Committee members include:

Dr. Charles R. Britt, Pastor, U.M. Church, Auburn, Ala.; Dr. Kenneth Callis, Pastor, Court

Street U.M. Church, Flint, Mich.; Dr. Chilton McPheeters, Pastor, Central U.M. Church,

Phoenix, Ariz.; Dr. Ed Robb, Pastor, St. Luke's U.M. Church, Lubbock, Tex.; Mrs. Virginia

(Law) Shell, Layperson, Schenectady, N.Y.; Dr. Bill Thomas, Pastor, First U.M. Church,

Tulsa, Okla. Ex officio: Dr. Robert Mayfield, Layperson, Chairman, Good News Board of

Directors.

Throughout four major addresses, discussion groups and the private expressions of

many delegates ran the near-universal opinion that the policies and publications of the

World Division contain a lopsided emphasis on social concern, with almost no balancing

emphasis on the spiritual aspects of human need. This opinion was typified by Dr.

David Seamands, who said in the keynote address, "For all practical purposes the World
Division has become another board of social concerns." FHe charged that this "lopsided,

one-sided emphasis" is a direct violation of the denomination's stated Aims of Mission, as

given in the United Methodist Discipline for 1 972. This states that a primary purpose of

mission witness through word and deed is to . . evoke in all people the personal

response of repentance and faith through which, by God's grace, they may find newness
of life in righteous, loving relationships with God and their fellowmen. .

."

The extreme downgrading of this concern for the spiritual welfare of persons,

Seamands and others declared, constitutes a clearcut reversal of the church's officially

stated missionary priorities.

"One needs only to read carefully the New World Outlook, official Board

Publication, and the policy statements of top Board of Global Ministries leaders in order

to see that the spiritual dimension is almost completely missing," said Mrs. Shell, whose



late husband, Burleigh Law, became a missionary martyr in 1964, when he was
murdered by Congo revolutionaries.

Also expressed by many was the deep conviction that the World Division, and

certain Board of Global Ministries leaders, have been insensitive and unresponsive to the

mission concerns of United Methodist evangelicals.

“The Board, ina pluralistic church, must seekto serveall groups withinthechurch,”

said Dr. Cal I is. “This is what pluralism means. The insensitivity of some at 475 Riverside

Drive to evangelical concerns violates the declared policy of pluralism of our

denomination.”

Major addresses were delivered by the following United Methodist former

missionaries: Dr. Charles Britt; Dr. David Seamands; Dr. James Fason, Statesboro, Ga., a

dentist; and Dr. J. T. Seamands, Asbury Theological Seminary. In an address entitled

“Sausages and Fishes,” a Duke Divinity School professor described how the secular

theory of "conflict management” is being used by the Board of Global Ministries to

manipulate the church and to avoid facing the issues raised by United Methodist

evangelicals. He is Dr. Paul A. Mickey, Assistant Professor of Pastoral Theology.

Delegates spent one afternoon working in eight small groups to develop action

plans. That evening delegates sifted and attached priorities to some 20 suggestions for

achieving within the World Division "a clear, trustworthy and guaranteed channel”

through which dollars and personnel can travel from the local United Methodist Church

to mission fields overseas. Among those, first priority was given to existing evangelical

missionaries and projects so that these will not suffer from the present Board policy of

retrenchment.

The Council agreed on three spheres of future action: communication with the

Board of Global Ministries' staff and Board of Managers; communication with and

through the Council of Bishops; communication with the Judicial Council.

A standing vote of appreciation was expressed for Good News readers and staff

whose prayers, work and gifts had made possible the Consortium and the birth of the

Evangelical Missions Council. Delegates agreed to hold a full plenary session in

February, 1 975.

“Theannual meetingofthe Board ofGlobal Ministries will be held inOctober,” said

Dr. Bill Thomas. "Bytheendofthisyearwewill have an accurate measure as to whether

the World Division is seriously listening to us . . . whether they are understanding the

passion of our people to obey the Great Commission . . . and whether or not they are

willing to work out some means within the church structure for loyal United Methodist

evangelicals to carry out this Commission.”

A number of departing delegates vowed their intention to carry the issue to laymen,

pastors, as well as leaders of annual conferences and the general church.

“Nothing can stop us from carrying out our Lord's Great Commission to make

disciples for Him around the world,” said Dr. McPheeters, whose church has mothered

more than 30 Methodist Congregations around the world.
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OUR

MISSIONARY

CRISIS

by David Seamands

Pastor,

United Methodist Church

Wilmore, Kentucky

Chairman,

Evangelical Missions Council

My wife and 1 come from two well-known missionary families of India and Africa. The

United Methodist Board counts years of missionary service for husband and wife separately, so

if we calculate it that way, the three missionaries of the Davis family and the three missionaries

of the Seamands family represent a total investment in the United Methodist Missions of over

250 years. Therefore, it is natural that we are keenly interested in what is happening in the

missionary program of our church.

A few years ago we began to notice a slow but sure decline in personnel. Back in the

1950’s and early 60’ s, the Methodist missionary force was a great world-wide army serving

Christ in every comer of the globe. We were, I believe, the largest Protestant missionary force

ofany majordenomination. There was a great sense of pride in being able to say that we were

missionaries of The Methodist Church.

Then we began to notice a steady decline in number of missionaries. . . 1400. . .

1300. . . 1200. . . 1000. (See p. 12.) We also noticed a change in the basic outlook,

philosophy, and the theology of missions.

Since 1962 I have been a pastor in the United States serving the U.M. Church in a

community with two institutions which have sent hundreds of Methodist missionaries to the

field. I have witnessed an alarming decrease in missionary opportunities for our youth. It

seems now as though the United Methodist Board of Global Ministries is no longer a practical

option for the expression ofour youth’s missionary service. (Seep. 12 for figures on declining

personnel.)

In our travels across the nation, we have heard increasing complaints at the grass roots

level of the church. Pastors, laymen, women’s organizations and others express a growing

uneasiness over the direction and policies ofour Board. It has become increasingly difficult to

explain what is going on at 475 Riverside Drive.

Because of similar experiences several of us have made a careful study of the situation.

We made speeches, wrote articles and have talked with high officials of the Board. We began

exchanging correspondence with United Methodists around the world— and found many who
were also trying to voice their alarm.

3

However, we met with little positive result. We were assured that everything was all right

and that Board leaders were actually saying the same things we were— only in different ways.

All of us encountered the same response from our Board leaders. They told us not to worry.

They promised that our suggestions would be carefully considered and possibly implemented.

In spite of all this, nothing significant happened. In fact, the situation has worsened. The

U. M. missionary decline has now become more critical. As we begin 1974 we have dropped to

841. This is below the minimum number of 922 missionaries which the Board itself says is

required merely to maintain basic needs around the world.

At the same time the Board’s theology has become more radical ... its defenses more

theoretical . . . and its excuses more pitiful. And the rhetoric of its leaders has become more

sensational . In spite of the fact that United Methodist world missions are going down by about

$1,000,000 and 100 missionaries annually, each year the Board leaders’ speeches have

proclaimed something like a “great new day in missions!” One does not have to be an

“expert” to see that if this trend continues unchecked it will only be a few years until the

“great new day in missions” will mean the end of United Methodist missions and

missionaries. Like a snowball rolling downhill, the missionary crisis is gaining momentum.

(See p. 12.)

It is because we have exhausted every avenue we know to express our concern over this

tragedy that some of us* took it upon ourselves to call this Evangelical Missions Consortium. It

is for this same reason most of you are here.

*This proposal originated with the Good News Board of Directors and was announced at the Good News Convocation

last summer at Lake Junaluska. Good News readers provided financial underwriting of the Consortium, and plans were
worked out in advance by the Good News staff and leaders.



OUR

MISSIONARY

CRISIS

(Continued)

Last December, at a meeting with Bishop Paul Washburn, Board President, and Tracey

Jones, Board General Secretary, I was asked “What right have you to take upon yourself the

calling of a group to evaluate the Board of Global Ministries? This right is granted only to the

General Conference.” I replied that we have the right of every concerned, loyal United

Methodist. Ours is a democratic church. It holds every board and agency of the church,

regardless of its size and strength, as ultimately responsible to every member of the United

Methodist Church.

We, here at the Consortium, represent a broad spectrum of U. M. evangelicals from

across the nation. We share a common concern over what, back in July, 1973, 1 described as

“the worst missionary crisis in the recent history of our denomination.” This assertion was

vehemently denied at the 1973 New Orleans meeting of the Board of Global Ministries by its

President, Bishop Washburn. However, Dr. Schaefer, retiring Associate General Secretary of

the World Division, in his farewell address at that same meeting, used the word “crisis” nine

times, the phrase “seriousness of the situation” twice, and “shattering retrenchment” once.

Friends, there IS a crisis! Its extreme seriousness is revealed by the fact that some

bishops have recently put on strong campaigns to raise Advance Special funds to prevent

missionaries from being brought home. (Incidentally, several bishops used the word “crisis”

in making their special appeals.)

From now on, when I use the term “Mission Board”, I will be referring to the World

Division of the Board of Global Ministries. When I speak of “missions” or “United Methodist

missions” it will mean specifically our overseas mission outreach.

Let me make one thing very plain: There are still hundreds of United Methodist

missionaries who do NOT go along with the Board' s new mission theology. They are as

troubled about it as we are. More important, they are faithful to the mandate of our Lord and

His Church by their presence, their proclamation, their humanitarian programs —
,
and,

whenever possible, by their political stance. They maintain the proper Biblical balance stated

in the Aims of Mission of our 1972 Discipline, p. 234, para. 801.

Let no one misunderstand: our dissatisfaction is not with these faithful servants of Christ

and our Church. We would do nothing to criticize and jeopardize them in any way.

However, there are some evangelicals on certain mission fields who unfortunately go to

the opposite extreme and are badly imbalanced on the other side. Even worse, they may use an

evangelistic emphasis to raise large sums of money to maintain their entrenched positions of

power and authority. Some of them, unfortunately, also appear to be racist and paternalistic. In

no way do we endorse this type of ‘ 'evangelical' ' missionary . In no way do we infer or believe

that outmoded, simplistic nineteenth century missionary methods are synonymous with

evangelism in missions today and tomorrow.

Now let me state my basic thesis: I believe that our Mission Board is suffering from its

present and possibly terminal disease because:

First, it has lost the true Biblical basis for missions.

Second, it has become ridiculously lopsided in its emphasis on salvation in terms ofonly

political, social and economic liberation— without a corresponding emphasis upon the need

for salvation from sin through a personal relationship with Jesus Christ. For all practical

purposes our Mission Board has become just another Board of Social Concerns.

Third, because of this unbiblical imbalance in theological outlook, in communications

emphasis and in practical priorities and actions, our Board has lost its spiritual concern for the

unevangelized billions who are perishing outside Jesus Christ.

Fourth, the Board is therefore no longer true to several of the most basic aims of mission

and the order of their priorities as clearly stated in the 1 972 Discipline of the United Methodist

Church, p. 234, para. 801.

Fifth, there is a growing consensus among us that our Mission Board, in its present
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structure and with its present outlook, staff and leadership, has lost its ability, willingness, and

perhaps even its right, to be an effective instrument in carrying out the missional concerns of

the evangelical segment of the United Methodist Church.

Sixth, we evangelicals consider ourselves compelled to be obedient to Christ’s Great

Commission. As loyal United Methodists, we deeply desire to fulfill this Commission within

the structure of the World Division of the Board of Global Ministries. However, with its

present form and philosophy, this does not seem to be possible.

Seventh, we believe it is now necessary to establish a trustworthy, clear Evangelical

Channel within the World Division and through existing Annual Conference structures. This

channel will enable evangelicals, in good conscience, to fulfill what we feel to be Jesus’ clear

mandate expressed in the Great Commission (Matt. 28: 19,20), and in the stated Aims of

Mission in our 1972 Discipline (Para. 801, p. 234):

“The wholeness of the Gospel is manifest in the totality of the church. God, Creator,

Redeemer, Saviour and Life-Giver summons the church to mission in the world. The aims

of this mission are to:

“Witness in all the world, by word and deed, to the self-revelation ofGod in Jesus Christ

and the acts of love by which God reconciles all people to Himself.

“Evoke in all people the personal response of repentance and faith through which, by

God’ s grace, they may find newness of life in righteous, loving relationships with God
and their fellowmen. [Italics added.]

“Bring God’s people together in a Christian community for worship and fellowship and

send them into the world as servants in the struggle for justice and meaning.

“Respond to the given unity of God’s people and to the needs of the world, and advocate

and work for the unity of the Christian church in every aspect of the church’s life.

“Reveal in ministry to those who suffer, the love of God for all and manifest the healing

of the Gospel.

“Move all people to live in awareness of the presence and life-giving power of God’s

Holy Spirit, in acknowledgment of His rule over earthly history and in confident

expectation of the ultimate consummation of His purpose.”

Notice that a high priority of the official U. M. Aim of Mission is to “evoke in all people

the personal response of repentance and faith” through witnessing “by word and deed to the

self-revelation ofGod in Jesus Christ and the acts oflove by which He has reconciled all people

to Himself’ ’
. Also, to “bring God’s people together in a Christian community for worship and

fellowship; to send them into the world as servants in the struggle for justice and meaning.”

This is a truly Biblical statement. Here the basis of mission is stated in proper Scriptural

order of priority: evangelism and witness with the necessity for personal redemption which

involves repentance, faith and newness of life in Christ. Our Aims also maintain the proper

balance between the idea of the church as a “gathered community” (i.e. worship, teaching)

and also the “sent community” (i.e. Christians working in the world toward the

transformation of society).

If our Mission Board would keep these priorities and this balance, there would be no

necessity for this special Evangelical Missions Consortium! But unfortunately, tragically,

there is a wide discrepancy between our denomination’ s official mission Aims and the

theology, the policies and direction ofour Board leaders andpublication . Here is the heart of

the problem.

This is a serious charge. Perhaps the clearest illustration can be found in the opening

portion of a liturgy of “Re-commissioning and Communion”, presented to a group of

outgoing missionaries January 1974 at the 4-H Center in Washington, D.C. The quoted portion

of the liturgy is from “The Intentional Gathering”:



OUR

MISSIONARY

CRISIS
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“Minister: As we gather in this particular community to worship together, we are not

alone. We gather in the fellowship of all those who have gone before us, who surround us in

this moment, and speak to us out of eternity.

“Minister: Those whose actions and power have shaped the course of human history

and those whose lives have been shaped by them; Peking man, Neanderthal man, and those

nameless men and women who decided to be human beings, to create human life, to stand and
walk, to use fire, and to have dominion over the earth - Alexander the Great, Constantine,

Attila the Hun, the Caliphs of the Middle East, Sun Yat Sen, Nehru, the Aztecs, Kwame
Nkrumah [Italics added]

.

“People: Those who in the midst of the struggles of power around them, sought to

discover and express new dimensions of humanness: Gautama, the Buddha; Mohammed, the

Prophet; Confucius, the Teacher; Krishna, the Hindu; Abraham the Patriarch; Peter and

Paul, the missionaries [italics added],

“Minister: Those who in times of laxity and retreat, have sought to rediscover and

renew the springs of faith and humanness: Amos, Gandhi, Luther, Wesley, Marx [italics

added]

.

“People: Those whose innocent deaths reveal that we have wanted peace with only half

a heart and before those deaths we all stand condemned: innocents of Bangladesh, Ireland,

Middle East, Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam; unknowns of Guernica, My Lai, Chile, in your

unwarranted deaths; victims of Auschwitz, Dachau, Brazil, Philippines, Southern Africa

concentration camps in your despair and dying.

“Minister: Those who have looked for new heavens and a new earth, who have lived

their lives in the mission of Jesus Christ, and now rest from their labors: Livingstone, C. F.

Andrews, Saddhu Sundar Singh, D.T. Niles, Simon Kimbangu; liberated women, Isabella

Thobum, Clara Swain, Ida Scudder— especially those missionaries who have died this year

and are named in the Memorial Roll.

“People: We are grateful for your presence with us.

“Hymn: For All the Saints.

“Minister: We gather in the presence ofour contemporaries, in many lands and nations,

and of many cultures and languages, with whom our life and destiny is intertwined.

“Minister: We gather also in the presence of those yet-unbom generations, whose lives

will be greatly determined by our decisions and actions; children now being carried awaiting

deliverance from their mothers’ wombs; children yet to be conceived in families yet to be

formed; children who will suffer from cataclysmic events caused by our misuse and

exploitation of the universe; children who will take up the challenges we have refused; and

resolve the problems we have learned to live with.

“People: We are grateful for your presence here.

“Minister: For our fellow human beings in our time struggling to hold together our

human colony and give it new life: Mao Tse Tung, Indira Gandhi, Golda Meir, Anwar Sadat,

Henry Kissinger, Kakuei Tanaka, Leonid Brezhnev, Fidel Castro, Abel Muzorewa [italics

added]."

From this point the liturgy continues with sections on “Praising God Together”,

“Confessing our Sin” and “Committing Ourselves to Christ and His Mission.” This last part

contains the Discipline’s stated Aims of Mission in the form of an affirmation of faith. The

liturgy closes with portions of John Wesley’s magnificent Covenant Service and parts of the

U.M. Communion ritual. It concludes as follows:

“Minister: the Word becomes flesh in our time, when it is bodied forth in us. Go then,

to be instruments of peace, bringing the good news, justice and liberation to all people.

“People: We go in the name of Him who first sent His followers into Judea, Samaria and

unto the uttermost parts of the earth.
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“Together: And may the grace of the Lord Jesus, the love ofGod, and the fellowship of

the Holy Spirit go with us. AMEN. AMEN.’’

This liturgy is a truly amazing combination of faith and un-faith, of Christianity and

paganism, of Christ and anti-Christ. The theological implications of this absurd mixture

borders on blasphemy. A copy of the complete liturgy can be obtained free ofcharge by writing

Evangelical Missions Council, Wilmore U. M. Church, 209 E. Main St., Wilmore, KY
40390.

For the past several months the Board’s new gospel has been researched by Dr. Werner

Wickstrom, Ph.D. from the Kennedy School of Missions, a retired United Methodist

missionary, who was from 1949 to 1961 president of the oldest Methodist mission institution in

the world, the College of West Africa in Monrovia, Liberia. He has carefully examined our

denomination’s mission publications of the past few years (New World Outlook , Response)

and also statements by our Board leaders. This research has revealed almost nothing about

proclaiming Jesus Christ as sole Savior, with the express purpose of evoking the response of

repentance and faith to bring about conversion and newness of life in and through Jesus Christ.

(Write the Evangelical Missions Council for research on these publications.)

Furthermore, a very important Biblical distinction, essential for missionary motivation

and proclamation, is almost completely glossed over. This relates to the question of who are

God’s children. All people are children of God (and thus He is Father) by Creation. But all

people are not children of God in the deepest and fullest sense EXCEPT THROUGH
REDEMPTION. Only when you name Jesus Christ as your personal Savior can you properly

call God “Father” (John 8:34-47). This basic Biblical truth means there is a frontier between

the Church (community of the redeemed) and the world (unredeemed). A clear line of

demarcation exists between the “saved” and the "lost”, between “belief” and “unbelief.”

But judging from what our Board leaders say and publish, there is no such difference. The

categories of “lost” and saved” have disappeared from our mission publication and from

pronouncements by our leaders. They do not apparently regard missions as calling people to

“cross the frontier from death to life” as Phillips paraphrases I John 3: 14. Instead, our top

leaders declare that mission is the proclamation that “Christ is Lord” — without prior

insistence that He must first be Savior. (See Jones quote below.)

As this and other vital Biblical distinctives are blurred, a strange new “gospel”

emerges. The finality of Jesus Christ is lost. Christian mission becomes one of the many
attempts at humanization. Instead of saying, “Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and you will be

saved,” our Board leaders’ new gospel says, in effect, You are already saved because Jesus

Christ is Lord. Believe it.

The new gospel of our Board also teaches that the church in mission is no longer a

“come-structure” inviting people to come to Christ. She is no longer, as described in the

Aims: a gathered-community drawn towards her Lord, the center of fellowship and worship,

sending out disciples to serve and minister in His Name. Instead, Board leaders have made the

church only a “go-structure” existing solely for “action” in the world. Such a way of

thinking considers irrelevant all talk about proclaiming the Gospel to non-Christians ... all

notions of the Church’s responsibility to reach for Christ the two billion unevangelized people

of the world. Such Biblical concepts are totally ignored— or ridiculed as “ 19th century.” Our

leaders now operate on the premise that mission is simply participating wherever God is most

dynamically active. And where is this? In the socio-political revolutionary movements of our

time. In attempts for land reform. In the various “liberation” and “empowerment”
movements of the Third World. (See Report of the Task Force summary of findings under

theological concept of missions p. 5.)

In World Outlook, April 1969, p. 34, Tracey Jones, Jr. wrote an article titled “A Look to

the Future.” Note this statement which clearly states the Board’s new gospel: “.
. . The

language of missionary theology will change. For the past 100 years we have talked about

Jesus as Savior. This assumed there was a literal hell , equated the conversion experience of the
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adolescent as the prototype for all men, separated the ‘lost’ from the ‘saved’ and accepted

man’s weakness. In the years ahead, missionary theology, I believe,will talk about Jesus Christ

as Lord over all men. Such a theology does not focus so much on man’s weakness as on his

sense of responsibility for himself and his neighbor. It assumes the unity of mankind and

probes the meaning of how all men are to become a new humanity in Jesus Christ. .

The head of our Board of Global Ministries continued: . The area of missionary

activity (in the future) will be the public sector. To liberate men from hunger, war, fear and

human degradation; to confront political and social power groups that take advantage of the

weak, and to cooperate with government in the private sector in serving mankind will be more

and more the order of missionary priorities. .

Unfortunately, his forecast has come true! The overwhelming majority of the articles

and official statements repeat that the primary aim of mission today is the liberation of the

politically oppressed. Let’s face it . . . this has become "our mission today.”

The idea of personal salvation through Christ is downgraded and treated as no longer

really necessary. Article after article in our official Board publication carries the social-only

emphasis to an amazing extreme: political revolution equals human liberation equals salvation

(See "Is A Theology of Revolution Possible?” New World Outlook, Sept. 1971, pp. 22-23.

Also read the Board’s pamphlet
"
Latin America and the World Division " .)

Do you think I’rrfexaggerating? Go through our Board publications and statements for

the past several years. See if you can find articles or news items which are the least bit

evangelical. The rare exception simply proves the rule. The vast percentage is a terribly

lopsided, unbiblical emphasis.

Let no one misunderstand me or this Missions Consortium. We are deeply moved and

challenged by every reminder of the world's poverty, hunger, suffering and oppression. I was

immersed in it for my first 10 years as a missionary in rural India, working among a very

subjugated people. I do not want to see this passion and program for the alleviation of

suffering and the liberation of the oppressed diminished in any way. But l do want our Board to

have as much concern for the spiritual hunger and for the sinful enslavement of the

unevangelized billions as for their physical, political and economic well-being.

We should be proud of the fact that the United Methodist Church, through UMCOR,
sent over a million dollars to alleviate suffering in Bangladesh— more than any other single

Protestant denomination. But I have waited to hear a single report from our Board concerning a

United Methodist evangelistic thrust in Bangladesh. Missionary experts who have visited

there, plus Christian laymen and journalists, tell us that Bangladesh offers one of the greatest

evangelistic opportunities in modem history. Could we not put an equivalent of the amount we

send for physical relief, into evangelism? Could we not send even one evangelistic missionary

into this great, wide-open door?

We are constantly hearing from our Board about the w itness of the whole Gospel to the

whole man. Surely the " whole man ” includes his soul! Surely human needs include the

spiritual and the needfor eternal life through Jesus Christ! See "Latin America and the World

Division"

,

where there is not a single direct reference to personal salvation.

The one acid test that should be applied to all Christian mission activities is this— do

they produce disciples of Jesus Christ? Christ sent His disciples to preach good news and to

make disciples. But there is little stress on this aspect of His command in our official

pronouncements and the official statements and publications of our Board . Christ wept over an

unrepentant city — not only because it had poverty, hatred and ghettos; but because it had

rejected Him. Are our top Board leaders or publications weeping tears for similar reasons?

Jesus did not teach the naive, horizontal humanism which thinks it can bring in a secular

Kingdom of God by changing the social and political structures. He said "from within, out of

the heart of man comes evil . All these evil things come from within and they defile a man.
’
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(Mark 7:20-23). Our Lord was telling us that the primary human need is for salvation from

every form of sin, beginning with the sin in each person’s heart.

Christian mission has its true and proper basis in Jesus’ Great Commission. Here we

discover the proper missionary foundation goals. We are supposed to take the content of our

message from the Commission of the resurrected Christ and the Biblical record of His saving

acts as they are predicted in the Old Testament and recorded in the New.

Christian mission is thus grounded in the Word ofGod, and the supreme goal of Christian

missions is to proclaim the Name of Jesus as the “only Name under heaven whereby man must

be saved.’’ Humanization is not the adequate or proper goal of Christian mission! For true

humanization is the byproduct of spiritual new birth, which happens only through God’s

saving activity in Christ and His subsequent cleansing, redeeming presence within us. It is a

shallow, naive sociology masquerading as Christianity which assumes that when social

problems are solved and when liberating political or economic structures are achieved by

evolution or re volution— then all will be well and we will then have God’s “shalom” (peace)

on earth. The real problem is the human ability to take any structure (however good or ideal)

and twist it into an instrument ofevil . Without personal redemption through Christ, this always

happens — even to churches.

Our United Methodist mission publications and our leaders’ statements offer no such

Biblical view of the world’s central problem. They fail to declare everybody’s primary need for

Jesus Christ, first as mighty Savior, then sovereign Lord. The Board's “new look” claims to

be contemporary, relevant, revolutionary and radical. But no! It is not spiritually subversive

nor redemptively radical enough! That’s our evangelical quarrel with it.

The word “radical’’ comes from the Latin radiki: “to go to the root of the problem.’’

That’s what is lacking in our Board’s one-sided emphasis— it fails to go to the root cause of

social evil: the corruption of human nature.

Study carefully the June, 1973, issue of the New World Outlook. The entire issue is

devoted to “Why Christian Mission Today . . . Seven Responses.’’ Would it have been

asking too much for at least one of these seven articles to stress a clearcut evangelistic motive

for missions? Read it carefully and you will be hard-pressed to find even an occasional passage

into which you might possibly “read in” an evangelistic emphasis. You will find several

places where this is downgraded as belonging to the outmoded past. (See p. 19 of New World

Outlook, June 1973.)

We evangelicals certainly do believe that God wants His Church to be a servant people,

meeting every kind of human need. But the Bible keeps insisting that the most urgent human

problem is sin. Of course this includes the evil that arises from society, from environmental

forces and from political systems. The church cannot be neutral in the moral and social issues

oftoday and there will certainly be times, as Dr. Tracey Jones puts it, that “we must be willing

to use our social, economic, and political strength for the sake of disadvantaged peoples.”

Yes, “carefully considered political action is in certain situations an authentic missionary

responsibility.” (Tenth Edition, MARC Mission Handbook, p. 4.)

We are not quarreling with the social concern ofour Board. But we ARE quarreling with

its utter lopsidedness, its extreme out-of-proportion-ness, and its unbiblical imbalance. We
are quarreling with the fact that social issues seem to be its major - ifnot its only - concern

.

Consider the latest meeting of the Board of Global Ministries as reported in World

Division Newsletter No. 30, dated November 14, 1973. “Items of major import to the Board

of Global Ministries” included:

—need for political campaign reform.

—call for withdrawal of Texaco and Standard Oil of California from Angola and

Zambia.

—continued aid to Indochina and drought-stricken Africa [south of the Sahara].

—necessity for tight Federal regulation of strip mining.
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—aid to refugees from the new Chilean government.

—the Pikeville, Kentucky hospital crisis.

—Watergate and a call for Nixon’s impeachment (Women’s Division).

—the Middle East War: speech by a rabbi.

—American Indians and Wounded Knee, etc.

If you were an ordinary layman in the church and you read that report, what board would

you think had been meeting?Wouldn’t you say it was the Board of Social Concerns? If this was

the Board of Global Ministries surely there should be at least several items of evangelistic

thrust . . .

Go back to the agenda for the Board’s previous meeting in St. Louis. You will find the

same unbelievably lopsided emphasis on social concern with an almost total neglect of

evangelistic endeavor.

I have before me the January 25, 1974 issue of United Methodist Reporter. The front

page headlines read: “Global Ministries to Tackle Corporations. Board will Challenge

Activities of Texaco, Bethlehem Steel in Africa.’’ Further down, another headline: “Board

Challenges Sears.’’

When I pointed this out to some of the most important Board leaders they assured me that

there were other matters on the agenda which I had not mentioned, namely, a study

commission to probe the biblical theology of missions.

I was glad to hear this. But how am I or anyone else to know this topic had even a minor

place in the meeting? It was not mentioned anywhere in the World Division Newsletter nor in a

single one of the publications covering the annual Board meeting. The World Division

Newsletter itself implies its true priorities by using the phrase, “Issues of Major Import to the

Board.’’

Here is where we come face-to-face with the center of the problem. Whenever our

leaders are approached they always reassure of their own personal faith, or their Biblical

theology, and their evangelistic outlook. They insist that everything we are insisting upon is,

(ofcourse!) the basic premise of all United Methodist mission activities. We must just take that

for granted!

Then why in Heaven’s name doesn’t someone say it; print it, publicize it and keep saying

it in plain everyday language? Instead, we are subjected to a constant flow of sociological and

theological bafflegab. Often we are told that “communications” is the problem. Let me assure

you, it is not! The unclear messages are very, very clear, the silences even clearer, and the

heavily imbalanced emphases clearest of all. A radically new secularized, horizontal-only and

humanistic philosophy of mission has obviously pushed aside the Scriptural, vertical AND
horizontal dimension which must be thefoundation ofall Christian mission activity -including

its humanitarian, social and political concerns. (See New World Outlook, June 1973.)

Theology is, without doubt, the crucial issue. But there are many other problems which

arise out of this, causing more and more U. M. evangelicals to doubt that the Board (in its

present structure, policies and leadership) can be the instrument through which we can

faithfully express our missional concerns and carry out our missionary activities around the

world. Many laymen and pastors have reached the point where they feel betrayed by their

church.

These folks have in no sense lost their deep missionary passion! Precisely because they

do care intensely about world missions they are turning to other missionary channels. (See p.

14.) As a result, independent mission organizations show significant increases in income and

missionaries on the field. Some at these institutions frankly admit their new money and recruits

are coming from United Methodist sources.

How about our evangelical youth, who, through the years have been the outstanding

source of Methodist missionary personnel? Today, such youth are shocked and hurt to discover
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that their own Mission Board has gone out of the recruiting business and turned, instead, to the

retrenching business. As a result these youth are turning by the hundreds to other channels.

Thus a vicious cycle is set up. People begin to wonderjust how serious our Board really

is about the whole matter of world missions. A haunting suspicion arises; it has been knocking

at the back door ofmy own mind for several years and now it is more than just a suspicion, lam

personally forced to believe that the present leaders ofthe Board are phasing out missions as

we know it.

Instead of being the great agency or instrument to link the personnel and funds of the

local church to the needs of overseas churches and unevangelized peoples, our Board is

increasingly becoming an entity in itself— a great, monolithic structure, which will, itself, be

the missionary apart from the needs and wishes of the local church. It will, itself, carry out

missionary activities by putting pressure on social and political areas either through financial

help or economic sanctions. Thus our Mission Board has become, in fact, detached from

Methodism’s historic connectional relationship which is intended to unite the church at all

levels.

The remarks of Professor Alan Olson, Assistant Professor of Philosophy of Religion at

Boston University School ofTheology, are very relevant here. In speaking recently of the need

“to give scholarly attention to the issue of mission evangelism” he said, “We now have a

group of institutionalized radicals without a constituency.” This describes perfectly the

present separation between the Board and the United Methodist Church.

In spite of all I have said, we have come here to Dallas ”not to destroy, but to fulfill”; not

to create schism, but to save the church in spite ofthe schism already created by the Board. If

the steady, and what seems to be systematic, decimation of United Methodist missions is to be

halted, and if our church is to become once again a great missionary force in the world, we must

act, and act quickly!

There is a great, needy world out there ! Many doors are open for missions, even though

some, formerly open, are now closed.

Consider briefly just three of these open doors. Bangladesh - 79,000,000 people

crushed, bruised, bleeding, but gloriously open to the Gospel. Its Muslim populace is

thoroughly disillusioned with their own countrymen and religion. What an opportunity!

Amazingly similar to the open door among Muslims which preceded the great response to the

Gospel in Indonesia.

Or take Brazil. With 1 00,000,000 people it is a land area as big as the United States west

of the Mississippi River. In 1971, Brazil began cutting a new road right through the hollow

center of the Amazon Valley. It has created a great new frontier for missions. The road will be

over 4000 kilometers long when finished. In five years the goal is to have at least 500,000 new

people settled in villages and towns. Already Highway BR- 14 is complete: Brasilia to Belem.

In 1962 there were 10towns;in 1972, 120 towns. The population, not counting two new cities

of Brasilia and Anapolis, exceeds 2,000,000. In 10 years, Protestant churches along the road

have grown to 35,000 members. In the next ten years this number is expected to triple . What a

missionary challenge!

How about missionariesfrom the Third World? Why not bring to the U. S. some deeply

committed evangelicals from India? Thoroughly familiar with Hinduism and Eastern

religions, they could be evangelistic missionaries among the Hare Krishna groups here in the

United States of America.

There are countless possibilities for creative evangelistic mission. The question is not

whether United Methodist people will provide the personnel and the resources— as Bishop

Washburn suggested in his New Orleans address to the Board in October 1973. Evangelicals

are ready and eager, willing to sacrifice in order to do it — if the United Methodist Chruch

gives us leadership in fulfilling the Great Commission in new areas.

May God give this Evangelical Mission Consortium the vision to present such a

challenge to our people, and the wisdom to find a channel within our Board to carry it out.
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During the last few years, the income of the World Division of the Board of Global

Ministries has steadily decreased, along with the number of missionaries serving overseas.

Here are some of the facts:

Between 1972 and I974the Board’s«.y.M/r£’dbf/f/£erhasdecreasedover$2,664,000. Between 1971

and 1974 the total budget income has decreased approximately $4,21 1,000. This drop in missionary

giving has taken place while the overall income of the United Methodist Church has been increasing each

year.

Actual Income Actual Income Budgeted Budgeted

for 1971 for 1972 for 1973 for 1974

Assured Budget $15,146,469 $15,898,240 $12,481,865

Total Budget (includes conditional income) $21,104,266 $18,922,881 $17,844,985 $16,893,047

Missionary Personnel and Costs of the World Division

Cost of

Year Number of Missionaries Supporting Missionaries

1960 1 ,575 —
1965 1 ,500 (approximately) —
1969 1,309 —
1970 1,293 $9,130,367

1971 1,070 8,424,290

1972 1,025 7,957,000

1973 950 7,701,728

1974 841 7,470,728

In the space of nine years our missionary personnel has decreased from 1,500 to 841,

approximately 44%. The natural annual attrition could bring the total number of missionaries

to less than 800 by the end of 1974. New recruitment is at a low level — meaning that new

missionaries will not probably replace those who are leaving.

We recognize that with a steady decrease in income, it is difficult forthe World Division

to maintain the previous level of missionary personnel. Furthermore, with inflation,

devaluation, and rising costs of living during the past few years, the average cost of keeping a

missionary on the field has risen sharply. For example, in 1970 the Board needed $9,130,367

to support 1 ,293 missionaries. This worksoutto$7,061. 38 permissionary. In 1974the Board

estimates a budget of $7,470, 728 to support 841 missionaries, meaning that individual annual

support cost has risen to $8,801.10. Thus, while the money available to support U. M.

missionaries dropped nearly $2,000,000 in the five-year period, the cost of annual support rose

nearly $1,800 per missionary.

In the last three years the World Division has been forced to allocate a greater percentage

of its assured budget toward missionary support: 47.95% in 1972, 50.2% in 1973, and 55.6%

in 1974.

We are puzzled when we compare U. M. missions with the record of other denominations

and missionary societies here in the United States. They seem to be able to maintain their level

of missionary personnel, and several are actually increasing their staffs overseas . . .while we

are shrinking, both in dollars and personnel.

Some denominations with far less membership than the United Methodists are able to

support larger numbers of missionary personnel:

Churches of Christ

Seventh Day Adventists

Assemblies of God
Christian and Missionary

Alliance

— 1,623 missionaries

— 1,546 missionaries

— 967 missionaries

— 803 missionaries

The C.&M. A., with a membership of less than 100,000, is able to support a missionary

*Each year Dr. Seamands spends one month visiting some world mission field. So far he has seen

missions at work in 55 countries.
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force of 803, almost equal to that of the United Methodist Church which has a membership of

over 10,000,000 and 841 missionaries overseas.

Independent, interdenominational mission boards have an increasingly large numbers:

Wycliffe Bible Translators

Youth With a Mission

The Evangelical Alliance

Mission (TEAM)
Sudan Interior Mission

— 2,975 missionaries

— 1,009 missionaries

— 992 missionaries

— 818 missionaries

Last year Wycliffe prayed for 220 new missionaries; they actually recruited 223. This

year they are praying for 250 new missionaries. Their goal is 6,000 missionaries by 1980!

In the Southern Baptist Convention, giving for missions increased $ 14,000,000 between

1972 and 1973. In 1965 Southern Baptists had a missionary force of approximately 1,500—
just even with that of the United Methodists. But while United Methodists have witnessed a

missionary drop from 1,500 to 841, Southern Baptists have increased their total to 2,507. In

July 1973, Baker Cauthen, head of the Southern Baptist Foreign Missions Board, pleaded for

800 new overseas workers immediately. The Southern Baptists also have a career Home
Missionary Force of 2,200, augmented each summer by 1,000 student missionaries.

Church officials agree that evangelism and missions account for the Southern Baptist

success story— also the emphasis on the Word of God as their base. At the 1973 Convention

everyone appeared excited about future evangelism and mission thrusts. “This is only the

beginning” was a comment heard often, as reported by Christianity Today, July 6, 1973.

Some of the smaller faith mission boards have witnessed an increase in their income and

missionary personnel during the past few years. Consider two ofthem which have a Wesleyan

heritage similar to ours. OMS International reported an increase of 13.4% in their overall

income for 1973. This society is seeking to recruit 146 new missionaries in the next two years.

During the period from June 1, 1972 through May 31 , 1973, 73 new candidates were accepted.

“This is an all-time record for the Society,” says President Wesley Deuwell.

The World Gospel Mission is seeking to recruit 100 new missionaries in the next two or

three years.

How is it these other mission boards and societies are able to advance in missionary giving

and recruitment at the same time the United Methodist Board is suffering retrenchment? They

work in many of the same areas. They face the identical problems of inflation, dollar

devaluation, and the rising cost of living. The answer to the problem must lie deeper than

finances.

The U. M. World Division has not been willing to face the real reason for the decline

income. It is not the loss in missionary concern or giving by individual members or local

United Methodist congregations, as official pronouncements would have us believe. Rather,

our decline is due to a loss of confidence in the direction we are being led by the World

Division. All across the country local congregations are deeply concerned over the evident

imbalance in the Board’s mission pronouncements and programs which emphasize

involvement in socio-political issues almost to the exclusion of personal evangelization. Many
United Methodists are very uneasy about the new, radical, secular philosophy of missions that

dominates the strategies and the statements of staff members.

One of the main official explanations for the present decline is: We are not retrenching but

re-tooling. Our missions program has been so successful that hundreds of missionaries have

worked themselves out ofjobs. They are no longer needed since the nationals have taken over

places of leadership in our overseas churches. (See Christian Advocate, April 1973.)

Excellent! United Methodists rejoice! But immediately we wonder why all these

“unneeded” personnel and funds are not being channelled into vast new areas of the world

where they are needed. Instead of our previous “successes” being used as an excuse for our

present decline, they should become the bases of challenging us to new missionary thrusts!
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All this produces further disillusionment when United Methodist youth, caught by the

retrenchment policy of the World Division, no longer consider our Board a viable option for

service abroad. Many of our choicest young persons are applying to other boards which are

anxious to recruit them as new missionaries. For example, there are now 80 United Methodists

serving overseas under the direction of OMS International. An additional 18 United

Methodists are at present under appointment by this same society bringing the total to 98. The

World Gospel Mission reports a total of 66 United Methodists serving under its banner with

two new recruits under appointment. The Christian Service Corps, with headquarters in

Washington, D.C., has 13 United Methodists serving overseas. This makes a total of 179

United Methodists serving underjust these three agencies alone. To these must be added many

others serving with Wycliffe Bible Translators, Sudan Interior Mission, etc.

Another factor in the United Methodist “crisis” is that many United Methodist

individuals and congregations are directing their missionary giving into outside channels.

OMS International and World Gospel Mission both admit that the large percentage of the

support for the United Methodist missionaries serving under them comes from United

Methodist donors.

During the last 10 years it has been my privilege to participate in hundreds of missionary

conferences in United Methodist churches across the country. The average amount that is

pledged in each conference under the Faith Promise Plan has come to about $ 10,000. A large

percentage of this giving is being sent to evangelistic projects outside the United Methodist

Church.

An important staff member of the World Division recently laid before several staff leaders

the facts regarding the decline in income and the reasons. He proposed that since 20% of the

missionary personnel are on furlough in any given year, the board seek to train these persons in

the art of raising funds, in conducting missionary conferences, and then send them out in

concentrated deputation work. This common sense proposal fell upon deaf ears.

The missionary conference concept has caught on like wild-fire among U. M.

congregations all across the land— so much so, that it is hard to keep up with all the requests.

But repeated attempts have failed to get our World Division to adopt this method and provide

trained personnel to conduct such conferences. Each time we receive the same response: “That

is a nineteenth century concept of missions.”

Perhaps the most significant result of the present situation is that in recent years, out of

a sense of sheer frustration and desperation, some local congregations have set up their own

missionary sending agencies and are now carrying on their own missionary programs. Though

outside the regular channels of the Board of Global Ministries, they are within the framework

of United Methodist churches overseas.

Here are some of these organizations:

We Go, Inc., organized by Tyler Street United Methodist Church, Dallas. This

organization is supporting two persons in India, and four persons in national inter-city work.

This church is also supporting U. M. personnel in an independent relationship in Ghana,

Mexico, Columbia, and India. The annual budget is approximately $30,000.

Evangel Ministries, Inc. Organized by Walnut Hill United Methodist Church, Dallas,

includes several other U. M. churches in Texas. Its purpose is to assist U. M. missionaries to

reach Methodist mission fields and work under the direction of the national bishops and

churches. Two couples are being supported: Mr. and Mrs. David Law, agricultural

missionaries in Zaire, and Rev. and Mrs. Tim Walker, evangelistic missionaries in Peru. (Both

these couples were turned down by our Board.) Their budget for 1974 is between $30-40,000.

First U. M. Church, San Augustine, Tex. For the past seven years has been supporting

United Methodist missionary, Bruce Olson, who is working independently among the

Motilone Indians in Columbia, South America. He is a brilliant anthropologist. His service has

been so creative and significant that it has received the acclaim of the Colombian government

and the United Nations and was reported in the Reader’s Digest.
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United Methodist Laymen, Inc., Sacramento, Calif., supports the work of three U. M.

missionaries overseas, and the House of Hope locally. Annual budget: about $20,000. It is

now producing its own film on Africa for use in U. M. Churches to increase its growing

budget.

The Melville Cox Society, Inc., a new organization proposed by the U. M. Church in

Auburn, Ala. Purpose: to raise funds for the training of African pastors.

Child Care, Inc. In the mid-60’s a group of laymen in the North Indiana Conference

organized this society to assist missionary work in Haiti. Several churches, with the approval

of the district superintendents and the annual conference, are supporting Grace Children’s

Hospital in Port-au-Prince. The work of Child Care has been designated an Advance Special.

Funds are being channeled through the Conference Treasurer and UMCOR.

In order to harness the concern and support of its laity, the South Carolina Conference has

had to create their own missions program in Haiti. Churches are also supporting Grace

Children’s Hospital, besides many other new projects. Funds are channeled through the

Conference Treasurer and UMCOR.

Holston Evangelical Fellowship was organized by several churches in that annual

conference, on June 8, 1971. This organization is supporting two missionary couples who
come out of the Holston conference, served with the Board for one term, and then were not

returned to the field by the World Division. Rev. and Mrs. Roger Wolcott are now serving the

U. M. church in Mexico under the Mexican bishop. Rev. and Mrs. John Stanley are serving

with HCJB, a Christian radio station in Quito, Ecuador.

Echo Inc., Bremen, Ind. , was started by a group of U. M. laymen near South Bend, to

work in Haiti with a national pastor.

From this partial list, it is evident that fragmentation is taking place already in United

Methodist missions. We predict that this type of local, decentralized missionary sending

agency will continue to spread and increase— as long as the present situation continues within

the World Division.

The World Division has adopted a perfect
‘

‘blue-printfor bankruptcy’ ’

( 1 ) by pursuing

a lopsided program of missions which fails to keep a proper balance between the redemptive

and social aspects of the Gospel; (2) by refusing to employ tried-and-proven methods of raising

money for missions; (3) by pursuing a policy of retrenchment, when the Great Commission and

the needs of the world call us to missionary advance; (4) by seeking to depersonalize missions,

when local churches are longing for the personal touch in communication and giving.

In I Corinthians, Paul writes: “A wide door for effective work has opened to me, and

there are many adversaries” (16:9). Here we have the perennial paradox of Christian missions

— opportunity and opposition; advantages and adversaries. Paul places the emphasis on the

open door. He gazes at the opportunities and glances at the difficulties.

Today the World Division has turned things around. They are gazing at the problems and

only glancing at the opportunities. We need to get our eyes off the problems of inflation,

devaluation, nationalism, etc., and set our gaze on our victorious Lord, the Head of the

Church, who both commands and empowers us to mission. We need to hear afresh His words,

“All power (authority) is given unto me. Therefore go. . .

The Great Commission is still binding on the Church. The evangelistic task and the needs

of the world are greater than ever before. There are still many unreached areas with open doors.

And, there are still vast untapped resources in our United Methodist Church. The power and

grace of the Holy Spirit are still available to us. These are days not for retreat but for advance!

Let us go forth in the name of Christ to fulfill the missionary task that He has set before us. The

world is still our parish.
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I. Vulnerability

Acceptance of an opportunity to attend the Evangelical Missions Consortium
or similar meetings cause a United Methodist pastor to feel that he is exposed to

misunderstanding, to ridicule, to accusations of divisiveness and disloyalty. In some
areas there are those who immediately decide, when a pastor associates

himself/herself with an “evangelical” group, that his primary concern is with the

election of delegates to General and Jurisdictional Conferences.

I do not doubt that there are evangelicals with primary political motivations.

But I am persuaded there are other evangelicals with theological motivation almost

exclusively. It is in this latter group that I would place myself, and indeed place most

of the United Methodist people I know.

In terms of “missions” we are exposed to labeling as “19th century men.”

They say we romanticize the past. We are not in touch with the present realities.

I would not argue that the past is sacred — but by the same token the whole

Kingdom of God is not contained in the present moment. To be of an earlier time

than the present does not, of necessity, invalidate an experience, a teaching, or a

method. (My people only learned late in the 19th century to bathe every day and

only early in the 20th century to eat tomatoes. Are these salutary practices and

tastes automatically obsolete because they stem from an earlier day?)

We expose ourselves to very serious accusations that we flee from social

concern and activism, to “retreat from the kneel-in to the lotus position.” (Harvey

Cox. The phrase is his, not the accusation.)

The Statement of Evangelical Social Concern ought to lay at rest this latter

accusation. It probably will not do so. In any event, we are persuaded that the single

most radical form of Christian social action in which any persons can engage is the

proclamation of new life —new life— through faith in Jesus Christ.

Despite these misgivings, about 80 of us came to Lake Sharon, Dallas, Texas, in

early February, 1 974, for the Evangelical Missions Consortium. For nearly 48 hours we
were in prayer, study, earnest consultation, worship, as we considered the crisis in

United Methodist missions.

Is there a crisis?

I am persuaded that there is. These are some of the dimensions of the crisis

as I see it: (a) a grave decline in the number of missionaries serving overseas. We
begin 1974 with 841, nearly 100 below what the Division of World Mission calls the

minimum number needed to maintain our present level of ministries around the

world, (b) a grave decrease in funds available for world missions in and through

The United Methodist Church, (c) a credibility gap between the World Division and a

number of persons at the grassroots concerned with the stated Aims of Mission,

1972 Discipline. Many of us are concerned lest (1) the real intent of the

power-structure of the Division of World Missions, and others in the Board of Global

Ministries, be to abolish the presence of the North American missionary overseas

and (2) horizontally-defined applications of the great evangelical words and

concepts in that stated Aim become the operative, controlling goals and methods of

our World Division.

To put this last concern in more familiar terms, we fear that social action alone

has become the goal of our World Division with the concepts and experiences of

personal conversion being relegated to limbo as either 19th century hangovers or

adolescent experience we should by now have outgrown.

So despite some hesitations because of vulnerability we came to the

Evangelical Missions Consortium.
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II. Motivation

Much of my motivation is spelled out in the preceding section. These following

statements were made in an address which I was privileged to give at the

Consortium:

“We believe God’s will is for a steadily increasing missionary force within the

United Methodist Church.”

“We believe God's will is for a steadily increasing missions budget within the

United Methodist Church.”

“Neither the essence of the Gospel nor the realities of the fields dictate

retreat.”

My motivation would be to share, if possible, with all persons of good-will and

like mind in the reversal of this retreat in finances and personnel.

A further aspect of motivation remains. I am persuaded this, too, is urgent. I

would claim for The United Methodist Church in North America the redemptive

influences upon its own life of the continuing missionary emphasis. In its classic

form, as I comprehend it: senses the need of persons overseas both in the material

and spiritual dimensions of their lives; allows the Holy Spirit to call out from our

midst the persons He chooses to go, crossing national, racial, and cultural

boundaries for witness in word and deed to God’s self-disclosure in Christ Jesus

and the acts by which He wins us to Himself; supports those persons in mission

through understanding, prayer, finances.

When a church says to its sons and daughters, “You cannot go,” or when any

segment of the church is, by any other segment of the church, compelled to say to

its sons and daughters, “You cannot go,” then something vital and redemptive is

taken from the life of that church which has resources for sharing of personnel and >
finances. The trans-national and trans-cultural nature of the Gospel and the church is /
obscured.

III. Commitment

Our commitment then, at Lake Sharon, was to world missions. (The use of

the final ’s’ is deliberate. Many years ago in Africa I heard the late, great Sallie Lou

McKinnon voice a fear that as the church moved toward use of the term “mission”,

the concept and practice of missions ran the risk of getting lost. Is this where we
are about to arrive?)

Our commitment is to a church that sends. We are committed to persons who go.

We are committed to autonomous churches: self-governing, self-supporting,

self-propagating. We see in nearly every conceivable instance our “sent”

missionaries assuming the servant-role, the younger-brother role, in the fellowship

of these autonomous churches.

We are committed to the continuation of pioneer work in lands across the

seas. The American Bible Society Record (February, 1974) suggests that 73% of

the world's population has not yet accepted Christ as Savior. Bishop Stephen Neill

( Call To Mission, 1970, p.104) cites a potential need of 2,000 new skilled

missionaries in Africa before the end of this century.

We repeat: neither the essence of the Gospel northe realities of the fields dictate

retreat.

Finally, let me confirm my commitment to the United Methodist Church. For

44 of the conscious years of my life she has been to me as mother, teacher,

sustainer, channel for growth and service. I will not, in her crisis in missions, stand

silent nor inactive. I will not mutely acquiesce in the tragic trends of retreat.
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IV. Participation

In the light of all said previously in this paper I accepted the opportunity to

attend the Evangelical Missions Consortium. I accepted an invitation to be one of

the four persons who addressed the “plenary sessions” of the EMC. I co-authored,

along with Dr. Phil Hinerman, the resolution of instruction to the Executive

Committee of what became, at Lake Sharon, the Evangelical Missions Council. I

accepted a position as a member of the seven-person Executive Committee.

I shared with the other participants as: (a) loyalty was affirmed to the United

Methodist Church. Whatever others may think our purpose was not, and is not,

divisiveness nor undercutting, (b) we hailed The Aims of Christian Mission

(Discipline, 1972). Replacing an earlier statement written by John R. Mott which had

appeared in The Methodist Discipline for nearly 40 years, this current statement is

adequate, Biblically faithful, and set forth in the proper order of priority, (c) We
affirmed our separateness from, independence of, but gratitude to “Good News.”

(Four of the members of the Executive Committee of the Evangelical Missions

Council are not officially members of “Good News.”) (d) Set an “agenda" for the

Executive Committee. In addition to the officially adopted resolution perhaps as

many as half-a-hundred suggestions, ideas, etc., were referred to the Executive

Committee for its use as it sees fit. (e) Pledged, through faith-promises, nearly

$23,000 for funding this Evangelical Missions Council. This is a mighty small “sling

and five smooth stones”!

V. Conclusion

There were words aplenty at Dallas: hurt-words, hope-words, prayer-words,

searching-words, direction-words. But words did not necessarily become flesh at

Lake Sharon.

I left convinced that the words would become flesh only if:

(1 ) We do our best for those emphases of the Division of World Mission which

we honestly believe to be its best efforts. This includes seeking as quickly as

possible fully pledged support for a significant body of our missionaries not yet fully

underwritten in terms of financial support.

(2) Communicate and negotiate with the Division of World Missions in all good

faith.

(3) Hold high in every honorable way before the United Methodist Church the

unchanging missionary imperative of the Gospel of Him who is the Light of the

world.
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My concern this evening relates to the dynamics of the relationship between groups within

the United Methodist Church, and to share with you, from an evangelical perspective, how

these relationships are experienced from within the denominational structures.

I. The Sausages

First, I want to talk about the theology of “conflict management.’’ There are obvious

conflicts of various levels of significance between the evangelicals and the Board of Global

Ministries. In an era of increased awareness of and participation in conflict, we are able to

identify conflict at the personal, interpersonal, group, and institutional levels. We engage in

sensitivity training, personal therapy and conflict management exercises. Conflict

management has become a password — but it is also an anathema to human experience.

When one studies the dynamics of “conflict management” it becomes clear that

management is the real subject, not conflict. Conflict is an adjective, not a noun. The real

subject is management and control of conflict. In organizational terms, one learns to manage or

control conflict in order to perform the goals of the organization.

Thus an organization will engage a person or group in conflict situations in order to help

one to manage conflicted feelings in harmony with the goals of the organization. This is not

therapy nor participatory democracy— this is manipulation. If one is to deal with conflict as

the subject, then the dynamics shift. The subject would be the total process of the dynamic

interaction between conflict and reconciliation; conflict and expression; conflict and mutual

rejection. Here, “conflict” is the subject; it is a noun; it represents substance, being, content,

integrity. It has its own reality. But in organizational bureaucracy, “conflict management” is a

subtle euphemism for manipulation.

Bureaucratic relationships and communications take on their own— almost detached—
aura of reality. Through the magic of language, word becomes deed. Nouns become verbs.

Nothing actually happens. But by a simple chore of adding a verbal ending to a noun, a new

world-view is created overnight! From the Board of Global Ministries world-view we find a

new society founded on “impacting,” “prioritizing,” “resourcing,” and “discipling.”

We can illustrate this from Bishop Paul Washburn’s recent address to the Board of Global

Ministries: “He [Jesus Christ] impacts us with His grace.” “Impacts” is a new word to me.

The closest my Webster’s Dictionary comes is to call it a past participle. The image which

springs to mind is of hostile grace. Is it like “crate rizing”? Is it similar to a kind of ideological

saturation bombing, or creating pock marks on the surface of a slick veneer of sin? I can

associate it more with something Joe Frazier might say of Muhammad Ali: “He impacts me.”

Actually, I think there is a short, more visceral response Frazier would make; but not among
theological company.

Or take “resourcing,” another word of common currency. By making noun/verbs it

appears that one is trying to express an effect without careful attention to the cause and the

connection— the actual, dynamic relationship between word and deed. It is an action in search

of a subject. One creates noun/verbs as a theological “Catch-22.” Always right but there are

no clearly established antecedent or consequent data. The action is its own subject with no

history; no context; no theology.

Anyone for an “impacted” faith? Are you “prioritizing” your “resourcing” for a

backpack trip into “globality?”

Conflict within this mentality works the same way. There is no context, no history, no

consistent vision of the future which relates to my conflict— where I have been with it, am
living with it now, and where I will likely be with it in the future— how it is being expressed

and response prompted.

*The author is a member of the Good News Board of Directors and co-author of the book Conflict Resolution: a Case

Study Approach to Handling Parish Situations.
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When I think of “conflict management” I see the image of a sausage: an experience

neatly packaged, managed, and encapsulated within a managerial skin. There is no vitality, no
richness of life, no gutsy issues which transcend the moment. One expresses the conflict —
gets it out; it is managed by the executive branch, as it were, and is functionally cut-off and

isolated.

Allow me to illustrate by using the first-person rhetorically.

As an evangelical. I've expressed my feelings; I’ve shared my conflict; I’ve poured out

the travail ofmy soul. But all there is is a big void ofacceptance, acosmic sponge by the Board

staff. I express my conflict and there is no response from them— or certainly none at the same
level of my experience. There is a Rogerian soteriology at work behind the scene; detached

acceptance is my salvation. I get it out of my system and I’m saved — not by grace but by

passive acceptance. There is no real response or encounter. Thus I’m being manipulated; I’m

being managed.

I’ve been invited, as an evangelical, to express my conflicted feelings and experiences

about missions theology and practices with the Board of Global Ministries leadership at 475

Riverside Drive— or at an annual conference with the cabinet or with district-level leadership.

Evangelical feelings are shared, concerns expressed and expectations stirred. But there is little

human, actual response— only the passive smile or the sly nod, the passive aggressiveness of,

“Let’s meet again to discuss this. We do appreciate your concern. Read paragraph 3598 or

whatever, of The Discipline; go home and prepare a statement or write a paper, or, make an

appointment with my secretary and we’ll talk about this again later.”

No real response ! Not at my level ofexperience. My new experience is: I have been had.

Yes, I’ve been “impacted” — with passive aggression. That is my experience of impact and

witness of the Gospel: the Board has controlled me.

Such an experience does not enable me to deal constructively with conflict. It is a big, fat

sausage! There is no process. By this experience I am connected to the next sausage of

experience— the next encounter. A dried up tissue connects one link with another, reminding

me of my dependence upon the Mother Manipulator which/who does not allow the vital life

juices to flow, in human fashion, from one experience with the Board to the next.

In that deadness of response to my conflict, the channels to collect my money remain open

but not the channels to my person or my faith. Dialoging and conversation are not adquate

responses at this level ofexperience . . . they are a string ofdead sausages with no really vital

continuity. I am an evangelical in a denomination which claims that its own life and theology

depend upon an evangelical tradition and a personal experience. Why then is my experience

that of a stranger in a foreign land? I experience being an oppressed minority.

Two conclusions are clear. First is the experience of being manipulated — of being

oppressed as a minority person. In our pluralistic society we all have the experience of being a

minority person: forexample, as white-middle class lam a minority in the culture; as a former

EUB I am a minority in the United Methodist Church; as an evangelical I am a minority in the

denomination; as a yankee liberal I am a minority in the southern public school system; as a

clergyman I am a minority in the church; as a male I am a minority in the Sunday morning

worship congregation. All of us in this room share, from somewhere, the negative experience

of being a minority person. And it’s no fun!

Sensitivity to the minority means not to manipulate or oppress the minority, even

through passive aggression. Certainly sensitivity does not mean oppression under a theological

guise of group process, dialogue, or conflict management. Christ calls His Church to a more

vital encounter with each other than this within the Church. We are, after all, parts of the

same Body.

Second is the dynamics of “How-becomes-What.” How we treat people is what or who

we become. This becomes theirexpectation of us. When we are manipulated under the guise of

dialogue, participatory democracy, group process and group decision-making, we
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evangelicals do not experience the freedom, liberation, and development which have been

assured minority groups within the U. M. Church.

Rather, our experience dealing with the Board of Global Ministries is of a sausage

machine— it is not really being sensitive to where we are; to our hopes and vision of the

future, as well as constructively responding to our fraility, sin, racism, and insensitivity.

We’re asked to share our trust and our money— but freedom, liberation, and development do

not come our way. How we’re related to is ( 1) what the Board becomes to us and (2) what it

expects and will accept from us, a hurting minority group.

Not freedom, nor liberation, nor development is our experience but an even greater

centralization of power and authority. And worse, we’ve been asked to share our feelings and

concerns ... we have, and their response has not been at the same level: little experience of

healing and reconciliation flows out of our relationship with the Board.

Impacting us, yes. But a conciliatory feeling and tone, no. And that tends to make me
more angry. I have been asked to open up my soul to the folks who care overseas and its been

used against me, further confirming my experience of being manipulated— my experience of

being no more than a sausage to the Board.

One could call for those of us who share the suppressed-sausage experience to unite; to

overthrow the Establishment. But that’s not our goal — it is to live out Ephesians 4.

“How-becomes-What.” Does the Board of Global Ministries want itself perceived as

the managers and manipulators of conflict and not the mutual participants in conflict and

reconciliation? Well, that’s the evangelical experience so far. How becomes What to us. It

works to confirm the Board as the very successful manager of conflict, so that a mature

reconciliation is preempted by status in lieu of the redemptive process.

Now one may argue that the sausage image is a bit graphic — and it is. But it is also a

symbol of the lack of actual process modes of relationship between the Board and its various

constituent minorities. Evangelicals are willing to go the authentic — as opposed to the

manipulative — process route of personal, group, and theological experience anytime.

Because that is our bag. But real process, as the Holy Scriptures, our evangelical heritage, and

personal experience would remind us — and in Alfred North Whitehead’s terms find

expression — vital processes involves both antecedent and consequent data. Christ and the

cross are the antecedent data and the redemption of the world are the consequent data. Hence,

we’re not sausages in how we see ourselves, understand our personal conversion experience,

or perceive our relationship to the missions work of Christ’s Church!

We evangelicals are a special-interest group in the United Methodist Church. Despite all

the negative qualities ascribed to us: white, middle class, male chauvinist, 19th century

colonial racists, Biblical literalists— despite all that, we, too, are saved by grace. We too are a

part of Christ’s Church, are in the communion of the United Methodist Church, and in

would-be fellowship with the Board of Global Ministries. As such— a special interest group in

the denomination— we have a theological integrity affirmed by The Discipline (1972). Our

new confessional statement, whatever its shortcomings, is a genuine process statement

affirming us as a special interest group within the fellowship of the United Methodist Church.

And this includes in principle — and through this Missions Consortium in practice — the

authority of evangelical theology within the United Methodist Church. And this brings me to

my second major point.

II. The Fishes

There are many fish in the pond of United Methodism. In the “Theological Frontiers and

New Directions’’ statement in The Discipline (1972) (pp. 79-82) we read:

“Our present existing and established standards of doctrine” are not rigid or juridicial.

Flexibly interpreted and applied , they properly honor and respect the integrity of serious

and thoughtful persons, (p. 79)
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The evangelicals represent, or at least should qualify, by our presence in the pond, as a special

interest theology. Nominally the doctrinal guidelines include us— if we show ourselves to be

"serious and thoughtful persons.”

Of our seriousness there is no doubt. As to our thoughtfulness, we claim to be thoughtful

but would admit that at times we have been thoughtless, and careless, and even sinful. (We try

not to adopt sinfulness, and carelessness, and thoughtlessness as a style-of-life!) We too err and

stray like lost sheep. But basically we consider ourselves to be thoughtful, circumspect, and

sensitive persons— although at times this is easier than at other times. Nonetheless, I think we
qualify— certainly by comparison with the other brands and varieties of fish in the pond, as

reasonably serious and thoughtful persons.

If we do qualify as a special interest theology (p. 80, The Discipline

)

to live in the pond,

what then? Well, we become, along with other special interest groups, a theological resource

for the General Church and specifically for the World Division of the Board of Global

Ministries. Thus, The Discipline and the 1972 General Conference— and not we ourselves—
affirm this status. Technically this means that the Board is responsible to us as a special interest

group and amenable to us as a special-interest theology through The Discipline. And
reciprocally, we are all responsible to one another and amenable to The Discipline.

Our concern in this Consortium is that the World Division is to us a “closed shop”

theologically and that explicit evangelical theology is included out. We are outside. This raises

serious questions about the Board’s wisdom when one considers these words from The

Discipline with reference to the Church’s theological position: “United Methodism in

doctrinal lockstep is unthinkable.” (p. 79)

Indeed it is! Our concern in this Consortium is that the lockstep phenomena is being

experienced. I am fully aware that all of us associated with special interest theologies have an

element of rigidity, intolerance, and defensiveness. That doesn’t make us right nor entitle us to

be empire builders instead of Kingdom builders. But in this forum we want to be open to

identify the integrity and the conflict in our position and to locate that integrity and that conflict

where those feelings, beliefs, and behaviors belong — not to continue in the experience of

having both our integrity and conflict dumped back in our faces— in the name of sensitivity , or

Christ. We may stand to be corrected but we also stand to do some correcting. And in United

Methodism, with reference to missions work for the past 10 years, that has been primarily a

one-way street, a closed shop, a lockstep doctrine.

The real issue at this Consortium is not limited to missions strategy, the recruitment,

training, and placement of missionary personnel or the securing, allocating, disbursement, and

accountability of funds. Rather, the real issue is theological: What is the place of evangelical

theology in United Methodism? What is the Board of Global Ministries’ response to

evangelical theology as one of its resources; and how is that source and resource expressed

within the church?

Indeed, we are all fish in the pond of United Methodist fellowship. This Consortium is not

interested in landing a Leather Carp called the Board of Global Ministries. Nor is the Board to

be interested in landing a Bigmouth Bass called Good News. This is not, shall we say, a fishing

expedition in which a Carp or a Bass has to be thrown out on dry land to be excluded — to

suffocate and starve to death. That would be the worst kind of self-destructiveness.

Rather, our concern is that together we might hear the Master’s call to cast our nets and

lines on the other side of this experience into deeper, less quarrelsome waters — that the

embracing arms of Christ and His Word might encircle all the fishes of the deep blue sea, and

that lovingly and compassionately the Gospel be proclaimed, and understood, and affirmed

throughout the whole world.

May we in the boat of this Consortium cast our lives into the deep waters — that our

witness may be more discerning, more flexible, more Christ-like.
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And so this is not a fishing expedition— except in a fundamental sense: to reach out and

touch the One Fish— ICHTHUS— Jesus Christ King of the Jews, and by gracious invitation

extended to us foreigners, as gentiles, to become children of God — in the fullness of time

May that season, that invitation, that Spirit be here, now.

WHAT YOU CAN DO FOR UNITED METHODIST WORLD MISSIONS

Tell other United Methodists

• that evangelicals are uniting.

• that an Evangelical Missions Council has been established to

work for a Biblically balanced and evangelistic world missions

outreach through the World Division , Board of Global Minis-

tries.

Be much in prayer

• that the Holy Spirit will guide and empower the Council as it

works to open up, within the World Division, a clear and trust-

worthy channel so that loyal United Methodists can in good
conscience fulfill the Great Commission of Jesus.

• that God will move the leaders of the Church to cooperate.

• that God will bless the labors of the many faithful United
Methodist missionaries who are seeking to make disciples for

Jesus Christ around the world.

Help the Evangelical Missions Council

• by sending names and addresses of United Methodist Mis-
sionaries who would desire to be identified with and supported
by us — namely, seeking in all things conversion to Jesus Christ

and obedience to Him in loving and serving God and neighbor.

• by sending names and addresses of pastors and laypersons who
are concerned about United Methodist world missions and
would like to learn what we are doing.

• support through Advance Special giving those United Methodists

whose missionary work is Biblically balanced. We must not

allow reliable missionaries to be "retrenched
!"

• the Evangelical Missions Council can supply names of mis-

sionaries and projects that wish to be identified with us and
merit evangelical support.

EVANGELICAL MISSIONS COUNCIL

% United Methodist Church
209 East Main Street

Wilmore, Kentucky 40390

phone: (606) 858-3559



Are YOU concerned
about world missions
in the United Methodist Church?

THEN YOU MUST SPEAK OUT!

NOW IS THE TIME TO ACT!!
Here is something practical and tangible that you

and your church Commission on Missions can do to help

bring about constructive change:

•Write personal letters to:

Dr. Tracey K. Jones, Jr.

Board of Global Ministries

United Methodist Church
475 Riverside Drive

New York, N.Y. 10027

Your Bishop: his address is available in the journal of your

annual conference (ask your church office).

BE SURE TO SEND COPIES OF YOUR LETTERS TO:

Evangelical Missions Council

c/o United Methodist Church
209 E. Main St.

Wilmore, KY 40390

It is vitally important for you to keep the Council up to date by sending copies of your letters.

"RISE UP, 0 MEN OF GOD! THE CHURCH FOR YOU DOTH WAIT,

HER STRENGTH UNEQUAL TO HER TASK; RISE UP AND MAKE HER GREAT!"
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Use this space for your notes, comments and questions.

25

THE GREAT COMMISSION
OF JESUS TO MS CHURCH:

All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me .

Go therefore and make disciples of all nations

,

baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son
and of the Holy Spirit

,

teaching them to observe all that I have commanded you;
and lo y

I am with you always , to the close of the age .

- Matthew 28:18-20, R.S.V.








